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COLLEGE CALENDAR 
1952-1953 
Fall Semester 
Pc iclrnt's reception to faculty ........ ............ 8:00P.M., Sept. 11 
I ' ultv conference ...................................................... Sept. 12-13 
It • luium assembly ...... ................................ 8:00 A.M., Sept. 15 
c rnbly for sophomores, juniors & seniors 9:00A.M., Sept. 15 
Ott •nlation and counseling ......................... ........ ......... Sept. 15-17 
It• g1slra.lion of upper classmen ........ 8 :00-12:00 A.M., Sept. 18 
H(:gi~lration of freshmen .. ..... ............. 1:00-4:00 P .M., Sept. 18 
( IMl'Cs begin ... .............. ......... .......................... 8 :00 A.M., Sept. 19 
I nt·ully-Student reception .................. .......... 8:00 P .M., Sept. 20 
11 1·tul'eship ..................................... ............................... Nov. 16-20 
'I hanksgiving holiday ............................................. . Nov. 27-Dec.1 
( hrislmas holidays ...................................... .. Dec. 20-Jan. 5, 1953 
('ln.o;ses resume work .. .... ..... ....... ................................ Jan. 6, 1953 
Counseling co~plet.ed for spl;ng semester ... ......... ......... . Ja~9 ~I S mest.er exammabons .. ........ ...................... .................. Jan. -
Spring Semester 
c oum;eling of new students ..... .............. .... .............. .. ......... Feb. 2 
H.-J.dslration for spring semester ...... .............. ......... ......... Feb. ~--
1 'lasses begin work ... .......... ................................ ............ ....... Feb. 
, pring recess ················ ········: ......... .... ....................... ......... Apr. 3-6 
I larding-Armstrong memorial day ·········: ............... ......... Apr. 15 
\ nnual field day ......... .. ....... ........ ................... ....................... May 6 
<'ounseling of summer students ........... .......... ...... ............. May 18 
President's reception to seniors ........... ..... .... 8:00 P.M., May 30 
lh(ccalaureate address ........... ... ...................... 8:00 P.M., May 31 
l•'inal examinations ............ .................. ......... .... ........ ....... J une 1-3 
lun1ni day ............... .... ...................... .... .......... ................. .... J une 3 
<'<•mmencement exercises ............................ 10:00 A.M., June 4 
11111tnl alumni luncheon .. .......................... .... 12 :30 P .M. June 4 
Summer Term 
out <'ling new students ...................... 8 :00-12 :00 A.M., June 8 
n gi ·tration ...... ................ ....... ........ ......... 1:00-4 :00 P.M., June 8 
Clns cs begin ....... .... ............ .......................... ... 7:00 A.M., June 9 
llolidnv .. ........................................................... .... ............ ..... July 4 
l~xnminations, first term ........... ..................... ......... ........... July 12 
< lM:-\CS begin, second term ......... .... ................................... J uly 13 
Final examinations ......................... .................. ................. Aug. 14 
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Part I: 
6~N~RAL INFORMATION 
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PURPOSE OF HARDING COLLEGE 
I \ I)' college has its own personality, distinct from all 
It may be cold and formal, or it may be warm, friendly, 
I tlrnulnling, winning one's loyalty and love by its service 
I umlcrMtanding. The personality of a college, however, is 
1 nln !f) by ils sense of values, and this, in turn, is revealed 
I•Urpose and the organization through which its aims are 
\I II 
l'•,. pcctive students and parents will want to know 
1 """ College as it really is. While its purpose and personal-
c 111 he described only briefly here, the institut ion is felt 
II ' 11\P" force by visitors who see the college in action. 
Ullt Put pose in Brief 
) lnrcling is a Christian college of arts and sciences. Its 
111•os( ts to give students an education of high quality which 
II lead to an understanding and a philosophy of life con-
t•nl with Christian ideals. It aims to develop a solid founda-
11 ut intellectual, physical, and spiritual values upon which 
ult 11l~ may build useful and happy lives. 
l'to(••-.sional Aims 
ll:u-ding recognizes the importance of preparing young 
1plc to take their places in the world's work. It seeks, there-
ul •, to help them understand their own abilities and aptitudes, 
ullivnte responsible habits of work, learn how to cooperate 
1lh others, and discover the particular vocation to which they 
\I h to give themselves. It offers the basic training leading 
to I ht~ various professions-medicine, dentistry, engineering, 
I \\, 11harmacy, nursing, social service and others, and gives 
thorough preparation for teaching, the ministry, business, 
nrl other vocations. It encourages thoroughness, not so much 
lh 1! the student may meet the competition of others, but that 
h mny give his highest service to the world and may attain 
I hir-hest personal development and satisfaction. 
\ nlike the work of the purely professional school, this 
nlng is integrated with the whole liberal arts program. 
I ludcnt, therefore, acquires not merely the skill of his 
1 1 1ft s•on, but also an enriched cultural background. 
I ntrllt~t ual Aims 
It i~ the conviction of the college that it is more important 
lo hMn how to live than merely how to make a living. A man 
Jll l1 more successful in his profession if he has developed 
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10 HARDING COLLEGE 
n right view of life and an understandino- of himself and of 
the world in which he. m~ves. During the first two years, 
Ua r·cforc, t he student JS given a comprehensive introduction 
lu llw complex life of t he present and to the courses of human 
lhciiiJ.rht nnd action which have given him his cultural heritage. 
' l'h rough the sciences he gains insight into the laws of life 
nnd of lhc physical world. He f inds how these may be control-
!1•11 for the uctvancement of human welfare. He learns how to 
l !link nccurately and scientifically, to look at problems objec-
l tvt•ly, and to solve them without prejudice. He should acquire a 
~n·tllN· reverence for truth and a passionate desire to embrace 
rt. As he begins the application of the scientific method to the 
,..~ udy and . explanation of natural phenomena, he is taking the 
fu·st s tep m the develop.ment of t.he discerning mind and judg-
nwnl of the mature thmker. It Is such clearness of thinking 
wh ich has abolished superstitions and false ideas and laid a 
foundation for distinguishing between truth and fiction. 
Through literature, philosophy, and the creative arts. 
the student comes in contact with the ideas and the visions 
thai have inspired men. He meets great minds and personalities 
who~e grasp of life will stimulate and direct t he course of his 
own th inking. 
Through history and the social sciences he learns the 
cliff~nmce betweel?- vision and reality and develops a sympa-
llu•lac underst~ndmg of h!-lman frailty and the possibilities 
of human achievement. With a knowledo-e of the social eco-
llnJlliC, and political philosophies that h;ve built our pr'esent 
111ld he can see more clearly into the years ahead. At the 
un • lllt iC he has been gaining the skills and techniqUes and 
I rt•lmt~cl lhe habits of study which will enable him to ex-
1' 1 olla• r l"l•nlms of knowledge and unlock the secrets of the r u 11 
J II Uu It l l wo years he chooses a special field of knowl-
1 ' hi h \ Ill t'IIIIIH! out his development and equip him for a 
hr 11 pt ,r. lnu n• vocation. T~rough f~ur years the student 
thu I I tu fulll't' understandmg of himself and of his own 
ll c , to rh 1 1 K•" Jl of the intellectual p1:ocess of logical 
nln , nd 1 mot c 111 curntc appreciation of his place in the 
I unl clc•vf'lopment, the college provides 
h Mlloulcl ll•:~el the student to a clearer 
11 
t lmuling of his social relationships. 'l'hese include his 
JK111 ihility in the home, responsibility as a wor ker or em-
' r in his business or profession, responsibility as a citizen 
th wmmunity, state, and nation, and finally his responsi-
1 t n a Christian to all humanity and to a Christian civiliza-
n 'l'hl• fl'eedom and opportunity we enjoy in our American 
vf life, our part icipation in a world economy, and the 
utluuntion of our Christian civilization are dependent on men 
1 d "umcn of character and integrity with sound, well-trained, 
II t rlminating minds and with an enlightened sense of personal 
I JiHII~ibiJity. 
11i a i luaJ Aims 
\1ontaigne wrote "The object of education is to make, 
nul n scholar, but a man." It is the conviction of Harding 
('f,Jit•ge that neither scholarship nor intellectual development 
11 fficient basis for the best and richest life now, nor for 
ul'ity in the years ahead. Those who have moved the world 
upward have always been men of character as well as intellect. 
ll i~ the ultimate purpose of Harding College, therefore, to 
1 •ncl each student to develop, not merely the mind, but the 
kind of personality whose influence, great or small, will add 
to the upward trend of civilization. 
This means that he will come to love the ideals of truth, 
uwrcy, and justice, to accept responsibility, and to cultivate 
l' lf-control. But at the heart of the long struggle of men for 
1nastery of themselves and of their world has always been the 
power of a faith that t riumphs over weakness. More than all 
d~e. this faith is responsible for the vision which has given 
the world its highest development, both material and spiritual. 
~o one can understand our civilizat ion without knowing this 
power which has shaped its th inking and its ideals, and which 
hi\~ been the strength of its great leaders. Its supreme source 
ht•s in the teaching of t he Christ and in the Jewish prophets 
I\ ho prepared the way for Him. 
For this reason it is required that all students take Bible 
•·.1rh semester or choose f rom a related field an approved course 
\I hose content will give him a bet ter spiritual understanding of 
h tmself and of the world in which he lives. A list of such ap-
proved courses is given at the conclusion of the Bible depart-
ment. Inst ructors in Bible conscient iously avoid sectarian, 
m· peculiar interpretat ions. The college expects the student to 
t•ome to know the spirit of the Bible itself and its great prin-
ciples of life. Each student must, in the end, determine his own 
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12 HARDING COLLEGJ: 
course, but since men live in God's universe, it is vita l t o theil· 
welfare and happiness t o live in harmony with the will and 
purpose of t he Creator. 
ACHIEVING THE AIMS 
The organization through which the college works out it. 
aims may appear somewhat complicated. Students who comt· 
into it, however, are delighted with the human, friendly, hehl 
ful atti t ud e of all who assist them. The four major facilitic~ 
lis ted here ar e explained in greater detail through the lat e! 
pages of the catalog. 
A Faculty Interested in The Individual 
One of the most important factors in education is thf' 
personal contact between student and teacher. Material anti 
subject matter may be dead until brought to life by the under 
s tanding touch of a master. Books often confuse and arc 
quickly forgotten, but the views and attitudes, the impact on 
personality by an instructor, become a part of one's thinking. 
'Phe t eachers at Harding College are alert and keenly a live to 
present trends in their fields. Memberships in learned soc ie ticR 
nnd attendance at meetings are exceptionally high. A largl' 
number are continually engaged in advanced study an<i ins titu-
tional research for further perfecting their work. Students will 
ri ucl such minds stimulating and their search for wider hori-
zou" of knowledge under this guidance an exciting experience. 
In lH'<'r>ing with the purpose which guides our work, we 
ll(•!r!( t It :II' IH'l'S who not only possess high scholarship but who 
nl o hnvt• llw character and spiritual understanding essentia l 
~~~ I hut purpo. «' Students will find instructors concerned with 
I he• It· 1• •!'Mnnul wt•lfa re. While each is interested in his special 
I i .. ld ,( kuu\\ I '"'-' ''. he is even more intrested in the develop-
1111'11 t or I ho RhuJ,•nl nnct is ready to help in the solution of any 
p rohlt•m h .. IIIIIY luwc. 
13 
11 J!Uillc students a round many dif~iculties! he~p 
t , L "'' !hi.' n•quirements of college hf~ •. advise ~n 
1 II( I ull i · , in religious or moral p~rplexibe!5, and m 
1 l&tluu wilh other students, b~mg_ to . his att~n~ 
1 tuulllc. he might overl_ook,_ and _aid him ~n. s~lectmo 
J, t':\fll'l'icnces that will giVe him the tiammg and 
1 llllH'IIl needed for his chosen work. These men and 
1 1 •t onal friends and confidants. 
lllliun to these counselors, a work coordinator assists 
lng t•mployment for those who nee~ w~rk.. A counselor 
tU!I ndivities aids young preachers m fm.dmg places to 
mlul her young people in !inding appropnate <?PP<?rtun-
1 lcli v. ious activity. Vocational coun~elors. a~vise m the 
1 ot vocations and professions ~nd I':! pomtmg ·out op-
ll HIHlrequirements in the vano!JS fiel_ds. Employme~t 
lut m~ist in arranging contact with suitable employers 
following up students with further aid whenever needed. 
nx Curriculum 
1 to t he faculty and its close personal supervision, 
11 ;md scope of courses offered a re othe~· Important 
111 one's educationa l developmen t. A curnculum that 
,, I'Ontinually t he same is soon outmoded. _The college, 
rm •· cncourao-cs each depar tment and each mstructor to 
h lu 'ow n field of wor k, to revise and to change courses or 
cuut«'lll of courses to keep t hem. constantly !ldapted to 
u ln~-t IWC<is. The entire cur riculum IS unrler contmual ~t~dy 
I , t•ntia l r evision t o give t he student. Ua: type of trammg 
1 1 •V••Inpmen t he needs to meet t he t·oncl ttiOns of today and 
, hnll){t' 1 of tomorrow. 
11 ttudiv<' Activitic~ 
'11u• finn! fndol' in lht• sluclt•nl's educatio~al developm~nt 
U11 ndivities in whidt lw may _engage. His courses_ giVe 
tlwories, f undanwntal. techn_Ique~, ~acts, and b u_ths, 
h lp to stimulate and d1rect his t~mkmg, but t he n ght 
of nctivities gives him opportumty t o put permanent 
Into li fe ex per iences. The college, therefore, offers a 
\ u·ic•lv of wholesome avenues of self -development . The 
1t edtitntion progr am is not centered on a ~e~ athle~es 
In ludt•s nil s tudents in a vigorous, healt~-bmldi~g: senes 
ult mu rnl sports . Th e~·e is actua l ,on-the-Job_ ~rammg for 
111 ,•pna·ing for nursmg or medical techmcian serviCe. 
1 1 tk , debate, and speech activities; t he chorus, glee club 
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HARDING COLLEGE 
mul. other musi~al groups; the college newspaper, the annual, 
mdw hroadcastmg, and the poetry and camera clubs-all offer 
val.u~hlc cxpe~·ience in many diffe1·ent fields. The various 
rehg wus .meetmgs,. special lectures, and mission services give 
opporlumty fo~· r~hg10us growth. Social clubs encourage demo-
t• t·at tt·. and qll'lstl~n cooperation and develop leadership. Work 
~'X !X' t'tences m off1ces, librat:y, cafeteria, student center, print-
IllS{ sh~p, laundry and cleanmg plant, the farm the dairy and 
olh<•t' fa cldH give excellent t raining. ' 
. By ~ wise selection of activities, t he student will attain 
dunng h1s college years a measure of development not possible 
from classroom work alone. 
Thus, through the assistance of instructors and counselors 
wl!o are genuine friends, through a living curriculum which 
lmngs the knowledge and experiences of the past to bear upon 
the present and the fut ure, and through well-chosen activities 
the. stu~ent achie':es for himself that rich and full development 
wh1ch JS t he ultimate purpose of the college. 
SECONDARY TRAINING SCHOOL 
For t~e t~aining of teachers in the secondary field the 
<·ollege mamtams a complete high school in connection with 
t lw _department of education. While the faculty and adminis-
lt·nt 1on are separate from and independent of the colleo-e 
uqmni~ation, it works in cooperation with the head of the 
t\(hwnt ton department in putting into practice the best educa-
Un1111l nwthods and in supervising directed teaching. The high 
honl nff<•rs the courses usually given in standard secondary 
h ,)II nut! holds an "A" grade rating with the State Depart-
'' cut ,f l ' d ut ntion. 
LEMENT ARY TRAINING SCHOOL 
L JNFORMA'l'lON 15 
HISTORY OF THE COLLEGE 
I u-c liug College was established at Morrilton, Arkansas, 
'1 th rough ihe consolidation of Harper College of Harper, 
, nnd Ar kansas Christian College of Morrilton. In 1934 
, ' luwny College plant at Searcy became available and 
tln·r College was moved to Searcy. 
11w college was named in memory of James A. Harding, 
fntuu l l' l ' and first president of an earlier college whose 
lllwns and work the present institution carries on. It was 
l(lt•n•d a fitting tribute to the life of a great man, who 
11 lhttled much to Christian educat ion, and who gave to it 
t• ulhusiasm and impetus of an active life. 
LOCATION 
llnrding College is located in one of the most beautiful, 
f t1t!C', and healthful sections of the state. It is fift y miles rt rn Little Rock on U.S. highway 67, and one hundred fifteen 
11 k from Memphis on U. S. highway 64. 
By automobile Searcy is two and a half hours from 
It mphis, four from Fort Smith, five from Texarkana ; eight 
(e um Oklahoma City, St. Louis, and Nashville ; ten from Dallas, 
h\ t'lve from Kansas City, Amarillo and Chicago. 
CLIMATE and SCENERY 
The climate is as nearly ideal as one may f ind. Winters 
,,,.,, mild. The temperature has fallen to zero on ly a f ew times 
111 the history of the state. Summers arc usually pleasant. 
Harding College is near tho foothills of t he Ozarks, and 
1 surrounded by many places of beauty and interest. To the 
wrthwest, the foothills lead up io ihe mountains, which follow 
the course of the river and are traversed by a highway 
l)()rcfered by picturesque va1leys and peaks. Little Red River's 
pnrkling rapids and deep clear pools make a paradise for the 
v .tme fisherman. To the east are lowlands and lakes abounding 
In fi sh. 
THE CAMPUS and BUILDINGS 
The College campus consists of forty acres. It is within 
t•.tsy walking distance of the business section of town. Large 
onks and elms give a woodland charm. 
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Ill HARDING COLLEGE 
'l'hc twenty-one buildings on the campus, exclusive of 
t'<tuipuwnt, nn• valued at more than $2,362,806. A social science 
hullclirw iM to I><• added as soon as possible at a cost of $350,000. 
tlnun i 1111 I inn Building 
Oc·c•upying the central position on the campus is the 
tlu" ··H lna•y AdminiRtration Building, a fire-proof structure 
' 111l11iniug tlw Jll"PRident's suite of offices the offices of the 
d('un ol' I he r.ollcgc, the dean of students the dean of women 
lhr1 1'••1ri t rm·, the business manager and ~taff, the president'~ 
11 l~:~tnnt, lh<' eli t·cctor of public relations, and others. Offices 
t11 c• uit·-conditioncd. On second floor is the Little Auditorium 
•nting two hundred people. The building also contains a 
''"rnrdin:r room and clAssrooms. 
.Auditorium 
The main Auditorium is an integral part of the Adminis-
1 rnt ion Building. It is air-conditioned and seats approximately 
l,:lOO. H has a stage designed for varied and unusual scenic 
••ffc•<'is. Scenery can be elevated or lowered quickly into place. 
It has the latest theatrical lighting, public address system, and 
projection facilities, together with dressing and storage rooms. 
Science Building 
This is a three-story brick structure, one hundred and 
~h t.v-f ive feet long, and fire-proof throughout, completed 
m 1926. The two upper floors contain the various laboratories 
fell' <•hemistry, physics, biology, and home economics, teachers' 
offic·p~. nnd lecture rooms. The first floor contains offices and 
g.,; tll' t'nl r'ass rooms. 
'l'lt•• I ihrary 
Tht- pt'illlar,v purpose of the college library is the enrich-
ment of the• cuniculum by the provision of materials related 
to course offcl'ingR and by guidance in the wise use of such 
materials. 
The new, modem library with its open-shelf arrangement 
allows students access to approximately 31,000 volumes 200 
periodica1s, hundreds of pamphlets and six daily newspa'pers. 
The card catalog, periodical indexes, subject index to pam-
phlets, and the cooperation of faculty and librarians enable 
stude~t~ to rec~ive maxim"!lm benefit from library facilities. 
In addition to prmted materials, a phonograph record collection, 
17 
Ollis 111 nw~k nnct ~pcech, has 
1ufihn reader is also available 
lullclltlg lhe periodical room, reference 
wl . c•minar rooms are located on the 
l l 11 nnd carrels on the second floor. The 
tlltlltlolll'tl, and equipped with the latest type 
llnsr Jltlcl lighting. 
1 1 ludt•n t enter 
lltl ail"-eonditioned building is a community center for 
tl nt11 and teachers. It houses the college bookstore, post-
f( , inn, offices of the Petit Jean, the Bison, and t he alumni; 
t•h·•tiiA l'aphic darkroom, an attractive banquet room, and 
th••• fncilities. 
l u!ik Hall 
'l'he Music Hall contains the studios for piano, voice, band 
ucl urchestra, classrooms, practice rooms, chorus room, and 
tomge rooms for band and orchestral instruments. 
lt••-.idence Halls 
F ive dormitories provide housing for approximately 300 
''omen and 350 men. Pattie Cobb and Cathcart Halls are 
It· idences for women. Armstrong Hall and East and West 
I lnrmitories are residences for men. All rooms in Armstrong 
1\tH{ Cathcart Halls and many in Pattie Cobb have connecting 
hnths between each two rooms. 
Sewell Hall contains attractive fire-proof apartments for 
faculty and staff. Veteran's Village has apartments for 
.1pproximately sixty married students. These, however, are not 
n•slricted to veterans. 
Uhodes Memorial Field House 
This new gymnasium has three large basketball courts, 
n skating rink, classrooms, equipment rooms, showers, and 
facilities for a broad program of intramural sports. 
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Swimming Pool 
Steam-heated, this white-tiled pool gives opportunity for 
instructional courses and recreational swimming throughout 
the year. 
Training School and Academy 
This large structure houses facilities for the Training 
School and Academy,which, although separate in manage-
ment, cooperate with the department of education in the train-
ing of teachers. In addition to an auditorium, it contains the 
high school library, laboratories, seventeen classrooms, and 
offices. It is exceptionally well furnished and attractive. 
Science Annex 
This building supplies classrooms, a chemistry laboratory, 
and offices. 
The Infirmary 
The infirmary is equipped with examining rooms, labora-
tory, nurses' quarters and four wards with ten beds. 
Service Buildings 
Other buildings include the central heating plant, laundry 
and dry cleaning facilities, workshop, various t eachers' homes 
and other service buildings. 
SCHOLARSHIPS, LOAN FUNDS, AND 
STUDENT AIDS 
W. J. Carr Hchola1·ship 
The W. J. Carr Scholarship was founded by a gift of 
$2,500 from W. J. Carr of Junction City, Arkansas. The income 
on the above sum is awarded a deserving student each year. 
Elizabeth J. Couchman Memorial Fund 
This fund of $940, the income from which is applied on a 
scholarship for some student each year, was made possible 
through the generosity of Mrs. Elizabeth J. Couchman of 
Winchester, Kentucky. 
19 
, l'n uti nt> Law Scholarship 
I nt pn•sl from a fund of $2,600 established by will of Mrs. 
rllnt• Law of Granite, Oklahoma, is to be used in scholarships 
mlui. terial students selected by the college. 
"' W. Peebles Memorial Scholarship 
' l'h is scholarship fund, now $1,500, was started by com-
1 s nnd friends of Lt. Sam W. Peebles, Jr., a graduate of 
lK who was killed in service on November 22, 1944. It had 
mt' his purpose to establish a fund to help deserving students. 
1 hb scholarship is therefore a tribute to .his ~nselfishD:es~ . ~t 
hl)ped that it may be increased by his fnends until It IS 
I 'K•' enough to fulfill his dream. 
tnblishing Other Scholarships 
Studies have shown that for every student in college there 
.tnother student with equal ability who finds it financially 
hnpogsible to obtain a college education. To invest in these 
tlu lc•nts is a worth-while work. Harding College invites others 
to ,. tablish similar scholarships through gifts and legacies. 
llunor Scholarships and Grants-in-Aid 
Honor Scholarships, Special Scholarships, or Grants-in-Aid 
,.,, available to a small number of high-ranking graduates of 
htJCh schools or junior colleges each year, or to studen~s with 
pecial abilities or with special needs. Such scholarships and 
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gmnt~ may be for one year or for four. Since the scholarships 
nnd nid~ are based upon the ability of the student as well as 
his financial need, students should submit applications with a 
t•nmplt•lp scholarship record and letters of recommendation 
rmm tlll'it· supel"intendents, principals, teache1·s, or others who 
know the quality of their work, their ability, personality, _and 
t'ltcu·IIC(t•r. Applications may be submitted to the Admissions 
Orricc with applications for entrance. 
i\11". and Mrs. Jim G. Ferguson Student Loan Fund 
'l'h is fund of $3,000 is available to worthy students who 
have done satisfactory work in Harding College for at lea.st 
o11e semester, and whose scholarship record is entirely satis-
factory. The maximum loan to any one student is $400, with a 
maximum of $150 in any one semester. 
C. L. Ganus Loan Fund 
Mr. C. L. Ganus, of New Orleans, has made available 
S2,000 annually as a loan fund for deserving students who 
coul<i not otherwise attend college. As these loans are 1·epaid 
they furnish funds for others who will need them later. 
.J. M. Pryor Ministerial Student Fund 
This is a loan fund of $150 established by Ml'. J. M. Pryor 
for aid to ministerial students. 
Mr. and Mrs. Jesse P. Sewell Loan Fund 
Tltis loan fund, to be increased at the rate of $200 a year, 
haH been established through the generosity of Mr. and Mrs. 
.rl' I' P. Sewell. It is designed to assist worthy young people 
nrul pat ticularly those who are preparing to preach. 
Sf••• hrtR Stores, Inc., Student Loan Fund 
'l'hl fuiiCI of $500 is available to deserving students who 
hav,• nllf'llill'cl nl least one semester in Harding College, who 
arc dning t•nl in•h satisfactory work, and who are of good 
chnraclcr. 
Vocational ltchnhilitation Aid 
Sl u<ients who mny have a substantial handicap to employ-
m••nt ns 11 result of a permanent disability may receive, at no 
t l lo tl11 m~elves, vocational counseling and financial assist-
Ill t IO\Hml l he cost of their college training when the 
\ tl'111l obJt:t"tiVl' of the disabled person is approved by a 
1 l 1 Ill lion c 11111 lor. 
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tl to th \ocntl(lnnl reha-
rtm •Ill or dlll' tlliOit in his 
r tllllc nut i h lhc business 
c mfl,\' gi\'c itny assistance 
J I"« I to offt•t· n certain amount of work 
t 1 ;I nt 1111 .. t u part of their college expen-
1' l to "ot·k should make application to the 
lud nt l•:mplu.vment and obtain specific a~sign­
~ ror• Lh(·~ come. Those who com~ with.out 
I u h pn·vious assignments may be dlsappomt-
lu \ m k ccmtmcts. 
111l1 •dt nl "ho has been granted_work must.realize t~at 
1 c• In llt'h employment is contmgent <:>n h1s ren~e~<.ng 
t 1 l'l vil'l'. Should he fail to meet h1s responsibility 
1 I' L nnd be removed f1·om service, the l'emaining 
I o( his •XpCnSeS will then be due in cash. 
lud •n are strongly urged not to apply for more work 
I nh. ol11lcly necessary so as not to place themselves at a 
h mlliJ.l'<' scholastically, cause impairment of health, or 
\ c nthcr students of work which they may need. Any 
lc nt who works more than three hours a day must limit the 
l111 ,. of his class hours. 
1 1mn receiving an assignment of work, a student should 
n , ompute the amount of cash necessa1·y to meet t~e balance 
llll' term's expenses and come prepared lo pay this balance 
th<: lwginning of the term. 
1'1 u:mH•nt Service 
l•'nt• lhe purpose of aiding graduates a!ld <?ther dese1·ving 
tul nls to find employment the c~llege ~~mtams a placement 
~ft-C'. Students who desire teachmg posibons
1 
or employment 
It h commercial or industrial firms, file their complete cre-
nllttl,.; in the placement office, and these ar~ brought to ~he 
ll• ution of prospective employers. Effort ~s made to. ~md 
lhc• kino of position for which each student IS best quahfie~. 
I his RNvice is also available to former students an~ alu:nn.I. 
In Meier that its value may be as g1·eat as possible It Is 
r 'I"• sled that all openings for teachers or others be reported 
to tht• office as soon as known. 
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M dical and Hospital Service 
This facility, the cost of which is included in the regulur 
l't'JdRlralion fee, includes a t en-bed infil·mary under the supe1 
vi ·ton of a registered nurse, and the following services: 
1. A medical examination for new students at the begin 
ning of ihe semester in which the student enter .. 
and follow-up examinations as deemed necessary b) 
ihe health department. Influenza vaccine is availabll• 
ai cost. 
2. Emergencies and accidents which can be adequately 
treated by our own nurse and in our own infirmary, 
are covered by the fee. Those which require the 
services of a physician or outside hospitalization arc 
not covered, but must be paid for by the student. 
Accidents occurring in merely voluntary activities, 
such as intramural sports and outings, are not covered 
beyond first aid and our own infirmary service. 
3. In case of an acute attack of appendicitis, the fee of 
the doctor for operation is included, but hospitaliza-
tion beyond our own infirmary service is not included. 
It is recommended that students obtain hospitaliza-
tion insurance of their choice for such eventuality. 
4. Hospitalization in our infirmary upon recommenda-
tion of the college nurse. 
Rtudents who have not had smallpox vaccination before 
""' ' :111cc may receive it after they come. 
Tht• nbove service does not cover medical attention for 
htonl alhtl'sses and matters that should have been attended 
to h •fur1• t•ntl·ance. Thus it would not include the following: 
1. 
0 .... 
'l'a nlttwni of tuberculosis. 
'l'un it ·domies, or treatment of chronic hay fever, 
11 I hrnn, m· chronic glandular troubles. These cases 
will hnvt• I hr constant care of the nurse, but medical 
allonl ion \\ill have to be paid for separately from the 
f1•c. 
lltu~. ~xtensivc examinations, X-rays. The nurses 
ml clur.t Cli'R wm advise regarding the necessity of 
u h 11 • vu 1'. hui the cost will be in addition to the fee. 
I 11t-nl t • 
ot tlw :\ltKsouri Pacific from Little Rock 
t1 uln l ,ill lt' Rock to St. Louis pass through 
t , \\ hit·h iR ihe college station. Students 
11 • tt \\all find uuses or cabs to Searcy. 
' 011 to tht• lrnin service, Searcy is served by bus 
I <llllll Hm·k, ~i. Louis, and Memphis. 
t t ((I l he college from Kensett is nominal. Fifty 
II li ..tuu-gcd for delivering trunks from the station 
l u • 1 uums at any time. 
I I our desire to keep expenses at Harding College as 
JIOR•uble consistent with efficiency. The boarding stu-
"' tlll't•l all regular expenses for approximately $727.50 
th \'I'll!'. This includes tuition, fees, room and board. The 
~~ ulstudent can meet expenses of tuition and fees for $300. 
Mll11 lllld Board 
Hooms in all dormitories are $12.50 per month. Meals at 
cvlll•gc cafeteria in Pattie Cobb Hall are $35.00 per month. 
tl ht•t•nuse of possible instability of food costs the college 
1 rws the right to change cost of meals without previous 
U·. 
Nt~J{ular· Tuition and Fees 
'l'he school year of nine months is divided into semesters 
ll( (·tghteen weeks each. Expenses are due at the beginning of 
lh•· M•mcster. 
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For a student carrying the normal load of 16 hours the 
following would be the expense: 
Semester Year 
Tuition ($7.50 per semester hour) .. $120.00 $240.00 
Registration fee ................................ 30.00 60.00 
-----------------
Total ............ $150.00 $300.00 
!4p cinl Tuition and Fees 
Much of the class work in music requires no fees other 
thnn regular tuition. These cultural courses should be included 
in every student's program. 
Private instruction, however, in piano, voice violin 
o•·chestra or band instruments, and speech carry ~ speciai 
tuition in addition to the semester hour charge, as follows : 
Semester 
Two private lessons a week .... .................. $37.50 
One private lesson a week ................... ..... 22.50 
Class instruction in voice ............ ............ 7.50 
Piano rental, 1 hour per day ................. .. . 4.50 
Piano rental, 2 hours per day ............ ........ 9.00 
Year 
$75.00 
45.00 
15.00 
9.00 
18.00 
Special fees charged only for specific reasons indicated 
nn• ns follows: 
L:\te registration fee (after regular day of 
enrollment) ............ ..... ...... ... ........ .............. ............ $ 5.00 
C 'hange of class, each change ......... ..... .............. .......... 1.00 
l~mn~tatement in class after absences ......... ............... 2.00 
• 'p ·iul <•xaminations, each .......................................... 1.00 
I'J •'I'll' nl ion of applications for certificates ............. ... 1.00 
I: lt n t l'IIJH\t'l'ipts ..... .................. .......... ......................... 1 00 
(!I d1111l i1111 fl't' .... ........ .. . ......... ... . ... ..... . ... . . .......... .... ... ..... 10:50 
lln•al fiJI'• dPpo~its in chemistry (returnable, 
II'Sfl hn•:tkasrc) each course............................... ..... 5.00 
I'XIll'llHf'l'l fol' V('ternns 
'I h• gnv<wnmcnt takes care of all expenses for veterans 
t J h t llu•i•· Certificates of Eligibility from the Veterans 
I ''' l1 Lion, 11nd ~rrants a subsistence allowance sufficient 
Ill' •I oaml•• pC'IiHC~ at Harding. Veterans desiring to 
nt • of lhls t•<hi<'Hlional opportunity should apply at 
25 
1 off•t·c of their home stale as early 
11 11. ts of a college must be based upon 
lnuut, all students are granted admission 
t mllug that they are to r emain a definite 
t (U' a yt•nr. A student, t herefor e, who with-
t c t Ill'< led time leaves a vacancy which some 
uulcl HWe filled. If the withdrawal is unneces-
lll f1 out the student's misconduct , the institution 
Ill •nt ion to refund expenses. 
of protracted illness or other unavoidable causes 
\ tl, no refund is made of registrat ion or special 
t I• (un!ls of t uit ion, bot h regular and special, room, 
1 I \\ill llc governed by the following policy: 
UHh fLWills within 2 weeks ... .............. ........... 80% refund 
Hhclntwals between 2 and 3 weeks ..... ........... 60 % refund 
\ Hhtlmwals between 3 and 4 weeks ..... ........... 40% refund 
\ Hhclrnwals between 4 and 5 weeks .............. .. 20% refund 
\\ It hch·awals after 5 weeks ........... .................. ... no refund 
1' lng Rooms 
I VC'l'Y reservation must be accompanied by a deposit of 
( 111 In event the reservation is cancelled, this deposit is 
rullclt•rl, provided request is made to the college not later 
11 one month before the opening of the semester. Regularly, 
tlt•posit is returned at the close of the year minus any 
kage or damage to rooms or furniture, provided the stu-
nt 'I\ account is in order. 
t unishings for Rooms 
Rooms are furnished with single beds. Students should 
1 tlg with them pillows, linens, covers, towels, and such other 
tllt'les as they may wish to make their rooms attractive and 
homelike. 
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STUDENT ACTIVITIES 
tl\tties at Harding are designed to give every student 
1 ·llllded development through participation with others 
111'1\ces which he will enjoy. No phase of college work 
tPipful in perfecting and enriching personality. Activi-
of many different kinds, from religious and intellectual 
11 nnd athletic. The principal organizations at present 
lhe following: 
lrw of t he most important periods of the day is the chapel 
'. Attended by both students and teachers, it helps to 
l • a unity of feeling and of purpose for the entire school 
I '" aws teachers and students together in a common life-
IH'IICe. The quiet reverence through the devotional period 
J r hi' discussion of vital questions in human living make 
meetings stand out in the memories of later years. 
11~-: ious Meetings 
l•:nch Monday night various meetings are held which 
nUended by students, teachers, and the general public. 
h series is arranged around some study of interest to the 
tip, such as marriage and the home, the preparation and 
,, k of the preacher, personal evangelism, and others. Those 
I ··rested in mission service study the different mission fields 
ncl the preparation and problems of the missionary. 
ll•uuecoming Days 
Two homecoming days are arranged each year for alumni 
''"' former students. One of these occurs during the Fall 
I ··rtureship and the other on the Wednesday of graduation 
•'t\k. At the spring homecoming a business and social meeting 
held to which all ex-students are cordially invited. An alumni 
J,mcheon is arranged immediately following the commencement 
1 ·r·ogram. 
Jt'ull Lectures 
For the benefit of students, and of all others who may be 
.1hle to avail themselves of t he opportunity, a special series of 
lc•ctures is offered each year during the Fall semester. 
It is our purpose to obtain for this special short course 
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uwn of outstanding experience and ability. The lectures deal 
'' i lh vital problems facing the church and the individual 
Christian and the relation of Christian thought to present 
world conditions. 
Student A sociation 
A student association exists for the purpose of encourag-
ing the closest possible relationship between students and 
lCI\chers and the fullest cooperation of all in preserving and 
enhancing the excellence of the institution. Students are also 
represented on various administrative committees. 
Inter-Collegiate Debating 
Harding College has established an excellent record in 
inter-collegiate debating. Harding debaters have won many 
first honors in the state and in the Mid-South tournaments 
including surrounding states. 
To students preparing for law, the ministry, or general 
public work, this activity offers unusual development. 
T he Campus Players 
Membership in the Campus Players of Harding College is 
open to both teachers and students. Weekly meetings are held, 
in which the drama is studied and one-act and full evening 
plnys are produced. 
'rhc Campus Players sponsor, with the aid of other fine 
flll8 sn·oups, an annual series of evening programs. They take 
rnlivc• part in the State Speech Festival. They also give each 
~ c'IH n flt'rit•~ of workshop plays, directing the casts and work-
IIIR nul nil details of production, including costumes, scenery, 
stngiiiK, ruul nften the writing or revision of the play. 
Alpha t•:-~i Onwg:\ 
The Ilal'<'ling Chapter of the Alpha Psi Omega, national 
dramatics fraternity, was organized in 1940. Campus Players 
elf experience arc eligible for membership, and the organization 
JH>nRors a high quality of drama production. 
Mu:-~ical Groups 
'l'hc TTnrding Chorus of men and women, the Men's Glee 
' lub, the Women's Glee Club, the Men's Quartet and the 
It I >ENT LIFE 
IIH'n's Sextet are some of t he musical organizations. They 
'·ar in concerts both at the college and off campus in this 
I olher states, usually making one long tour and several 
• t ones each year. 
I ttm• Economics Club 
The Harding Home Economics Club holds membership i!l 
\ rkansas Home Economics Association, and in the Amen-
t lome Economics Association. Its purpose is to encourage 
fc. sional interest in home economics. Any student is eligible 
membership, but only majors in home economics can hold 
ln. in the state and national associations. 
ltc Press Club 
The Press Club is open to all students. It publishes the 
J, ll.'t' weekly newspaper, the Bison, and sponsors an annual 
Club banquet and an all-college oratorical contest, award-
1 he winners a medal of distinction. It participates in the 
msas College Press Association and has won numerous 
,,cls in its competitive events. 
t•y Club 
l•'or those interested in creative writing, the Poetry Club 
I informal meetings for mutual criticism and discussion, 
l•·ach year publishes a small volume of verse. 
lt'tte Club 
\n oro-anization for those interested in art and creative 
~· n. It ;ffers opportunity for work together and discussion 
ll' nblems of common interest. 
t 1 clang Camera Club 
l'his oro-anization encourages artistry in the use of the 
tttl\. It ~ooperates constantly with both the Press qlub 
I I h c Petit Jean staff in making pictures for the various 
Jllf' :tlions. 
Pt•til Jean Staff 
1 his group edits and publishes the college annual and con-
l~ nther activities 1·elated to the yearbook, the Petit Je~n. 
·ditor and business manager are selected from the Semor 
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The ollege Bulletin 
The Bulletin of Harding College is the official organ c• 
the college. It is published eighteen times a year and includ• 
the regu lar catalog, the summer bulletin, alumni issues an• 
is:-~\lcS for g-eneral information. These bulletins are sent t~ an 
add l'ess on request. 
Altlha Honor Society 
~he purpose of the Alpha Honor Society is to encouragc 
1n1pcnor scholarship. Membership is limited to those whose 
scholarship is of the very highest excellence. Only a limited 
number may be admitted from each junior or senior class 
Moral and social qualities must also be of similar excellence. 
Me~tings of the society are held at the. alumni homecominSt 
du~'mg commencement week. Each year It presents a scholar 
sh1p medal to the graduate with the highest scholarship record 
through the four years of attendance. 
Hocial Clubs 
A number of clubs have been organized in order to give 
every student an opportunity for active social development. 
'!'he clubs for the women are the Woodson Hardino- Comrades· 
.Ju-Go-Ju, Las Companeras, Mu Eta Adelphians, GATA Tofebt' 
Metah Moe, Phi Delta, Omega Phi, "H" Club, Delta Chi Omega; 
OBOE, Kappa Kappa Kappa, Regina. 
. The men's clubs are the Sub-T, T.N.T., Koinonia, Lambda 
.'!J'I'tlH, J?elta _Iota, Frater So~alis, Cavalier,. Galaxy, Mohicans, 
• IJ(Illll 'I au Sigma, Alpha Phi Kappa, and Sigma Sigma Sigma 
I )I'JIH 
~IICll ( S 
Jo:, t t,I\'1\S(Illlt athletics is not considered in keepino- with 
the hl.l~t it!lt•n•:-~ts of earnest and profitable school work. The 
college bellt•ve:-~ ~ludents enter college to grow intellectually, 
rather than to become athletes. On the other hand a whole-
some and enjoyable system of exercise for students'is a valu-
nhle asset. 
For this reason, the college plans its physical education 
JH'<>ATilm to obtain maximum values in health and recreation 
fot· even student. Regular schedules of intramural sports are 
!HI'ang-ed each 9uarter, and every student is given an opportun-
Ity to piny. This plan has proved much more satisfactory than 
:3:3 
I ulnlc athletics, and has allowed a greater emphasis 
HI upon those sports t hat can be canied into later 
•un·c of recreation and health. A large percentage of 
1 11 ticipate in t he activities. 
nll'a-mural program includes regular schedules in 
I . baseball, softball, touch football, volley ball, and 
It 111dudes t rack and field events, culminating in an all-
tuu k and field day each spring. In addition, t here are 
Jlcu'ts such as archery, croquet, horseshoes, badminton, 
·•lha.ll, ping pong, and skating. 
huming is made possible at all times by the steam-
'' imming pool. No mixed swimming is allowed, but 
Itt il'l divided between the men and women, so that the 
flt•ccssible to each group every day in t he week. 
REGULATIONS 
I . •I' discipline the college appeals to the hearts and 
, rt(•es of students and depends much upon Bible study, 
1 ""' and counselling. Honesty and justice are the moving 
pl('S, regulations are as few as possible, and we urge only 
t udents do right. If after patient effort a student cannot 
whed, he is advised to select another institution. 
11 Students 
I he college management has the general oversight of 
ludents on the grounds and in t he buildings and at all 
t when participating in college activities. 
u cling Students 
\II boarding st udents are required to room in our dormi-
unless they stay with relatives in town or work for 
, room and board. All such cases must be approved by the 
1dcnt of the college. 
1 \' t Marriages 
"l'o happier marriages are made than those which grow out 
I h111g and close associations in college life. But it is unfair 
K·' h to the college and to t he parents for young people while in 
hoot to marry without the approval of t heir parents and the 
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knowledge of the president of the college. Any one who would 
he so unconcerned would automatically exclude himself from 
the school. 
•robncco 
Those who are directly responsible for the influence of 
1 larding College believe that the use of tobacco in any form i .... 
injurious to health. It is our purpose therefore to discouragP 
its use in every way possible. We have a deep interest in men 
who have acquired the habit and desire only to help them quit. 
Bul if they WILL persist in its use we insist that they throw 
nround others the least possible temptation. Hence, the use of 
tobacco on the college campus and in the buildings is strictly 
forbidden except in the rooms of men who use it. Boarding 
girls are not permitted to use it at all. 
Holidays 
Students leaving early or returning late after a holiday 
receive double cuts for classes missed the two days before or 
afler t he holiday. These will count with other unexcused ab-
sences in lowering grades, deducting from credits, or dropping 
the student from his course. Parents should note this well and 
not encourage students to miss classes at such times. 
Week-end Visits With Friends 
Experience has taught that week ends spent away from 
thr rollege are often detrimental to the student's progress. For 
lit i~ t·eason we discourage the practice as much as possible. We 
altw ri'Ctllire the written consent of parents or guardians, sent 
clin•c·tlv lo the dormitory officials, before permitting such 
pnvih•gt'. Under no circumstances are students permitted to 
n•nl!tin off campus overnight with friends in town. Such a 
praclic<• would create too many difficulties, and is unnecessary 
since daily ussocinUons are easily possible. 
Attendance 
Admission to the college implies an understanding that 
students agree to observe the regulations of the school in 
regard to class and chapel attendance. Regular attendance and 
participation in activities of the classroom are necessary for 
t.he attainment of educational objectives of each course. Chapel 
attendance helps to promote the moral, spiritual, and intellect-
ual growth of the student. 
35 
h • college should find that a student does not intend lo 
It· ponsibilities for attendance of classes and chapel, 
t ".ked to withdraw. 
h •11ges 
tudent is permitted to change or leave a class without 
,,, al of t he dean and the instructor of the class. After 
' llrnent day any student changing a class will be charg-
uf $1.00, unless the change is required by the college or 
t t 1.11. 
•• charge is made for dropping a class. But any class 
••-t•rfl without the approval of the dean will be marked F ~ 
11 grade will be entered in the record of the student. 
·• class change will be permitted after the fourth week of 
tlllCster. Any class dropped after that time because of 
J.tl'ades will be marked WF. 
Enrollments 
t udents enrolling after the day set for any registration 
tulrged a late enrollment fee of $5.00. The amount of work 
curried is also reduced according to the time of entrance. 
mlnations 
l•:xaminations will be given regularly at the close of each 
... ter and during the semester at the discretion of the 
lructor. No student is excused from these examinations. In 
• n student misses an examination for any cause, he may 
• a special examination by applying to the dean and paying 
business office a $1.00 examination fee. 
SKirts and Grades 
Reports will be sent to parents or guardians at the end of 
It semester. Should a student be doing unsatisfactory work, 
1 ••port to this effect may be sent to the parents at any time. 
The grade of the student in each course is expressed as 
llows : A, excellent, or outstanding; B, superior, or good in 
holarship; C, fair; D, below average or poor in scholarship; 
. conditional failure, which may be removed by a second ex-
tlrnation; F, failure, removed only by repetition of the course 
a class; S, satisfactory, but without reference to quality of 
,-hievement. 
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"I" indicates that the cou1·se is incomplete. Such courst· 
must be completed within nine weeks after the close of an) 
1'Cmester, unless prevented by illness. Those not completed 
within the specified lime automatically become F. 
Honors and Honor Points 
In terms of honor, or grade points each ho!Jr with a grad~ 
of A is awarded 4 honor points ; B, 3 honor pomts; C, 2 honor 
points; D, 1 honor point; E and F no honor points. 
Graduates who achieve a scholastic level of 3.30 over their 
entire colle<>"e course are graduated "With Honors". Thos 
with an av:ra(')"e of 3.60 are graduated "With High Honors" 
Those with ano averao·e of 3.85 are graduated "With Highes~ 
Honors". These desig'Oations are entered on their diplomas. 
Scholarship Levels 
Students are m·<>"ed to keep their scholarship levels as high 
as possible. Those failing below a sp~cified g.rade-point avel'aj.(t 
will be placed on scholastic probation. This average for tht 
different classifications of students is as follows: . 
Freshmen (after the first semester) .................... 1.50 
Sophomores ...... ············ ································ .............. 1.65 
~~~l~~~ :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: k58 
The grade-point average is the ratio of grade point~' 
arhieved to the hours carried during the semester. 
1 r a student falls below his specified level, the scholarshi1• 
ro111mittec and his counselor will advise with him. If he falls 
lwlnw this level the following semester, he wi~ be pla~ed on 
scholn tic JWObation. A student may remove thiS pro~ation b) 
achieving a :;emcster grade avera?:e ah<?ve ~he pro_bation level 
If a student on "cholastic probation falls, m the Judgment of 
the scholarship committee, to show satisfac~ory improvement 
in his work he will f inally be asked to withdraw from th 
college. A student who fails in more than fifty percent of tlH 
hours for which he is enrolled will, in general, be a.sked t" 
withdraw from college. One who has been asked to withdra\\ 
may be permitted to re-enroll probationally after the laps~ of 
one semester. In general, this will be permitted only one tim 
A student on scholastic probation, or whose cumulativ~ 
grade point average is below 2.00, will be limited to not mor~ 
h · normal load. When a student is on scholastic proba· 
t ' not permitted to represent the college in any extra· 
u1or activity, such as chorus trips, debating, dramatic 
tl•uls, and student publications. The same will hold true 
luclt nt who, in a given semester falls below his specified 
unless he has a cumulative average of not less than 
1•1 pl'l' consideration and counsel will be given to the 
1l whose previous preparation is deficient and who has 
11 t y with certain subjects, but the student must realize 
tJ,. deliberate failure to attend classes or to study diligent-
··rious defect that will, if continued, undermine his own 
lt·l'. Although the college will attempt to notify both the 
•l and his parents regarding the student's delinquency 
,. matters, the student is at all times personally respon-
r I maintaining proper academiC Standards. 
t•<>ptions to the above regulations may be made by the 
..... An--hip committee in the case of extenuating circum-
nl of Work 
1 hi1ty hours of college work with an additional course in 
totaling 32 to 34 semester hours for the year is the 
I nmount of work allowed each student. 
t ntlents who work for part of their expenses are not per-
1 to enroll for more than the normal load. Those working 
111 a day may enroll for only 16 hours; those working 
11 must limit their load to 12 hours. For purposes of 
ll.tlion, however, the dean may permit students to vary 
tlllr from this schedule. 
•phomores whose g1·ades for the semester immediately 
ling have ave1·aged 2.00 may carry 18 hours of credit. 
Juniors and seniors whose grades for the semester preced-
\Vt' averaged 2.00 may carry 19 hours of credit. 
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BOARD OF TRUSTEES 
Al•lls, Sr., President .............................. New Orleans, La. 
I Graves, Vice President ...................... Memphis, Tenn. 
lt•·••man, Secretary-Treasurer ...................... Dallas, Texas 
I~ Green ............................................................ Tulsa, Okla. 
ufl T. Karnes ........ .................................... Baton Rouge, La. 
,. W. Kieffer .... ............. .............. ................... Florence, Ala. 
IJ•ll Mclnteer ................................... ........ ..... Nashville, Tenn. 
~lcReynolds ............................................................ Morrilton 
rt Peebles ....... .......................... .... .......... .................. . Saratoga 
'rhompson ............................................. ....................... Searcy 
John Young .. ................................ .... .... .............. Dallas, Texas 
t:eorge S. Benson (ex-officio) ............ ........................ Searcy 
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ADMINISTRATIVE ORGANIZATION 
George S. Benson, LL.D . ................................................ Presul 
L. C. Sears, Ph.D ..................... .......... ............................... .... ... J), 
Russell A. Lewis, Ph.D ... Executive Assistant to the Presitf, 
W. K. Summitt, Ph.D ........................................... ......... . Regislr 
A. S. Croom, M.A ............................................. Business Man 
F. W. Mattox, Ph.D . .. DeanofStudents, DirectorofAdmiss11 
Miss Annie May Alston, M.A ....................................... Libra1 
Neil B. Cope, M.S.J ......................... Director of Public Relat11 
P erry S. Mason M.A ............... Superintendent, Training Sclr• 
Catherine Root M.A ... Executive Secretary Alumni Associatr 
Royal H. Bowers, M.Ed ................... Counselor, Armstrong 11 
Coordinator of Student ~nlpJc)ynrwrtl 
Superintendent of Buildings & 
Mrs. Inez Pickens, B.A . .................. Counselor, Pattie Cobb 1 
Mrs. W. B. West, B.A ......................... Counselor, Cathcart II 
William Leslie Burke, M.A ... ............. ..... .... Counselor, East Jl 
John B. Lasater, M.A ................... ............. . Counselor, West II 
Maxine Bonner, R.N . ........................................................... . 
E lber t 1'urman ........................... ...................... ..... Chief Engint 
Mrs. Corinne Hart ........... ............................... Manager, 
John Lee Dykes, M.S ........................... Manager, St udent Cent 
Mrs. John Lee Dykes ...................... Manager , College Bookst(ll 
Greg Rhodes ..... ....... .......................... Manager, College Launclr 
J ames Foster .......... ...................... ................ Manager, Print Shu 
Robert Street .......................................... Manager, College Fam 
John Cleghorn .......................... Manager, Radio Station WHl :t.l 
Roy Yohe ......... ........ ........ ........... Manager, Concrete Block Plnu 
FACULTY· 
R, BENSON, B.A., B.S., M.A., LL.D. , 
I thoma A. and M. College, Stillwater, 1925; B.A., Hard!ng 
1 1, M.A., University of Chicago, 1931; LL.D., Har dmg 
I I (1936)* 
CLINE SEARS, B.A., M.A., Ph.D. 
•1/ English Language and Literature, and Head of 
1 , partment 
• ·urdell Christian College, 1916; B.A., University of Okla· 
1'1, M.A., University of Kansas, 1921; Ph.D., University of 
l'l . (1924) 
1,1, A. LEWIS, B.A., M.A., Ph.D . 
• · Assistant to the President 
,, of Education 
Abilene Christian College, 1922; M.A., University of Texas, 
I) . 1938. (1951) 
tJ\M KNOX SUMMITT, B.A., M.A., Ph.D. 
',, 
•u of Education, and Head of the Department 
A Union University, 1925; M.A., George Peabody College, 1928; 
l nlversity of Missouri, 1933. (1932, 1940) 
I' WILLIAM MATI'OX, B.A., M.A., Ph.D. 
.(Students, Director of Admissions 
,r of Bible 
\ Central State Teachers' College, Edmund, Oklahoma, 1934; 
1 nlversity of Oklahoma, 1940; Ph.D., George Peabody College, 
1'112. 1944) 
1 date in parentheses indicates year of employment here; 
•ml date if any, indicates the first year of present rank 
lXI~ it ion. 
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ANNIE MAY ALSTON, B.A., B.S. in L.S., M.A. 
Librarian 
B.A., Harding Colleg~ 1939; B.S. in L .S., George Peabody < · 
1943; M.A., University of Lhicago, 195'2. (1944, 1947) 
WOODSON HARDING ARMSTRONG, B.A. 
Dean Emeritus of Women 
B.A., David Lipscomb College, 1915; Harding College 1932. 
1939) 
GEORGE EDWARD BAGGETT, B.A. 
Instructor in Music 
B.A .. Harding College, 1950. (1951) 
JAMES D. BALES, B.A., M.A., Ph.D. 
Professor of Bible 
B.A., Harding College, 1937; M.A., George Peabody CollegC:', 1 
Ph.D., University of California, 1946. (1944, 1947) 
AVON LEE BAXTER, B.F.A., M.M. 
Assistant Professor of Music 
B. F . A. in Voice, B.F.A. in Piano, University of Oklahoma. 
M.M., Eastman School of Music, 1938. (1951) 
SAMUEL ALBERT BELL, B.S. 
Emeritus Associate Professor of Bible 
B.S., Potter Bible College, 1905. (1924, 1949) 
THELMA DUMAS BELL, B.S., M.S. 
Professor of Home Economics, and Head of the Department 
B.S .. Texas State Teachers' College, 1930; M.S., Texas Stat(' c 
lege for Women, 1935. (1937) 
ERVIN BERRYHILL, B.A., M.A. 
Professor of Physical Education, and Head of the Departrnn 
'B.A .. Harding College, 1934; M.A., George Peabody College, 1•1 
(1937. 1946) 
ROYAL A. BOWE'RS, B.A., M.Ed. 
Coordinator of Student Employment 
B.A .. Central State Teachers College, 1950; M.Ed., University • 
Oklahoma. 1951. (1951) 
I' ION 45 
Ill ll U RCH, B.A., M.A. 
1;,,,, ian 
ho, College, 1949; ·M.A., George Peabody College, 1950. 
I I'RLIE BURKE, B.A., M.A. 
1 (, u·<'k and German, and Head of the Department 
Uti ''CS 
(lin~! College, 1937; M.A., Northwestern University, 1949. 
I \1. CATHCART, B.A. 
ntus of Women 
;,, Rlementary Education 
11 .. ung College, 1932. (1925, 1947) 
OPE, B.A., M.A., M.S.J. 
1 J'ublic Relations 
, •J Journalism 
11u·ding College 1934· M.A., Louisiana State 
J Northwestern 'university, 1944. (1936, 1947) 
<'ROOM, B.A., M.A. 
'tanager 
University, 
1919; M.A., Harvard University, 
DAVIS, Jr., B.S., M.A. . . . 
f'ro[essor of Economics and Business Admznzstratzon 
\ nlversity of Arkansas, 1952; M.A., 1952. (1952) . 
I I · I•~ DYKES, B.A., M.S. 
t Professor of Bible 
1\hilene Christian College, 1929; M.S., Oklahoma A. and M. 
1'132. (1939) 
1'!\RLY, B.A. 
-ft~tiO"' Librarian 
A , David Lipscomb College, 1948. (1948) 
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E. GLENN FULBRIGHT, B.S., B.M. 
Assistant Professor of Music 
B.S., Abilene Christian College, 1947; 'B.M., Northwestern Unlv' 
ty, 1950. (1951) 
CLIFTON L. GANUS, B.A., M.A. 
Professor of Social Sciences and Head of the Department 
B.A.. Harding College, 1943; M.A., Tulane University, 1946. (l'H 
JAMES ACTON HEDRICK, B.A., M.A. 
Assistant Professor of Business and Economics 
B. A., North Texas State College, 1940; M.A., 1947. (1952) 
DALE C. HESSER, B.A., M.A. 
Assistant Professor of English 
B.A.. Harding College, 1949; M.A., Oklahoma A. and M. Colle· 
1950. (1950). On leave 1952·53. 
NELDA HOLTON, B.A., M.A. 
Instructor in Speech 
B.A .. Abilene Christian College, 1948; M.A., University of Okl 
homa. 1951. (1948) 
PEARL LATHAM, B.A., M.A. 
Assistant Professor of English 
B.A., Harding College, 1939; M.A., University of Oklahoma, 1~10 
(1947) 
ELIZABETH B. MASON, B.A., M.A. 
Professor of Art 
B.A .. Abilene Christian College, 1934; M.A., George Peabody Co 
lege, 1939. (1946, 1950) 
ROBERT REX MEYERS, B.A., M.A. 
Assistant Professor of English 
B.A .. Abilene Christian College, 1948; M.A., University of Okl., 
homa. 1950. (1952) 
ERLE THOMAS MOORE, B.A., M.A. 
Professor of Music, and Head of the Department 
B.A .. Abilene Christian College, 1942; M.A., Columbia Universil.\ 
1947. (1949) 
17 
J I TNER, B.A., M.A. 
11/ Mathematics, and Head of the Department 
I( 1 ling College, 1937; M.A., George Peabody College. 1940. 
I I PRYOR, B.A., B.S., M.A., Ph.D. 
1' Physical Sciences, and Head of the Department 
n , , Harding College, 1937; M.A., Louisiana State Universi-
1' I I>. 1943. (1944) 
non, B.A., M.s. 
II l'rofessor of Social Sciences 
ulversity of Chattanooga, 1923; M.S., University of Arkan-
1'133) 
I I I \ RVLEY RHODES, B.A., M.A. 
I· Professor of Physical Education 
Harding College, 1940; M.A., George Peabody College, 1943. 
I' RITCHIE, Jr., B.A. 
,,. Professor of Music, Director of Chorus 
Ceorge Peabody College, 1943. Studied voice under Lewis H. 
Atlanta, 1930; Louisville Presbyterian Seminary, 1931; 
,. Conservatory of Music, 1931. (1946) 
I ltOBERTS, B.A., M.A. 
t 1111 Professor of Art 
Texas Wesleyan College, 1948; M.A., Texas Christian 
lly, 1951. (1951) 
I WILSON ROTENBERRY, B.A., M.A. 
f,mf Professor of Bible and Hebrew 
\., Abilene Christian College, 1946; M.A., University of Penn-
I I, 1951. (1952) 
I WOOD SEARS, B.S., M.A., Ph.D. 
'or of Biological Sciences, and Head of the Department 
College, 1940; M.A., University of Texas, 1942; 
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JI•)S E P . SEWELL, LL.D. 
l.rcturer in Bible 
LL.D., Harding College, 1934; President, Abilene Christian Colleg 
1912-24. (1950) 
EMMETT RAY STAPLETON, B.A., M.C.E., Ed.D. 
Professor of Business Administration, and Head of the D,· 
partment 
B.A .. Harding College, 1932; M.C.E., University of Oklahoma, 19-ll 
Ed.D .. 1946. (1939, 1946) 
RUBY LOWERY STAPLETON, B.A., M.A. 
Associate Professor of English 
B.A., Harding College, 1926; M.A., University of Oklahoma, 1931 
(1939) 
WILLIAM CLARK STEVENS, B.S., M.S. 
Assistant Professor of Biological Sciences 
B.S .. Har ding College, 1948; M.S., University of Arkansas, 1950 
(1950) On leave, 1952·53. 
EVAN ULREY, B.A., M.A. 
Professor of Speech, and Head of the Department 
B.A., Harding College, 1946; M.A., Louisiana State Universit\ 
1948. (1950) 
EXUM D. WATTS, B.S., M.A. 
Assistant Professor of Chemistry 
B.S .. George Peabody College, 1948; M.A., 1948. (1952) 
W. B. WEST, Jr., B.A., M.A., Th.D. 
Professor of Bible and Religion, and Head of the Department 
B.A .. .1\bllene Christian College, 1934; M.A., University of Southern 
California, 1936; Th.D., 1943. (1951) 
Training School Faculty 
PERRY SHIPLEY MASON, B.A., M.A. 
Superintendent, Training School 
B.A .. Abilene Christian College, 1934; M.A., George Peabody 
College, 1939. (1946, 1948) 
HI D L. BELL, B.S., M.S. 
-N .. ufl•t in Home Economics 
49 
J f u·ding College, 1949; M.S., North Texas State College, 1951. 
\ J I·: AN COOK, B.A. 
tw in Music 
, I larding College, 1949. (1949) 
I I•)LMORE CRAWFORD, B.A., M.A. 
-•.,,w,, 11, Elementary Training School 
I larding College, 1945; M.A., George Peabody College, 1947. 
I! I' GONCE, B.A., M.A. 
f•>r in Science and Social Sciences 
Harding College, 1943; M.A., University of Alabama 1950. 
c 11 leave 1952-53. ' 
WHEELER KNIGHT, B.A., M.A. 
lt~r, Elementary Training School 
West~r!l Kentucky State Teachers College, 1931; M.A., 
111 Trammg School for Teachers Rome Italy 1933 · M A 
l't•nbody College, 1941. (1946) ' ' ' ' · ·• 
ll. LASATER, B.S., M.A. 
' tor in Science 
<;eorge Peabody College, 1949; M.A., 1950. (1951) 
I \RTIN, B.A. 
1 rur, Elementary Training School 
• Harding College, 1950; Life Teacher's Certificate Central 
t •<'hers College, Oklahoma, 1927. (1947) ' 
J•trKENS B.A. 
for in English 
Harding College, 1946. (1944). 
II: YN C. RITCHIE, B.A. 
fnr in Mathematics 
1\ • Harding College, 1950. (1949) 
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I•: DWARD G. SEWELL, B.S., M.A. 
Instructor In Bible and Civics 
B.A .. Tennessee Polytechnic Institute, 1942; M.A., George Peal• 
College, 1946. (1947) 
VIDA YORE, B.A. 
Instructor, Elementary Training School 
B.A.. Southeastern State Teachers College, Oklahoma, 1929. (1 
COMMITTEES OF THE FACULTY 
EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE: R. A. Lewis, chairman, A. 
Croom, L. C. Sears, J. E. Pryor, W. K. Summitt. 
ADMISSIONS, CLASSIFICATION, AND CURRICULl 
RESEARCH: L. C. Sears, chairman, Thelma D. l 
C. L. Ganus, F. W. Mattox, J . E. Pryor, J. W. Sears, W. 
Summitt, E. R. Stapleton, W. B. West. 
APPEALS: J . W. Sears, chairman, M. E. Berryhill, R. 
Lewis, R. L. Stapleton. 
ENTERTAINMENT: Erle Moore, chairman, Evan Ulrey, l\1 
W. B. West. 
FACULTY PROGRAMS: W. K. Summitt, chairman, 
Lewis, E. G. Sewell. 
J.'ACULTY WELFARE : C. L. Ganus, chairman, Erie 
H. H. Rhodes. 
GRCIUNDS AND BUILDINGS : A.S. Croom, chairman, Ro) 
Bowers, R. A. Lewis, J. W. Sears. 
LIBH.ARY: J. L. Dykes, chairman, Annie May Alston, Glc 
Fulbright, Lee Roberts, R. L. Stapleton, W. B. West. 
PUBLIC RELATIONS : N. B. Cope, chairman, A. S. 
C. L. Ganus, Jess Rhodes. 
REGULATIONS AND DISCIPLINE: C. L. Ganus, 
Perry Mason, J. E . Pryor, L. C. Sears, R. L. Stapleton. 
SCHOLARSHIP: J. E. Pryor, chairman, Royal Bowers, Lesl 
Burke, Charles Pitner . 
... TUDENT AFFAIRS: F. W. Mattox, chairman, Inez Pickell 
E. G. Sewell, Mrs. W. B. West. 
RTUDENT PUBLICATIONS: N. B. Cope, chairman, Pea 
Latham, Evan Ulrey. 
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ADMISSION 
admission should write the Office of 
for the necessary entrance forms. These and a 
t nmscript of all former work should be mailed to the 
1 office. A deposit of $10 should accompany the 
uti for the reservation of a room, or $15 for the reser-
r fill apartment. 
duales of accredited high schools, or non-graduates 
h • ••rt acceptable units from such schools, may be admit-
lrllnscript properly signed by the superintendent or 
I 
ullc·nnts from unaccredited schools and students with 
r·ul high school credit may be admitted in one of three 
I) Ciraduates of Class B and C high schools, eighteen 
r age or older, whose entrance units have been reduced 
lo- 8 than thirteen, but less than fifteen, may enter by 
111 intelligence test. 
) Applicants under twenty-one years of age who come 
"·H'Credited schools or who have insufficient high school 
mny be admitted by special achievement tests. 
) Veterans and applicants twenty-one years of age or 
ho come from unaccredited schools, or who have in-
Ill or no high school credit, may enter by passing both 
lhgence and an achievement test. 
, • ..,,., ," from Other Colleges 
utlents who wish to transfer from other colleges should 
fr·om the Office of Admissions the necessary admission 
and return these, together with a transpcript of all 
r c·ollege and high school work, to the Office of Admis-
J'he work of other accredited institutions will be given 
u1tC recognition in general as is given our own work. 
• from unaccredited institutions may be accepted on the 
.(special examinations or by other satisfactory means of 
,rton. 
1 nee Procedure and Tests 
l11 order that the best possible guidance may be given in 
l··ction of courses, to determine where each student needs 
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to strengthen his preparation, and to find out the specinl 
for which he is best qualified by interests, ability, and P'' 
training, a series of tests and conferences are held \\ 1\ 
entering freshmen during the first and second days '' 
registration period. Registration for freshmen is compl€.'1• 
after these diagnostic tests. 
Students entering from unaccredited high school 
applicants without high school credit may be given thei r 1 
also during these two days. 
Classification of Students 
Students who have met entrance requirements ancl 
beginning their college work for the first time at any sen 
are counted as freshmen. Students having 27 hours of C«•l 
credit at the beginning of any semester and the nec1• 
scholarship level are counted as sophomores. Those wit 
hours and the necessary scholarship level are junior!'~, 
those with 87 hours and requisite scholarship are senion. 
Special Students 
Upon special approval of the dean, those who do not 11 
the full entrance requirements may be admitted as 
students. Such students may carry, with permission, \\ 
ever courses they may find of value, but they receive no Cl 
toward a degree or toward teachers' certificates. The nutu 
of such students is necessarily limited. 
REQUIREMENTS FOR DEGREES 
The college confers the degrees of Bachelor of Alt.~ 
Bachelor of Science. An advanced degree in Bible and Rei 
is outlined in the special bulletin of the Department of H1 
and Religion. 
The candidate for any degree must be of good 
character. During the semester preceding his last semesl 
work he must present to the Dean a formal application 
graduation. The further requirements for each degree and 
each major field are listed below. 
BACHEWR OF ARTS DEGREE 
The degree of Bachelor of Arts requires the complel 
of 128 semester hours of college work, at least 32 of wh 
55 
1 '''l'lidence, and not less than 12 of these in the senior 
l hours must be in courses numbered 250 and above. 
lo this, the student must have an average scholar-
.r C in his major field and in all work presented for 
I• 
emester Hours 
llll'.'iler hour of credit requires one hour of recitation 
pt>r week for approximately eighteen weeks. Each 
1 • ctlation should be accompanied by not less than two 
pr •paration. In laboratory courses two or three hours 
L•try work are equivalent to one hour of recitat ion. 
Education Requirements 
t ullowing courses in general education, or in the case 
l··r students, equivalent courses, are required of all 
for the Bachelor of Arts degree. As many of these 
t' should be taken during the freshman and sopho-
mptions from any of the general education require-
''·'V be permitted on the basis of tests which demon-
It 1t the student already possesses the knowledge or the 
to be sought in the courses. In case of such exemp-
ludent may choose a simila1· amount of other work 
1 he may be interested. 
J(eneral education requirements are designed to cover 
· understandings or to encourage specific development 
••tnmon realms of human experience. For convenience 
' be listed in the following groups: 
Semester Hours 
Understanding Religious and Spiritual Values: 
Bible 101-2, or a course meeting at least three 
days a week in Bible or an approved related 
field each semester, minimum credit .... ..... ......... 2 
Understanding the Human and Creative Spirit: 
1. The means of communication: Communica-
tions 101-2 and Speech 101 ................ .............. 9 
2. The creative spirit: Humanities 102, 201-2 .. 10 
lJ nderstanding the Living World : 
I. The world of life: Biology 101-2 .................... 6 
2. Health and recreation: Physical Education 
101-2, 201, 203 ............................................. .. ... 6 
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· IV. Understanding the Physical World: 
1. The means of measurement: Mathematics 
102 ................. ......... ........................................ ... . 
2. The physical world: Physical Science 101-2 .. 
V. Understanding the Social World: 
1. Our American institutions: Soc. Sc. 101-2 .. .. 
2. World civilization: Soc. Sc. 201-2 ................. ... ' 
3. The mind and human relations: Psycholoo-y 
201 ........... ...................................................... ~ .. . :1 
Total ................................................ Ii i 
MAJOR AND MINOR FIELDS OF CONCENTRATION 
Not .later ~han the beginning of the junior year 
student Is. reqmred to choose a field of concentration, wh 
may consist of a departmental major of 27 to 40 semt· 
hours. and a re~ate? minor of at least 18 hours. If a divisional 
fu_nc~IO!lal maJor IS selected, the minor field may be inclucl 
Withm It, but the total required hours in such cases will usu 
be !lOt less tha;n approximately 48. At least 17 hours of t 
ma]or must be m courses numbered 250 and above. 
Aside from the prescribed .courses listed above and t 
specific courses in the major fields of concentration the ,. 
of the requirements are elective, to be selected by the stud 
with the advice of his counselor. 
The following section lists the specific requirements 
each field of concentration for the Bachelor of Arts deg 
Th~se are for the most part not absolutely fixed, but 
yaz:Ied by consent of the head of the department and the 
If It should be considered in the interest of the individ 
student. 
Art: Departmental major : 30 semester ~ours, including Art 
117, 331, 332, 335, and the presentation of an individ 
art exhibit. 
Bible and Religion: 1. Departmental major: 30 and not mor 
than 40 semester hours in Bible and religion. Two fifths (I( 
these must be in the Biblical field and one fifth each ir 
the ~ther thl:'ee fields- the Doctrinal, Historical, ami 
~ractical. A mmor of 18 hours should be taken in a related 
field. Ten semester hours in Greek is required. 
2. Major in Biblical Languages: a minimum of 30 
hours in Greek and Hebrew. 
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dt•nces : Departmental major : 30 semester houz:s, 
1 ''~~' Biology 101-2, 104-5, and at least 18 ho~rs m 
numbered 250 and above. Students plannmg to 
• tcnces in hiO'h school must elect at least 4, but 
, 1hly 8 hours i;; the physical sciences. . ' 
\clministration and Economics: 1. Business admin-
t un departmental major: 30 semest er hours, inclu~-
1. \. 108, 205-6, and Economics 201-2. All courses m 
• rllCS may be counted within the 30 ho~rs of the 
, All typewr iting and stenography credit may be 
l• II toward a degree, but only 4 hours Irl:ay be cou~t~d 
1111 the 30 required for t he major in busmess admmis-
un. 
'
1 Economics, a departmental major : 3~ sem~ster 
11 in the department exclusive of courses m busmess 
1 n i:;;tration. 
n an<l. Psychology: Interdepartmental major: 
1 With emphasis on elementary educat ion: "" 
(8 ) 
(n) . Ed. 104, 261-2-3, 317, 251, 441 
(b) . Psycholog~07 or 303. and 9 additional hours in 
psychology, not includmg Psy. 201. . 
(c). Art 111-2, Mus. 116-7, Eng. 210, P. E: 253, Bwl. 
108 or Geog. 111, Geog. 212, and a mmor of not 
less t han 18 hours. 
With emphasis on secondary education : 
(a). Ed. 301, 303, 312; one from 401-7; 450-1, and 2 
hours f rom 104, 302, 310, 317, 320. 
(b). Psy. 207 or 303 and 9 addit ional hours of psy-
chology not including 201. 
(c) . Geog. 111 or Bioi. 108. . . . 
(d). The completion of certifi~abo? reqmremen~s m 
two subject-matter t~achmg fields .. These wlll be 
listed under Preparation for Teachmg. 
Emphasis on psychology: Sa~e as requiriments fo_r 
emphasis on secondary education except that 1.5 addi-
tional hours must be elected from psychology mstead 
of 9, not including 201. 
( 1) Forty semester hours is the maximum amount of 
education and psychology accepted for t he degree. 
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English: Departmental major: 34 hours including C01r 
cations 101-2, Humanities 201-2, and English 3!11 
and 301 or 302, except that majors qualifying for ll 
in the elementary field may omit 333. Transfer . l 
may substitute the conventional freshman English 1 1 
sophomore survey in literature for communicati<H 
humanities. 
Those preparing to teach in high schools 
include Speech 337, 124 or 306, and 125 or 335, and J- 1 
322 if a better understanding of grammar is needed 
General Science: Interdepartmental major: This mn1• 
general science is designed (1) fo1· those who pi 
teach science in high school and need a broad traimr 
several branches of science, and (2) for those who 
a broad understanding and appreciation of the scient 
a par t of their general education. The specific H•i 
ments are as follows: 
1. Biology 101-2 and 104-5; Physical Science 101-( 
2. Two of the following : Chemistry 101-2, MathCil> 
151-2, and Physics 201-2. 
3. Completion with a "C" average of 20 hours in rou 
numbered 250 or above in two of the above dt·l 
ments, at least 6 hours of which must be in each 
4. For those planning to teach, the completion o1 
requirements in education and psychology for a lt 
er' s certificate. 
History and Social Sciences : 1. Departmental major in 
tory: 30 semester hours, including Soc. Sc. 101-2, 201 
and 301-2. Those wanting a teaching field in histor) 
social sciences must take 8 hours additional in three or 
following: economics, sociology, geography, and pol11 
science. In addition to the history courses specified a),. 
majors in history should select other advanced courst 
such a way as to satisfy the department concerninr t 
breadth and intensity of their preparation. 
2. Departmental major in social sciences: 30 semt 
hours including Soc. Sc. 101-2, 201-2, 301-2, three h• 
from Pol. Sc. 326-7, or advanced Economics, and at 
six hours from two other fields: economics, geograp 
political science, and sociology. Students planning to t• 
the social sciences in high school should take Ed. 405. 
Home Economics: Departmental major : Those plannin~ 
teach home economics in high school should choose 1 
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l••ading t o the B.S. degree. Th:e Arts degree. is 
...... -,, .. ,._.1 fur students who are interested m home economics 
u.t ural course, and those who want training in home 
and family living. The arts are stressed mo:r:e t han 
, nces and students who graduate under this plan 
I prepared for business and professional opportuni-
hl lt•xtiles, retail selling and buying, nursery school 
, nnd other related fields, Specific requirements are 
117 -8 and 34 semester hours chosen as follows: 
I l•'oods and nutrition, 14 hours 
Clothing and textiles, 10 hours 
Home and family, 10 hours 
111: Departmental major: 27 semester hours in 
n tlism courses. Students with this major should select 
1 , · in social sciences, political sciences, economics, and 
I h for background in general education. Courses in 
1 departments may be so selected as to prepare the 
lrnt for specialized journalistic professions,_ such as 
1 I is ing, specialized reporting, or public relations. 
lies : Departmental major: 30 semeste~ hours _in 
tl"•matics, including 251-2, and 10 hours m Physics 
I ,, 
I . Interdepartmental major for those preparing to 
, music privately or in the elementary or secondary 
•«liS. 
The student may select an emphasis upon either the 
d choral field or upon the instrumental. In addition to 
·t•neral education courses, the student must complete 
following courses in the field of specialization and 18 
" in the professional courses in psychology and edu-
hm required for certificat ion: 
Instrumental Major 
Semester Hours 
Mus. 111-2 .. ......... ......... 8 
Mus. 131-2 ...... .... .... ...... 2 
Mus. 211-2 ... ................ 4 
Mus. 251-2 .... ................ 8 
Mus. 311 ...... .. ........ .... .. .. 2 
Mus. 332 .. ..... .. ............. 2 
Mus. 335-6 .. .. ........ ... 2 
Mus. 341 ......... .. ........ .. 2 
Mus. 351-2 ...... ............. 6 
Mus. 361-2 .......... .......... 2 
\ oK'lll-Choral Major 
S emester Hours 
111 ...... ........... .. ..... 8 
131-2 .... .... ........ 2 
211-2 ......... .... ..... . 4 
251-2 .................... 8 
331 ...................... . 2 
335-6 ... .... ........... .. 2 
351-2 ... ...... .... .... 6 
oplled music ............ 12 
Total ................ 44 
*Applied music ............ 6 
Total ............ ... 44 
Applied music for the voic;e-choral ~ajor must include 
110 4 hours, voice 4 hours, and p1ano or vo1ce 4 hours. 
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. Applied music for the instrumental major must 
Plano 4 hours and voice 2 hours. · 
. 2. ~terdepartm~~tal major with piano as majot 
plied subJect : In addition to all general education requ1 
~en~s, the student must complete the following courst· 
h1s f1eld of concentration: 
Semester Hours 
Mus. 111-2 .. .... .. ... ............. . .. .. ....... .. .... .. .. ...... . ... ..... 8 
Mus. 131-2 ..... ...... ........... ... ........ ... .. ... .. .... ..... .. .. ..... . 2 
~~~: ~fi:~ : :::··:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::· ~ 
~~~: ~~t~ _··· ....... . .... .................................. 2 
~~~-0371--~: ::: ::: :::·.:: .::-::::::::-:::::::::::::::::::::::::>:: 1i 
oiCe (pnvate or class) ... ........ .. ................. . ..... 4 
Total .......................... .... ........ 54 
. 3. In_terdepar~mental major with voice as major 
p_hed s~bJ~ct: Besides the requirements in general edu 
bon this field of concentration requires the completion • 
the following colll'ses: 
Semester Hours 
~~~~!······························································· f VI~no ··--:·· ........... .. . .. .. ... . ...... ....... .. .... .... .... .. 8 
OICe (private) . . .... .. . . ...... .. ... ... ... ... .. ..... .. 16 
Total .. ...... . ........ .. .. ... ...... ..... 58 
Physical Education and Health: Departmental major: Bc 
s~mes.ter hours and not over 34,. including ~q1-2, 201-2-:l 
2.)3 01 408, 205-6, 323 and 336, with the additional electh, 
hou t·s approved by the head of the department. The stu 
dent must also complete Bioi. 101-2. 
Spee~h: Departmental major: 30 semester hours of wol'k 
m the dep~rtment, inclu~ing 101-2, 121-2 or 255-6, ami 
33~. The !Timor s~ould be II?- a rela~ed field such as English. 
social science, Bible, or JOumahsm. Those planning tu 
teac~ sp~ech i~ high schools should complete 24 hours iu 
English mcJudmg 331, 320, 301 or 302, and 322 if a better 
~nde1·st~ndmg_ of grammar is needed. They should also 
mclude I_n then· speech major 124 or 306 and 125 or 33!l 
They_ will then be prepared to teach courses in both 
Enghsh and speech, which is usually necessary. 
61 
ullill or Functional Majors: In the case of students who 
,, already made a definite selection of a vocation or 
·ft•ssion for which the above fields of concentration do 
I eem altogether adequate, a special field of cencentra-
l , may be arranged with the assistance of his counselor 
ul the approval of the dean and the heads of the depart-
nls concerned. The welfare of the student and his 
t •paration for his chosen work takes precedence over 
o•cl major areas. Care is given, however, that s~ch 
nwtional fields of concentration provide the student with 
tJ, Rame quality of advanced work as the more conven-
e unl majors. 
tiELOR OF SCIENCE DEGREE 
''~" Bachelor of Science degree also requires the comple-
r 128 semester hours of work, at least 32 of which must 
', idence, and not less than 12 of these in the senior year, 
t .1s provided for students completing the requirements in 
of medicine, dentistry, and other professional schools. 
t>mester hours must be in courses numbered 250 and 
In addition to this the Rtudent must have an average of 
lt. major field and in the total work presented for the 
1 i hed Work for the Bachelor of Science Degree 
I he• general education requirement for the Bachelor of 
..• degree is the same as the requirement for the Bachelor 
1 , as described earlier. Exemption may be granted from 
t••a on the basis of qualifying examinations. In such case 
11ls will be permitted to substitute other courses as 
\ t•d by the counselor and dean. 
of Concentration for the Bachelor of Science Degree 
ol later than the beginning of the junior year the stu-
hould select a field of concentration which may consist of 
,.-tmental major and a related departmental minor , or a 
I divisional or functional major which may include the 
r 
ide from the general education courses and the specific 
, for major and minor fields of concentration, the rest of 
• '!Uirements are to be selected by the student with the 
•· of his counselor. 
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The following selection lists the specific requirem e11t 
each field of concentration for the Bachelor of Science dt 
These are for the most part not absolutely fixed, but m., 
varied by consent of the head of the department and tht• . 
if it should be considered in the interest of the indh 
student. · 
Biological Sciences: Interdepartmental major : Requil• 
total of 67 semester hours in sciences, a minimum of :\•1 
biology, 27 in two other sciences (chemistry, physie 
mathematics), and 6 hours in a fourth science. A slucl· 
who transfers from another college may be permiltf'ol 
use geology or another approved science as one of ' 
three. In addition the student must complete a yen 
German or French or pass a proficiency 1·eading test. 
Chemistry: Interdepartmental major : Requires a total 
67 hours in sciences, with the following specific plan: 
1. Chemistry, 33 semester hours, including at least ,, 
year each of inorganic and analytical chemistry z, 
one semester each of organic and physical chemist 
chemical literature, and at least 17 hours in cou1 
numbered 250 and above. 
2. Biology 101-2-4-5; Physical Science 101; Phy 1 
201-2; Mathematics 251. 
3. Completion of a year in German, or passing a profit 
ency reading test. French may be substituted f, 
German, but is not recommended. 
Students planning either to do graduate work 1 
chemistry or to enter industry should take a year each 1 
organic and physical chemistry and a year of calculus. 
General Science : Interdepartmental major: Requires a mill 
mum of 67 semester hours in sciences with 
courses as follows : 
1. Biology 101-2-4-5; Physical Science 101; Chemist1 
101-2; Mathematics 151-2; Physics 201-2. 
2. Completion with a "C" average of 20 hours in courst 
numbered 250 and above in two of the above depart 
ments, at least 6 hours of which must be in each. 
Home Economics: 1. Interdepartmental major: for tho: , 
planning to teach home economics. This ma.ior meets th. 
needs both of those who are interested in home makin~t 
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t fnmily life, and of t hose preparing to teach in high 
I r .• ,J:-;. The training emphasizes the home as an import-
l unit in the American way of living, and the family 
I homemaking are recognized as professions requiring 
t IJgence, understanding, and special training. 
Since the certificates of teachers for high schools 
' • mg vocational homemaking programs is confined to 
• or two institutions in each state, students who are 
l· rt'sted in teaching in such schools, or preparing as 
unly home demonstration agents may use one of three 
)ft•sted plans : (1) receive the B.S. degree here and 
n. fer to a graduate school of home economics for one 
r, receiving their certificates for teaching at the same 
n•• they receive their Maste1"'s degree; (2) transfer to 
c university for the fom·th year, completing the require-
Ills for certification in vocational homemaking and 
••ive their degrees from this institution; or (3) transfer 
1 Ill institution approved for the vocational homemaking 
1lificates at the end of the second or third years and 
• l'ive their degrees from the institution to which they 
,nsfer. Since the master's degree, however, is a distinct 
··l to those who wish to do professional teaching, the 
1 l plan is especially recommended. For those entering 
tlll'r fields of horne economics no transfer is necessary. 
The requirements listed below meet the specifications 
r the state and national programs for the training of 
• .. ·ational home economies teachers. 
In addition to completing the general education cot1rs-
es listed for the Bachelor of Arts degree, the student 
must complete the following major requirements. The 
best arrangement of courses is given under Suggested 
Programs below. 
1 I) Child and family, 8 hours, to be chosen from H . E. 
114, 323, 332, Psychology 303, and Sociology 304. 
('~) Housing, home management, and social problems, 9 
hours, to be chosen from H . E. 313, 321, 322. Sociology 
304. 
( \) Food, nutrition, and health, 12 hours, to be chosen 
from H. E . 102, 251, 331-2-3, 335. 
( I) Clothing, personal appearance, and textiles, 8 hours, 
from H . E. 101, 103, 252, 303. 
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(5) Related sciences, 15 hours: including 
101-2, Biology 271, 272. 
(6) Related art, 6 hours: Art 117, 118, 313. 
(7) Those who plan to teach should complete at o 
hours in education and psychology, including Ed 
tion 301, 303, 312 or 317, 403, 450-1, and 
303 or 207. 
2. Interdepartmental major in institutional mall•• 
ment for those who wish to prepare for position 
dietitians or food directors: This major does not lead 
teaching, but those who plan to teach may, in additiou 
the major outlined above, elect t he courses in instituti1 
management. 
After the completion of this course the potential fu• 
director would be eligible to apply for a graduate c0\11 
in an institution approved by the American DieL<•t 
Association. This is an internship of service in a hosptt 
or non-hospital food service institution covering a pen• 
of nine to twelve months. 
In addition to the general education requirements r. 
the Bachelor of Science degree the following courses 111 
required. The best arrangement of courses is given un<l• 
suggested programs below. 
(1) Chemistry, 20 hours: 101-2, 113, 251-2, 323. 
(2) Biology, 14 hours: 101-2, 271, 272. 
(3) Home Economics, 27 hoUl·s: 102, 251, 331, 332, 3:1: 
335, 336 and Ed. 403. 
( 4) Social Sciences, 12 hours, from two of the followinv 
economics or sociology, Psychology 207 or 303, a111l 
351. 
(5) Business Administration 205, 3 hours. 
Mathematics : Interdepartmental major: Requires a total o 
67 semester hours in sciences distributed as follows: 30 in 
mathematics including 251-2 and 9 hours numbered 300 
or above, at least 27 in two other sciences, and 6 hours in 
a fourth science. Physics 201-2 must be included. 
)I ~tiC INFORMATION 6G 
SUGGESTED PROGRAMS 
" students who have not definitely decided upon a 
111t1 or a purpose toward which to direct th~ir education , 
1 policy is to complete as rapidly as poss1ble the pres-
work in o-eneral education. Courses numbered up to 
•llld usually be taken during the f1·eshman year, those 
•••d 200 to 299 in the sophomore year. Courses numbered 
, t above are not open to freshmen and only to third terl? 
Counselors will help work out a program to f1t 
•vidual need, but the following is suggested as a general ,, 
First Year 
Semester Hours 
101·2 ... .. .............. ...... ..... 6 
onlcations 101-2 .. .... ...... 6 
III(CS 103 ........ ...... ..... ... .. 2 
cl Ed. 101-2 .............. ...... 2 
101-2 .... ....... .. ....... ....... 6 
101 ····· ··· ····· ···· ···· ···· ····· ···· 3 
....... ... ............... .. .... .. 8 
Total .......... .. .... ........ 33 
Second Year 
Semester Hours 
Humanit ies 201-2 .. .......... .......... 8 
Mathematics 102 ........ ..... .. ..... .. 2 
Physical Sc. 101-2 ........... ......... 4 
Physical Ed. 201, 203 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4 
Psychology 201 . . .... .... . ...... ..... .. 3 
Soc. Sc. 201-2 . . . .. . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . ... . . . . 6 
Electives . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . 5 
Total .... .......... ........ .. 32 
It• the above arrangement the physical science course may 
k··n the first year and biology the second. 
•r students who already have a definite profession or a_im 
1111 it may be necessary to replace some of the above w1th 
11ing courses in their major fields. For instance majors_ in 
•·conomics will need to carry a course in home econom1cs 
Lhe freshman year. This will postpone some of the 
1111m requirements till the sophomore year, and perhaps 
.ophomore requirements to the junior year. Counselors 
sist the student in arranging the best individual plan. 
,, following pages, however, are a number of suggested 
which may be found economical of time in attaining 
n ~ professional or pre-professional ends. The student will 
1 t Lo his advantage to follow these programs unless he has 
.pproval of his counselor. They ar e flexible, within limits, 
, Vl'r, and with the approval of the counselor, the dean, and 
l~e•ad of department concerned, may be changed to meet an 
ldual need. 
t \ GRICULTURAL COURSE 
, 'ludents planning for agriculture as a vocation or profes-
'' ill find several different types of curricula leading to the 
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different fields, such as general agricult_ure, agricullur 
economics or business, agricultural engineermg, and teach'' 
in vocational agriculture programs. Students intereste~ h1 ' 
first three of these can take at least one year of their 
here. Those interested in teaching agriculture, who do 
mind spendino- extra time to meet specific requirements, u 
take two yea;s before transferring to the agricultural scht 
The following is the suggested arrangef!lel?-t of courses f 
either the one or the two-year course. Vanabons may be m 
if necessary to meet requirem_ents of any speci~ic ~cho_ol, I 
the program below meets requirements of most msbtution 
Second Year 
Semester IT11 
Biology 271, 313 ................ . 
Chemistry 251 .. ........... .... .. . 
Humanities 201-2 .. .... .. .. ..... . 
Psychology 201 .......... .... ... . . 
*Electives ..... .................. ... ... . 
Total .. ... ......... ... . 
First Year 
Semester Hours 
Communications 101-2 .. .. ........ 6 
Chemistry 101-2, 113 . .............. 9 
Biology 101-2, 104, 105 .. ......... . 8 
Humanities 103 ..... ..................... 2 
P. E. 101-2 . ............ ...... .. ............ 2 
Speech 101 .... . . . . . . . ... . . . . . .... .. . . . .. ... . 3 
Electives . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . 3 
Total .... ... ... ... .... ..... 33 
*Electives recommended for transfer to the University o.f Arkansn 
Arkansas State College are Sociology 201-2, and Education 303. 
PRE-ARCHITECTURAL COURSE 
Students planning for a career in arch~tecture, architcl t 
ral engineering, or regional and city plannmg should norm.1 
expect to take five years for preparatiOn. 
Those who transfer to Louisiana State University 11 
complete the requirements for the degree in Archite<:tu 
Eno-ineering in two years and a summer semester after fm1 
ing., the following two-year course here, provided no grade 
"D" is received on work to be transferred. 
First Year 
Semester Hours 
Chemistry 101-2, 113 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 9 
Communications 101-2 ...... .. .... 6 
Mathematics 151-2-3 ...... ... .. ..... 10 
Speech 101 .............. ... ........ .. ... .. 3 
Elective .. ........ .. ..................... .. ... 3 
Total .. . ............... .... 33 
Second Year 
Semester 
Humanities 103 ..... .... .......... . 
Mathematics 251-2 .. ........ ... .. 
Physics 201-2 ................ ...... . 
Soc. Sc. 101-2 ...... ........ ........ . 
*Electives ....................... ..... .. 
Total ...... .. ...... ... . 
*Electives should include Pol. Sc. 221 or Geography, 2 hours. 
Students transferring to other schools of architect 
should consult the conselors from the departments of mat 
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or physical sciences about the courses to meet the 
t 1 mcnts of the particular school of their choice. There is 
ll · fference in requirements, and some schools replace 
1 ry and calculus with other courses. 
II•:NTAL COURSE (B.S. Degree) 
\\ lrlle most schools of dentistry now have a minimum 
· •' requirement of three years of college work, they give 
nee in admissions to students who already hold the 
•r's d~gree. Students who wish to obtain their degrees 
l'lltenng the dental schools should select as their major 
· hemistry or biology, including within their selection 
·•ttrses specifically mentioned below. Those who wish to 
' ' after three years may follow the curriculum here out-
'uch students, after satisfactory completion of their 
'ear in the dental school, may receive their Bachelor 
••ce degree with a major in biology from this institution. 
I h1· curriculum outlined below is arranged to meet the 
tl of three specific dental schools, but changes may be 
11 1th the aid of counselors to fit the requirement of 
'f such changes should be necessary. The student must 
a 1.5 scholarship average in all work transferred. 
rulents transferring to the School of Dentistry of Saint 
I niversity or the University of Kansas City should 
I I' the following courses. 
First Year 
Semester Hours 
101-2-4-5 .. .... ........... ... .... 8 
t tcations 101-2 ...... ...... 6 
'ICS 103 .. ........................ 2 
fo~d. 101-2 ...... . ...... ....... 2 
Sc. 101 .. ........... ..... ...... 2 
101-2 .................... .......... 6 
101 .................................. 3 
.... ..... ..... .. ................ .. 2 
Total .. ............ ........ .. 31 
Second Year 
Semester Hours 
Chemistry 101-2, 113 .. 8 
History 201-2 . .. . .. ........ ...... .. .. . .... 6 
Humanities 201-2 ... .......... ... ...... 8 
*Mathematics 151-2 ......... .. ....... 7 
Elective ... ... ... .. ............................. 4 
Total ...... .................. 33 
Third Year 
Semester Hours 
Chemistry 251-2 ... ... ....... ........... 8 
Biology 263 . .. .. . . .. .. .. . . .. . .. .. .... .... .. .. 3 
German 101-2 .. .... ......... ............. 6 
Physics 201-2 ... . ... .... ... . .... ... .. .. .. .. 8 
Physics 201-2 .... .......................... 8 
Psychology 201 .. ....... .. .... ... . .. . .. .. 3 
*"'Elective .. ................ .... .............. 4 
Total .... ............... ..... 32 
11 rrnetry is an essential preparation for physics, but if the 
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student has had it in high school with sufficiently excellent It 
he may s ubs titu te an elective here. 
Electives should include further advanced work in biology. 
Students wishing to transfer to The School of Dent1 
of the University of Illinois must have chemistry 201-2 
351 instead of, or in addition to, 251-2. They must also hll\ 
total of 14 hours of history and social sciences, but need 
6 hours of physics. 
PRE-ENGINEERING COURSE 
A student who plans to enter engineering school after I 
years should consult with his counselor and the head of t 
department of mathematics or physical science to be sure II 
he is carrying the courses that meet the requirements of l 
particular school to which he is transferring. The folio\\ 
program, however, will meet the requirements of n1 
engineering schools-chemical, civil, electrical, and lu'"'-'l.La-lr"llll 
First Year Second Year 
Semester Hours Semester 
Art 121-2 ................................ . 
*Economics 201-2 ................. .. 
Chemistry 101-2, 113 .......... ..... 9 
Communications 101-2 .. ......... 6 
Mathematics 251-2 ............... .. 
Mathematics 343 or 353 ...... . 
Physics 201-2 ................ . ......... . 
Electives ........................ ... ... .. .. 
Total .............. .. 
Mathematics 151-2-3 ................ 10 
Humanities 103 ....... ....... .. ..... ... 2 
P. E. 101-2 .............. ........ .. .. .... . 2 
Speech 101 .............. .... ................ 3 
Elective ...... .. ... .. .... ........... .......... 2 
Total ........ .. 34 
*Those transferring for chemical engineering should substitute 
istry 201-2 for economics. 
Students of chemical engineering, who do not object 
spending some additional time in meeting possible speci 
1·equirements, may take a third year before transferring 
which should include the following: 
Third Year 
Semester Hours 
Chemistr y 251-2, 343 ................ 9 
Chemistry 351-2 ...... ........ ........ . 8 
Economics 201-2 ................ .. ...... 6 
Physics 352 .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 3 
Electives ...................................... 6 
Total ........................ 32 
PRE-MEDICAL COURSE (B.S. Degree) 
Most medical schools require a minimum of three years of 
college work for admission, but many are selecting largely 
.\llC INFORMATION 69 
Ito already hold the bachelo_r's degree. Stude~ts _who 
•·omplete the Bachelor of Science deg~·ee before ~ra~s-
1 0 the medical school should choose biology or c. elr 
1 heir major field of conce_ntration _and should _nhc ~he 
t of the general education requi~ements wit e 
,11 of Math 102 and Ph. Sc. 102, which _are _more. than 
1 hy the courses in science and mathematics hsted m the 
ulum below. Those who transfer a_t the end of ~~ree 
"ill be granted the Bachelor o~ S~Ien~e ~egree With a 
Ill biological sciences from this msb~ubon upon thd 
ful completion of their second year m the approve 
,,f medicine. 
1 liP following course is designed to meet ~h~ requirsme~~s 
University of Arkansas School of MedlCme, the_ ou 't -
, 11 Medical School of Dallas, Texas, and the U~Iversi Y 
11ois School of Medicine. Changes may be m~d~ If n~es-
1 0 meet requirements of other schools. Deviations fiOm 
• 11rriculum, however, should have t!'te approval o~ t~e 
lor and head of the department of biology or chemistiy. 
First Year Second Year 
Semester Hours Semester Hours 
Biology 101-24-5 ........................ 8 
Chemistry 201 ........ ..... ............... 4 
Humanities 201-2 ...... ............ .... 8 
lry 1q1-2, 113 ................ 9 
unications 101-2 ............ 6 
nlties 103 ........................ 2 
Mathematics 152 .. .......... . ... ...... 3 
Social Sc. 201-2 .......... ......... ....... 6 
tl Ed. 101-2 ........... .. ....... ~ 
, .tl Sc. 101 ....................... . 
Elective .... T~-tai···:: ::::::::::::::::::::: 3i I Sc. 101-2 ............ ... ... ...... 6 
It 10~ .. :::::::::::::::::::::::·: ::::::::: ~ 
Total .......... 32 
Third Year 
Semester Hours 
Biology 251-2 ... ... .. ... ... .... ... .. ... . ... 6 
Chemistry 251-2 ......... ........ ....... 8 
German 101-2 .. ................. .. .. ... .. 6 
Physics 201-2 .. .. .. .... ........ ... ......... 8 
Elective .......... .......... .... ................ 4 
Total ........................ 32 
,. transferring to Southwestern Medical School ~ust ele~t 4 
1, ' additional in American government and 6 hours m Amencan 
·:;.~~se transferring to the University of Ill~nois School of 
ltt'ine must also include Chemistry 351. and ~Iology 263, and 
,. n total of 14 hours in history and social sc1ences. 
E-PHARMACY COURSE 
Students preparing for pharma~y may complete one year 
1 ht•ir work here before transferrmg to the school of phar-
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macy. The followino- . 
to the St. Louis Colfe;ourse meets reqmrement 
of the University of M:fs~! ~ha~~hacy, t~e Sc~ool 
and the University of A klSSlppJ, ce UmversJty II' I 
to t 'f· r ansas. ourses may 'tl l mee speci IC requirements f th • u o o er schools. 
Third Year 
Semester Hours 
Biology 101-2-4-5 
Chemistry 101-2 ii3. ... .............. 8 
Communications 101-2 .......... .. 9 
Math~matics 151 or 15i .... .... ·3
4
6 
Phys~cal Ed. 101-2 · ..... · 
Electives .... · ... · 2 
·Toiar·~:: ::: : ::: :: : :: : :: ::: : .. ~~ 
PREPARATION FOR HOME ECONOMICS (B.S. IJ 
Since it is difficult to 
requirements in o-eneral edrra~~e a program to incluol 
teaching of home"' economi uca IOn as well as t hose· 
follow cai'efully the cur . csi we would urge the st 
avoid conflict of courses a~~~a~~ ti~~~ested below. 'I 1 
Program for Teaching Home Economics 
First Year 
Art 117-8 Semester Hours 
ii~~~~~~cjJf~~5 .. ioi:2.. ~ 
Humanities 103 ·· · · .. · · · ~ 
Physical Sc. 101 
Physical Ed. 101-2 .... .... . · .. ... ··· 2 
Speech 101 · · · .. · ·· · .... .. · ·.. 2 
Soc. Sc. 101-2 ..... .. ... ......... .. ... .... . ·· 3 
Elective ... To·t~i::::: : ::::: : : _ :::_::::::.::: J 
Third Year 
Art 313 Semes ter Hours 
Chemistr.Y."ioi:2··· ... 2 
Education 301, 3o3;"4o3· · ~ --~~~-~-·.· .··· ~ 
RHome Ec. 313 and 323 or 331-2 6 orne Ec. 321 
Psychology 2M. 3a3··· ··· 
6
2 
Electiv ' ·· 
e ... To.tai··· ~ ~ ~ : :: : :: ::::: : : :.·: ::: :: a! 
Second Year 
Biology 101-2 Semest<'r 
Home Ec. 251-2 ....... ..... .. 
Humanities 201-2 ....... .... · 
Mathematics 102 ··· ·· ···· · 
Physical E. 201 .. ... ..... .. 
Soc. Sc. 201-2 Elective .................. .. 
Fourth Year 
Biology 271-5 Semester 
Education 317>i5o:i": ...... ... . 
Home Ec. 103 or 303 ... ....... .. 
Home Ec. 322 · ...... · .. 
Hom~ Ec. 331-2·0~"313" 323 
Physical Ed. 203 · 
Sociolog 304 · · .. · · .... ... · · .. . 
Elect ive Y .. ... ...... ..... ........ .. ·To.iai ......... ..... . 
······· ··· ·· ········· 
H.MATION 71 
Ins titutional Management and Dietetics 
( I 
1111 tcr Hours 
8 
6 
3 
2 
............ .. . 2 
2 
6 
...... ........ . 3 
. ......... ..... 2 
.. .... ... ... .. 34 
1r•l Yt•ar 
·~·mester Hours 
,, .......... 8 g 
........ 6 6 
....... ... . 10 
131-2-3 .. ...... 9 
1 tiles 102 .... 2 
1 "07 or 303 . . . . 6 6 
... ..... ... ...... 4 4 
1 I ll ... .... ... ... .. . 34 35 
Second Year 
Semester Hours 
Chemistry 101-2, 113 ........... .... . 9 
Home Ec. 251 . ..... . .... .... .... .. ...... ... 3 
Humanities 201-2 ...... ......... ....... 8 
Physical Ed. 201 .... ...... ....... .. ... . . 2 
Physical Sc. 102 .. . . . . . . .. . . . . . .. .. .. . .. 2 
Soc. Sc. 201-2 .. .... .. ... ... ... ...... .... ... 6 
Elective ... ... .... ..... .... .... ..... ...... .. .... 4 
Total .. ... ..... .... .... ...... 34 
Fourth Year 
Semester Hours 
Biology 271-5 .. ..... ..... ....... ... .. 7 7 
Bus. Ad. 205 . .. . . . .. .. .. .. .... .. .. . . .. 3 3 
Chemistry 323 .. .. .. . .... . . .. . . ... 3 3 
Educ. 351, 403 .... ... ....... .. .. .... 5 5 
Home Ec. 331-2-3 ... .. ...... ... .. 9 
and Mathematics 102. .. .. . 2 
or Home Ec. 335·6 .. . .. . . .. . . . 10 
P. E. 203 .. .. .' ... .... ...... .. .. ..... ... .. 2 2 
Elective .. . .. .. . .. . ... . . . . . ...... . . . . .... . 4 4 
Total ... .. .... . 35 34 
IC U 'ION FOR LAW (B.A. Degree) 
I of law usually require from three to four years of 
··r·k for entrance. This work should meet the general 
'' requirements for the Bachelor of Arts degree, and 
,,lfain as much work as possible in English and speech, 
111(1 social sciences, psychology and business adminis-
f'hose who take the four-year course should choose as 
1 field either the social sciences, history, or English. 
It o take the three-year course should advise with their 
•t and the head of the social science department to 
1 hose courses which, with the completion of the first 
·he school of law, will meet the requirements for their 
·• ith a major in the social sciences. St udents following 
!111 receive the Bachelor of Arts degree from this institu-
' 1 •on the successful completion of their first year in the 
I of law. 
tl ' \RATION FOR MUSIC EDUCATION 
I hose planning to teach music should follow the curricu-
1 ··low. It suggests two fields of emphasis- the vocal-choral 
lhr instrumental. 
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Vocal-Choral 
First Year 
Semester Hours 
Biology 101-2 ......... ..... ...... .......... 6 
Communications 101-2 ............ 6 
Music 111-2 .. . ..... .......... . ..... ...... . 8 
Piano 101-2 ..... ..... .... .. ..... ............ 4 
Physical Ed. 101-2 ... ... .. .... ...... 2 
Soc. Sc. 101-2 ... ....... ... ....... . ... .... 6 
Elective ........................ ....... . 2 
Total .... ... ................ 34 
Third Year 
Semester Hours 
*Education 301, 346 or 347 . ... 5 
Mathematics 102 ................ .. ..... . 2 
Music 131-2, 211-2, 331 .. . ... ..... 8 
Psychology 201, 207 or 303 .. .. 6 
Physical £d. 203 . . . .. . ... . .. . ....... ... 2 
Speech 101 .. ... . .. . ..... ... .... .. . .. . ... .. . 3 
Voice ················· ···· ············· ··· ...... 4 
Elective ········································ 4 
Second Yc•11r 
Sem, 
Soc. Sc. 201-2 ....... . 
Humanities 201-2 
Music 251-2 ........ . 
Physical Sc. 101-2 . 
Piano or voice ....... . 
Elective ................ .. . 
Total .... . 
Fourth Year 
Semcslr 
*Education 303, 450-1 
Education 312 or 317 
·Music 335-6. 351-2 ..... . 
Physical Ed. 201 .. ... .. .. 
Elective .................... .... . 
Total ...... .. . 
Total ................ ........ 34 
*Those who plan to teach on the elementary level should sC'I• 
elementary education courses instead of the series suggested h• 
Instrumental 
For those choosing the instrumental as their majo1· t. 
ing field the curriculum for the fh·st year is the same u 
the vocal-choral above. The second year is the same except 1 
1 hour of voice is carried each semester instead of piano, 
Music 131-2 is included. The third and fourth years follows: 
Third Year 
Semester Hours 
Mathematics 102 .... ..... ... 2 
*Education 301 .... .. .. .... ... .... .... 3 
Education 346 or 347 ....... ...... ... 2 
Music 211-2 . .. ... ........... ... . .. . .... . 4 
Music 311. 332 ... . . . . .. ... . . .. . ... . . . . . . . 4 
Physical Ed. 201, 203 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4 
Psychology 201 . . . .. . . .. .. . .. . ... .. ... 3 
~~~;~glfNl .~~~--~~--~-o-3 __ :::::::::::: ~ 
Elective .. .. ........... ........... .............. 5 
Total ........................ 33 
Fourth Year 
Semester 1 
Education 303, 450-1 ....... . 
Education 312 or 317 ......... . 
Music 335-6 ..... ...... .. ...... ...... .. .. 
Music 341, 351-2, 361-2 ....... . 
Elective ............... ................... . 
Total .................. . 
*See note under vocal-choral in regard to education. 
PREPARATION FOR MUSIC (non-teaching majors) 
The following curricula are the most economical of 
for music majors who do not plan to teach. 
1\ Ji'ORMATION 73 
Piano Majors 
. . · _ lied music may foll?w n king piano their maJor ~pphoral music educatiOn 
hun arranged for the voca ~cept that the applied 
1 
, 1goh the firs~ t~o ye_ar£ ad of voice. The curricu-Pcond year IS piano I:r:s e . 
lrtu·d and fourth years IS as follows. 
l•lrd Year 
Semester Hours 
1 102 ........ ~ 
.... .... .. ..... . 4 
...... ...... ... 4 
4 
.............. . 3 
3 
·.:·::::::::::::·.:: ::::::: 4 
. ....... 7 '111\l ··:::::::::.::::: ..... .. .. 33 
Fourth Year 
Semester Hour~ 
Music 335·6 .. · · · · · · · · · · · ·· · · · · 6 
Music 351·2 · ······· · ···· ·· ····· ·· ···· · 4 
Music ·371·2 ······ ··· ······ ··· ·············· 4 
fk~~~ti~e· ·:;~:t~i:::::::::: : :::·:::: : :.·:::: ~g 
. m a minor of not less than 
hould be so ch~sen asdto ~~~ include at least 12 hours of ,1 some related field, an m 
1 ··vel work. 
Voice Majors 
. . their major applied fie~d 
tr majors With voice as below unless a change Is ft•llow carefully the progrfm 
by the music departmen . 
Flrst Year 
Semester Hours 
101-2 ···· ···· ·· ·· ·············· ·· ~ 
, !rations 101-2 ····· ······· 
8 'tht-2·::::::::::::::: ....... ······ ~ 
.............. .. .. . .... ... 2 
Totai···:::::::::::::·:::::::::: 32 
Third Year 
Semester Hours 
2 I ltiCS 102 ························ 4 
'11-2, 331 ... ..... . 6 
·n-2 .. .............................. 
4 •I Sc. 101-2 ....................  
........................ 3 
. ........ ......... ...... 4 
Second Year 
Semester Hours 
Humanities 201-2 · ···· · ·· ·· · ···· ······· ~ 
Music 251-2 ·· · ··· · · · ······ ·· ··· ···· 2 
Physical Ed. 101-2 · · · ·· ·· ·· ·· · · ···· ·· 
4 Piano .... ........................... .......... 6
Soc. Sc. 201-2 ·· ······················· ··· · 4 
Voice . . · ···· ··· ·························· ·· 2 
Elective .. Tot~i" ·············::::::::::::: 34 
Fourth Year 
Semester Hours 
2 Music 335-6 · · · ··· ··· · · · · ···· 6 
Music 351-2 · ······ ·· ············· ········· 4 
Physical Ed. 201, 203 ... . · · · · · · · · · · · · 
3 Speech 101 .... · · · ·· · · · · · · ·· · ··· · · · · · ··· ·· · · · 4 
Y~~~ti~e; ·:;~:i~i::::: :::: :::: ::::: : :::::::: ~~ 
................... ...... ... ...... . 6 
1 h'Ct::t~~-r~:~~:s~: ;~~lu~~ 18 hours on the advanced level. 
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PREPARATION FOR MEDICAL TECHNOLOGY Degree) 
The supply of trained medical technicians has ''' 
pace with the demand. Students who wish to prepare I 
field of service must have either a two or a three-yea1· 111 
tory course. Those who carry the three-year course may ' 
the degree of Bachelor of Science in Medical Technolo~·~ 
the institution to which they transfer, or they may so 111 
their electives here as to receive the Bachelor of Scienc(l 
from this institution upon completion of their work 1 
school of technology. Approved schools of medical teclu 
are in certain hospitals, state boards of health laboratori, 
in medical schools. The courses last twelve months, and 
ates obtain certification by the National Registry of Technologists. 
Students choosing the minimum two-year course follow the outline below: 
First Year Second Year 
Semester Hours Semester 1 
Biology 101·2·4·5 .. ...... ... ... . ..... 8 Chemistry 201 ... . .. . . ... . . 
Chemistry 101-2 ..... .. ............. 6 Chemistry 251-2 .. ......... . . 
Communications 101-2 6 Physical Ed. 101-2 .. ...... .. 
Mathematics 152 ......... 3 Physics 201-2 .. .. .. .......... ... .. 
Social Sc. 101-2 .. . .. .. .. .......... ... 6 Psychology 201 .... ...... .. . .. 
Speech 101 .... ..... .......... .. .......... . 3 Social Sc. 201-2 .... .. ..... .. ... . 
Elective . . .. . . .. . .. .. . .. .. . .. . .. . 2 Elective .. ......... . 
Total ....... ......... ..... 34 Total .. . · .......... . 
Those choosing the three-year program may spread 
sciences over a longer period and include the general educaJ 
courses which will round out the requirements for Ur 
degrees. The following is the recommended plan : 
First Year Second Year 
Semester Hours Semester Biology 101-2-4-5 .. .. ... . .. 8 Chemistry 201 
Chemistry 101-2 .... . ............ 6 Humanities 201-2 . 
Communications 101-2 . 6 Mathematics 151-2 .. ...... ...... . 
Humanities 103 .. . ........... .. .. .. . 2 Physical Ed. 101-2 .... ..... ... .. 
Physical Sc. 101 ...... .. ..... .... .... . 2 Social Sc. 201-2 .. 
Social Sc. 101-2 .. .. ... .. .. .. . .... . 6 Speech 101 
Elective ... .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. . .. .. . .. 2 Elective ....... . . . 
Total .. . . ... ......... . 32 Total .. . 
Third Year 
Semester Hours Biology 271 . .. .. .. .. .. . .. . 3 
Chemistry 251-2 .. .. .. .... . ... . 8 
Physics 201-2 . .. . ........ .. .. ...... .. .. 8 
Physical Ed. 201, 203 .. . .. . . .. 4 
Psychology 201 . . . .. . .. . . .. . 3 
Elective . . .. ... .... .. .. . . 7 
Total . .. .. ...... .. .. .. . 33 
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U \TION FOR SECRETARIAL SERVICE . 
t · 1 positions may acqmre dr•nts pl~n!J.ing: for ~ecre ana but a two year course 
111 ial trammg m a sm~~~ Y~~~ longer course will give 
n<'nded wheneverlossi ~-should lead to better posi-
t horouhghtpkreptalra oi~~-y~ar course may follow the plan ho:;e w o a e 1e 
One Year 
Semester Hours 
B. A. 101-2 . .. .... .. ...... · · .... .... . 8 
B. A. 105-6 ..... · .. · .. .... .. · · 6 
B. A. 205 ... . .. . ........ .. ... ~ 
Communications 101-2 
B. A. 116, 117 ..... 4 
Humanities 103 .. · · · .. · · .... .. .. .... 2 
Speech 101 ...... · .. .. .... .. 3 
Elective .. ....... .. .......... ... .. .... .. ... 2 
Total .. . ..... 34 
Course should plan their ose who take the two-year , follows : 
First Year 
Semester Hours 
8 'll -2 . ... .... .. ....... 6
lil. 6 .. ........ .. ...... .. .......... 4 
111,117_ .......... .. . ... .. .... . . 6 
>~llcatiOns 101-2 .. .. . 
1llcs 103 . ...... ........ .. i 
... , .. ...... .. .. .. .... ...... ... 3 
101 .... ...... . ... .. .. .... 3 
Totai .. :.:.·:: :: ..... · :::: 33 
Second Year 
Semester Hours 
6 B. A. 205-6 .... · 3 
B. A. 317 ...... .. 8 
Humanities 201-2 .. . ... .. .. .......... 
6 Social Sc. 101-2 .. · · .. .. .. ... .. .... 
6 Social Sc. 201-2 .. .... ... ...... .. .. .. .. 
1 Phys~cal Ed. 102 . ... .. · · .... · · .. · 
2 Elect1ve . To.tai· . . . ::::
32 
• \RATION FOR SOCIAL WORK . 
d d f r trained men and women m There is a constant .e!llan h o r require a four-year 
service. Most posittons, o;;,e~f ~raduate training in a 
, cours~ and one Tohr wo rea ing f~r this profession will 
o1 of social work ._ ose Pan? n to them. While they 111
:my differe~t fields of ~erv;c~o~~r any field of inter~st 
, hoose as their l_mdh~th u~d physical education, English 
.ts hom~ economics, e~ a iences they must comp~ete a 
I<HH"llalism, o~ th~ foCitl t~~ee of 'the following subJects : 
1 of 30 hol!-:r:s m a. eas holo and sociology. They 
•mics, political scienceh, psyh. aVe'rao-e for admission to , also present a 1.5 sc 0 ars Ip "' 
., mduate, or professional school. 
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PREPARATION FOR TEACHING 
The demand for teachers at all the differt nt 
continues strong, with the most urgent need in tl•· 
grades. The State Department of Education issm 
on both the elementary and the high school lc\t 
basis of work completed here. These include (1, 
Elementa1·y or Secondary Certificates based upou 
lor's degree, the Four-year Elementary, the Junim 
the Certificate based on three years of college work 
Students planning to begin teaching in the 
schools after two years of college work should 
following courses: 
Four-Year Elementary Certificate 
First Year 
Semester Hours 
Art 111-2 .................... .. ..... 4 
Biology 101-2 ....... ... .... .... . ... .. ... 6 
Communications 100-2 . ......... . 6 
Education 104 .......... .... ...... ........ 2 
Humanities 103 ... .. . . . . .. . . . . . . .... . 2 
Music 116-7 ............ ........ ......... 4 
Physical Ed. 101-2 .. ................. 2 
Social Sc. 101-2 . ........................ 6 
Elective .......................... .............. 2 
Total ............ .. ..... . 34 
Second Y(•nr 
Semc · 
Biology 108 or Geogt.•l• 
Education 251,260-1 
English 210 ............ . 
Humanities 201-2 .. 
Physical Ed. 201 .... 
Social Sc. 201 or 202 
Psychology 201, 207 01 
Elective .. .......... .. ...... .. 
Total 
Six-Year Elementary Certificate 
Those taking the four-year course of the Six-ye111 
mentary Certificate should complete the requiremc''' 
general education for the Bachelor of Arts degree duri11 
first two years, then choose a major and a minor field r,., 
junior and senior years. The following professional rcq 
ments should be completed in addition to the general l'NJ• ments, or as a part of them: · 
Semester Hours 
Art 111-2 ......................... .......... .. 4 
Biology 108 or Geography 111 3 
Music 116-7 .. .. ......... .... ............ ..... 4 
English 210 . ............ .... .... .. .. .... .. 3 
Additional American history 
or government ..... .... .... .. .. .. ... .. 2 
Geography ........ ...... ........ .. .. ...... .. 4 
Mathematics 102 ........................ 2 
Education 104 .. ........ .. .. .. .. .... . .. .. . 2 
Education 260, 261, 262 ............ 9 
Education 317 .... ................. .. .... . 2 
Education 251, 440 .. ................ 5 
Psychology 303 or 207 .. .. .. .. .. .. 3 
t I•'OH.MATION 77 
. _ High School Certificate 
J untor T for teach in o· 
I High School. Cert~ficate qu~h ~~s meet all th~ 
lei in the jumor high ~~~fodisrupt the norma~ 
\\ •lhin two years one . courses. The student 
!Ptang the genelral e~f~~~~~es for the entire two l'lur should P an . a . t 
II' that every reqmrement IS me . 
Professional Requirements 9 
Basic profes~ional cod~~~~ion 
his tory, 
, ns{raphy, . 
, 1ce economiCS) 9 • 6 
1 ppreciation .. 
1, rc• in humamties)3 
a lion, health and 
6 
.t.ology·:::::::::::::::::::: 3 
(introductiOn to e • 
educational or adolescent 
psychology, general 
methods) . 
Techniques of tea:chmg 
(directed teachmg or 
0 bserva tion) 
3 
Special Requirements . 
. t above or includmg I ttion to the general reqmreme~o~e of the following 
• tudent m~st select ole~e~r a total amount of work rwlds in which he comp 
··d below: 
Minimum Hours 
''l•llsh (in.c~uding communic~~i~~s.' -~~~~~~- ~~~ ........ ...... . 15 
humamties) .. .... ................ ... .. .... .... . 6 
' 
I hemati·cs ......... · · · · · · · · · · ·· · ·· · · · ·· · · · · 15 
I ........ .. ... ..... :"4""""" 1 twsical education ·: .. ;:t·:....... .. ....... ..... .. .. 
Recreational act1v1 Ies . .. ........ . ...... .. ............ 2 
Health and safety .. .. ......... .... .. iS ..... 3 
Methods for.secof~r)ttc~~d physical educ-~tlon ~ 
AdministratiOn o 1 ea d community recreatiOn . Direction of schoo an ................... 16 
r·u~~p~f~~~~rcsi(tW~·fieids·)_:: ::::.:.::::·:::::::::::.::: ; :: ::::: ::: ~ 
AppreciatiOn and hl~t~\Yreading ear trammg) .. 6 
Theory (harmony,dsig t' g • .................... 1 
Ensemble and con uc m .. .... .... .. .. ...... .. .... .... .. .... .. 8 
b · t taught) .... .. .. ... .. .. 16 ·~clence (each su Jec ........ :::::: ................................ . 
General science ............................... ::· :: .. .......................... 8 
Biology ...................................... .. ................. 8 
Physical science .................................. ::: ............................ 14 
social studies .. .. · .... .. . 3·: u s 3) .............................. 6 
History (European , · · :: ............... ......... . 2 
Geography 11~ 1 ···scien.ce·s···ceconomics, political 
6 Two other soci~ ) .................... . science, sociOlogy .. .... .. .......... · .... .. 
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Six-Year Secondary School Cerificate 
It is urged if possible that students who plan to lt 
the secondary schools complete the entire four-year 1 • 
course before teaching. This will permit them to worl< •· 
the general education requirements in their normal ortl• 
addition to these requirements and the major and minor u 
chosen teaching fields, the student, preferably during Uu 
ior-senior years, must complete the following profc~ 
work: 
1. Basic professional course .............. .. ....................... . .. 
Introduction to education ......... .. .. .. .. .. ........ ..... ........ 3 
Education Qr adolescent psychology .. .... ... .... ...... . 3 
General methods .................................................. .. ... 3 
2. Techniques of teaching course .................................... .. ......... U 
Curriculum construction, and- or evaluation 
procedures .... ....... .. .. .. ........... .. .............................. 2 
Special methods ................ ...... ... .... ...... .. ...... .. ............. 2 
Directed teaching .................... .. .......... .. ... .. ....... ... ....... 5 
High School Teaching Fields 
Students should be prepared in at least two teaching fit- I• 
The requirements for majors and minors usually would 
sufficient to qualify for any teaching field, but since excepUt 
may occur, below are listed the requirements of the 
Department of Education of the amount of credit required 
each teaching field : 
Commercial 
Stenography* .......... .................................................. 8 
Typewritmg* .............................................................. 6 
Bookkeeping and accounting ............. ..................... 6 
Office management ....... .. .. .... ........ ..... ............... .. ....... 3 
Commercial law ........................... .. ...... .. .. .. .. .. ...... .. ..... 2 
Business English ...................................................... 2 
*Two hours may be deducted for each unit of 
high school credit up to 4 hours. 
English 24 
May include not more than 6 hours in speech and 
journaJism. 
Mathematics 15 
Two hours may be deducted for each high school 
unit up to 6 hours. 
Physical Education 25 
Physical education ............. .. .. ............................. .. .. .. 3 
Related science, as anatomy or physiology ........ 3 
Health and safety ..................... ............. ........ ... ........... 2 
Adm. of health and physical education .... .. ..... .. ... 3 
\tiC INFORMATION 
h
. . .......... 4 Athletic coac mg .... ........................................ 3 
P. E. for secondru:Y schools ·: ....................... ::::::::::: 3 Principles of physiCal educatwn ................. . t ' 3 
l)lrection of school and commumty recrea lon .. 
May be counted as part of the professional 
requirement. 
.... ~~{~~"········· · ·· ········ ······· ·········· · · · ·········· · . · · ·· · .··· · ··· ······· ~ •lit• School Music · ear Applied music (two years. of p1ano, one Y 11 of voice, one year of m~truments) .............. 2 Music literature and analysis : ....................... ... ...... . 
Theory (harmony, sight readmg, and ear 8 t raining) · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · 3 
Conducting and ensemble ... .. ............... .. ........... ..... .. 
" 1111 Studies ... ......... 6 European histoz:y .. .. ......... .. .............. 6 
United States history ............................. : ....... .. .. ( ... 
Other social sciences (fr om ~t least three ho 
the following: _econom1cs, geograp Y, 8 government, socwlogy) ................... ............ .. .. . 
It orne Economi.cs t for the B S in Home Economics. See reqmremen s · · 
Certificates in Other States 
79 
24 
24 
20 
1 udents who wish to teach_ in other states shhould P~f3:n 
t h . s which meet t e spec1 1c their counselors e comse a ment of t he $1.00 fee 
tl•ments of those states: UJ?on P Yd · t the student in 
··"istrar will make apphcabon an . assis 
ning the certificate in the state desired. 
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DESCRIPTION OF COURSES 
Numbering of Courses 
1 assist the student in planning his work constructively 
rwing system of numbering has been adopted : 
•11·ses numbered 100-199 are primarily for freshmen, 
be taken in later years if it is impossible to sched-
111 the freshman year. 
•urses numbered 200-299 are sophomore courses, but 
llllmbered 200-249 may if necessary be taken by fresh-
1 1ose numbered 250-299 are counted as advanced courses 
·•cceded by a year of freshman work in the same sub-
1\ hen taken in the junior or senior years. 
~u1·ses numbered 300-399 are junior-senior courses, not 
1 freshmen and sophomores, except to sophomores in the 
c>mester of their work. 
411II'Ses numbered 400 are senior work to be taken in the 
'l'l'lr only, except under special conditions and with the 
d of the head of the department. 
DEPARTMENT OF ART 
\Or Elizabeth B. Mason, Assistant Professor Roberts 
r I courses are designed to enrich the artistic under-
1•1!' of students, to develop high proficiency in artistic 
to encourage creative participation in the several arts 
·il' integration, enabling the individual to contribute to 
11lu ral resources of community, state, and nation . 
. l<'REEHAND DRAWING AND COMPOSITION 6 Hours 
Inundation course in drawing. Visual training, technical pro· 
Crcehand perspective. Media: charcoal and pencil. Fall, Spring. 
2 Hours 
• pective art teachers are introduced to the problems of art 
10, and the philosophy and psychology of art. Fall. 
2 Hours 
r110ds of teaching elementary school art. Development of units 
tnd creative experience in a var iety of media. Spr ing. 
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115. LETTERING 
cour:-e ~~~1~d~! ~;i:: ~r~;n:fss;r1~\s~a;-~~~~ai~l,0~d ~~~:~· 
116. ADVERTISING ART 
. A study of art as applied to commercial advertisin 
design, color, and movement in original layouts. Spring. ~. 
117. 118. ART FOR LIVING 
. A study of the basic principles and element f d · 
r~~ft~ ~f g~~~~ni~~t!o~l ~dnd tlhe applic:ation ~f des~g~ v::lf~; 
m IVI ua growth m design problems. Fall 
121, 122. ENGINEERING DRAWING 
201, 202. INTRODUCTION TO PAINTING u 
of c~~~an~~ ~~periences in 'Yater ~olor, tempera, and oil. A 
tion. Prerequisit~·fol~zr-2a~ mrh]or des~gnl elemen~s in pictorial tt> 
demand.) . r e eqmva ent. Pnvate work. (Gh 
235, 236. CERAMICS 
ADVANCED COURSES 
301,302. ADVANCED PAINTING 
0
. 6 
Il and water c 1 · t ' 
ing to develop indivi~~~l~a;nrmg_ col!rses fo-r adva_nc~d students 
mastery of the medium. Pr~r~qs~fs~t!:' ~~e1~2tivpe pamtmg and t~chh demand.) · · nvate work. (GJVN 
305, 306. PORTRAIT PAINTING 
311. ADVANCED COMMERCIAL ART 
2Ho• 
An advanced course in problem · · · · 
advertising . .Prerequisite: 116 or con~~nntcrfeatthiVE; design m co~men 
o e mstructor. Sprmg. 
85 
2 Hours 
l a study of the development of the fashions of the day 
·lll{h a historic background. Work is given to creative prob-
lgning, and to the sketching of the fashion figure. Pre· 
17. Fall . 
3 Hours 
1mbining of artistic principles and practical considerations 
• • effective stage settings. Problems in special types and 
II be studied. (Same as Speech 322) Spring. 
\ 'riVE ARTS, CRAFTS 2 Hours 
ods of teaching art at the junior high and high school levels . 
. ,r the relation of art activities to the modern school program. 
1 lid upon the creative approach and its relation to personality 
.·nt as well as community needs. Members of the cJass may 
rllra ted work on their own teaching problems. Spring. 
IIISTORY OF ART 6 Hours 
urty of the development of art from prehistoric times to and 
the Gothic Age, and from the Renaissance to the present 
I, Spring. 
2 Hours 
r•x:tensive study of color as one of the major design elements. 
··1~\te : 117. Spring. 
DEPARTMENT OF 
BIBLE, RELIGION, and PHILOSOPHY 
{t•ssors West, Bales, Burke, Dykes, Mattox, Roberson, 
us, and Ulrey; Associate Professors Bell and Ritchie; 
hsistant Professor Rotenberry; Lecturer J.P. Sewell 
·o deeply do religious thought and ideals enter into the 
I s tructure and development of all peoples t hat no man 
111derstand the world in which he lives without a knowl-
uf its religious foundations . The work of this department 
I 1pted to the needs of three classes of students. For the 
r.nt who wants the cultural and spiritual values to be 
\ Nl from contact with the greatest spiritual teachers, the 
c•s in Bible and religious literature introduce him to the 
11\mdest thinking of men and to much of the greatest 
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literature of the world. For the student who '' i h 
himself for leadership in religious and social "l 1 
not only in Bible but in Christian education " 1 t 
design~d. For t~e . student who plans to dc\c t 
preachmg, to missionary wo1·k, or to religiou 
these courses together with those in homiletic· 
teaching are offered. 
The work in Bible and religion is divided 1.11 
level into. fouz: divisions: (1) the Biblical, (2) t h 
(3) the Histoncal, and ( 4) the Practical. 
100, 101. THE BffiLE IN SURVEY 
T!te purpose of this course is to acquaint the stun· 
af!d his purJ?os~s for man as revealed in the Bible. The ( 1 
will be studied m the first semester with emphasis on II• 
characters, ideas, and the unfolding purpose of Gocl 
semester ~he New Testament will be studied, wherein r 
of God Will be more clearly seen in the person life ancl 
Jesus and in the life of the early church and the' tear 
~postles. Special attention will be given to the supreme ,,,, 
m t'!le purposes of God and the response of men to tlu· 
(Th_Is course or its equivalent is required of all ! r<•· h 
Sprmg. 
105. BEGINNING PREPARATION OF THE 
CHRISTIAN MINISTER 
. This cours~ is designed for those who are beginning th• I 
tiO.J? for pr~achmg. Proper attitudes toward the ministry at, 1 
GU1danc~ m what. the beginning preacher should kno .· 
preparatiOn and delivery of sermons. F all. 
107. SPECIAL BffiLE STUDY 
P rinciples of Biblical interpretation; special Bible toph 
200. LIFE AND TEACHINGS OF JESUS 
T~is course is based on a study of the four gospels "Jl 
attentwn to IVJ;att_h~w, with emphasis on the character and . 
of J~sus as significant for today. (This course or its equl 
required of all sophomores). Fall. 
202. ACTS AND THE EPISTLES OF THE NEWTESTAMEr.i r I 
This course. is a ~equence to ~00. It is a study of the N< , 
!Tie~t. churches. If! their congregatiOnal expressions and in llw 
md1v1dual Chnst1ans as revealed in the book of Acts and lht• , 
of the New Testament. (This course or its equivalent is reqt, 
all sophomores) . Spring. 
ADVANCED COURSES 
I. THE BIBLICAL DIVISION 
1. The Old Testament Field 
87 
2 Hours 
I· 1l and religious survey of the Biblical_wor~d for a better 
nt· of the Bible; emphasis on the contributiOn of archae-
2-3 Hours* 
t live books of the Old Testament are studied in the .light 
t 11 kal background with emphasis on content and meaning. 
2-3 Hours 
• ' t ual study of the books of Joshua, Judges, I an~ II 
1 1 and II Kings, I and II Chronicle~. Ezra-Nehemiah, 
1 tttention to content and message. Sprmg. 
llt-:BREW PROPHETS 2-3 Hours 
nphetic movement in ancient Israel; each prophet in his 
I· .tl setting; his message for his day and for our day. Fall. 
' AND WISDOM BOOKS 2-3 Hours 
1 of the Books of Psalms, Proverbs, the Song of Songs, 
•ns Ecclesiastes and Job in the light of their historical 
·especially the poetic an~ wisdom literature of _the 
ar East; their message for their day and for today. Sprmg. 
2. The New Testament Field 
!-'OUR GOSPELS 2-3 Hours 
oo•lgin characteristics and relationships of the four gospels; 
'rc problem; the Fourth Gospel; form criticism; contents 
, i'«' of the four gospels. Fall. 
, GALATIANS, ROlU:ANS, AND CORINTIDANS 2-3 Hours 
,, kal backarounds; introduction; the founding and expansion 
11ly church; problems and their soluti_on ~!! th_e Galatian, 
"cl Corinthian Churches; grounds for JUStificatiOn and _de-
•lns t the Judaizers; exposition of selected passages. Sprmg 
•eneral student courses listed as "2-3 Hours" may be taken 
••rs credit. Others who wish to work out an additional assign-
Ill oject may take them for 3 hours credit. 
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314. SELECTED EPISTLES OF PAUL 
A study of F irst and Second Thessalonians, Philippians, ' 
sians. Philemon, Ephesians, First Timothy, Titus, and Second Tin 
historical setting; introduction to each book with its individu • 
tures ; common relations in setting, thought, and life; content; 1 
tion of selected passages. (Alternates with 316; offered 1952-53 
316. HEBREWS AND THE GENERAL EPISTLES 
Historical background; introduction; content; exposition o! 
ed passages. (Alternates with 314; offered 1953-54). F all. 
318. DANffiL AND REVELATION 
Historical setting; introduction, including apocalyptic patten • 
message; content; exposition of selected passages; the messn 
these books for their day and for today. Spring. 
II. DOCTRINAL DIVISION 
320. HISTORY OF CHRIST.IAJ.V THOUGHT 
A historical survey of the development of Christian 
the sub-apostolic age to the present; special atten tion to 
leaders and major doctrines. (Alternates with 322; offered 
Fall. 
322. THE KINGDOllf OF GOD 
A consideration of the Kingdom of God in prophecy, in its nnl 
its laws, and its consummation. (Alternates with 320; offered 195:1 
F all. 
324. EVIDENCES OF CHRISTIANITY 
A survey of the field of Christian evidences with special emph 
on the credentials of Christ as constituting the heart of Cht·l 1 
evidence. Fall. 
326. SYSTEMATIC CHRISTIAN DOCTRINE 
A brief s tudy of the Biblical doctrine of God, Christ, the I 
Spirit, man, the a tonement, the church, the Christian life and e , 
tology. Spring. 
328. CHURCHES AND CREEDS 
A study of the distinctive doctrines of modern Protestantism 
Roman Catholicism in the light of the New Testament; attentlo11 
the question of authority in religion. Fall. 
329. MODERN RELIGIOUS CULTS 
The origin, growth, beliefs, and characteristics of 
significant cult movements in America. Spring. 
89 
UI. THE HISTORICAL DIVISION 
2 Hours 
ht·ief historical survey of the major non-Christian reli~ions o~ 
•l'ld from ancient times to the present. (Alternates With 332, 
I 1952-53). Spring. 
2 Hours 
•Ileal and historical backgrounds; fields to be evan~e~ized with 
1\ of selected ones in America and in other lands; ~rammg of the 
•, m worker; methods of procedure. (Alternates with 330 offered 
l l, Spring. 
c UURCH HISTORY TO THE REFORMATION 3 Hours 
urvey of the history of the church from the close of the apos-
' ·c to the reformation led by Martin Luther. Fall. 
( llURCH HISTORY FROM THE REFORMATION 
TO THE PRESENT 3 Hours 
\ urvey of church history beginning with the _CatJ:.olic R:eform~­
•1d the origin and growth of Protestant denom~natwns With the!r 
I• 1• to America; brief history of Restoration Movement m 
"'n to the present Spring. 
IV. THE PRACTICAL DIVISION 
1. Preaching Field 
I'REPARATION AND DELIVERY OF SERMONS 2 Hours 
\ study of the fundamental principles of sermon prepar~tion and 
t·y · t he making and preaching of sermons under the guidance of 
,1structor with his evaluation and that of the members of the 
Fall. 
II ISTORY OF PREACHING 2 Hours 
survey of preaching from the days of Christ to the present; 
t l attention to the methods and messag_e of Jesus and ~ew 
" nent preachers ; brief study of the preachmg of the ou_tstandmg 
hers of the centuries, especially those of the RestoratiOn Move-
In America. Spring. 
I 1m MINISTER AND HIS WORK 3 Hours 
\lotives for the Christian ministry; t he Christian c~az:acter of th: 
· ~r; his conduct wherever he is; his work as!"- Chnshan servant, 
t l a ttention to the practical aspects of preachmg such as methods 
nrk, the proper use of time; how to conduct funerals and wed-
.tnd how properly to make calls, et cetera. Fall. 
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2. The Work of the Church 
346. THE WORK OF THE LOCAL CHURCH 
The objectives of the loc 1 h . 
adequate program of work ou1li~edrc~fhlts government ar d 
aspect of local church work. Spring. WI careful consider,. 1 
348. THE EDUCATIONAL WORK OF THE LOCAL CHUtu II 
The church as an educatio al 
the Sunday school; supervision . n. agenc~; the church sch 
and administration of the churc'halmhs, c1urncula, methods or 
sc oo. Fall. · 
350. THE WORSIUP OF THE CHURCH 
Problems of congreo-atio 1 · 
anq J?articipants; hymn'Olog;-ale';:grshlfhfrol!l 0e viewpoint pf 
trammg for worship, psychoio mg e ~mg1pg, planninr 
and problems, practice in condu~1 off wors~Ip, dis~ussion of nr, 
o worship. Sprmg. _ 
352, ABCD. Religious Lectureship Seminar 
354, ABCD. Religious Lectureship Seminar 
I Semc.';fo·r. 
U Semesfc-t, 
Philosophy 
323. INTRODUCTION TO PIDLOSOPHY 
. A study of the element . . :OS 
gipl~s of deduction and indu~ffonprfciples of l~gic, the form ' 
ef('m,ner with the general n t . cours~ d~signed to acqun• 
P[mdCiples un~erlying ancien1 ~~do~~~ thinkmg an~ the Phllu 
s u Y of the v1ews of nature m ern values, mcluding .I 
as reflected in the thinkin ' olm, persona] conduct, and moral ' ?bher Philosophers, in the tght ~iai~· Anstope, Socrates, Kan• 
ffered 1953-54 and alternate years). ~~}~chmg of Jesus the < 
ADVANCED COURSES 
314. CHRISTIAN PHILOSOPHY 
A t · 2-3 If• sys ematiC study of the b . . 
and idealism. An understandin B;SIC prmciples of Christian tho~ 
concepts and their application lis sought of the original Chrl 
o present day problems. Fall. 
320. HISTORY OF CHRISTIAN THOUGHT 
Same as Bible 320. Fall. 
324. EVIDENCES OF CHRISTIANITY 
Same as Bible 324, Fall. 
llr.~IATIC CHRISTIAN DOCTRINE 
IS Bib!e 326. Spring. 
Approved Related Courses 
91 
3 Hours 
• .;t,udents who are not majoring in Bible and Religion 
approved courses in other departments is here desig-
h ich they may carry instead of the courses listed in the 
pnrtment : 
II, 252. JOHN AND MARK I N GREEK 6 Hours 
U0·301. ROMANS AND HEBREWS IN GREEK 6 Hours 
302, 303. THE HEBREW BffiLE 4 Hours 
' 303, 304. JEWISH IDSTORY AND CULTURE 4·6 Hours 
' 1134·336. CHURCH mSTORY 6 Hours 
llt•s 306,308. HEBREW LITERATURE 4-6 Hours 
..,..,,,,hv 314. CHRISTIAN PHILOSOPHY 2-3 Hours 
thy 320. HISTORY OF CHRI STIAN THOUGHT 2 Hours 
hy 324. CHRISTIAN APOLOGETICS 3 Hours 
-.r ... •lllllv 326. SYSTEMATIC CHRISTIAN DOCTRINE 3 Hours 
II !ItO. PREPARATION AND DELIVERY OF SERMONS 2 Hours 
h 312. HISTORY OF PREACHING 2 Hours 
h 345-346. ORAL INTERPRETATION OF 
BIBLICAL LITERATURE 6 Hours 
DEPARTMENT OF BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES 
Professor J. W. Sears, Assistant Professor Stevens 
l'he department of biological sciences meets the needs of 
.• classes of students-those who want a knowledge of 
•Kical sciences as a necessary part of a well rounded general 
1 .ttion, those who plan to teach, and those who are prepar-
ror such professions as medicine, dentistry, nursing, med-
1 'Chnology, and others. 
'T'he laboratories in biology are well equipped for instruc-
in all t he courses offered, and the library contains the 
rulard reference works and periodicals of interest in the 
lei 
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101, 102. BIOLOGICAL SCIENCE 
A one-year course for th 
three _thiJ?gs: (1) to devel e 15e~eral student designed lo 1 
o~ sci~ntlfic thinking wh~~h w~thm the stu~ent those sklJI 
biOlogical sciences (2) t an. be obtamed from a slu 
concepts of biology and f3)aiqu<~:mt the student with lhc 
ma~ion about the structur 0 give th~ student SUCh prru II 
des}rable for the modern citfze~n~~-u~ctwn of biological fell 
I.t _Includes t he study of th . ~ IS not !1 survey cours( In 
hvmg things, with particula~ee maJo~ topics : (1) the d\ 
health and disease (2) th e~phasis on the physiology 
o_rganisms, including the pr~byariety and relationships a 
twn of the lower animals a ems of ecol?gy and the soclnl , 
Three lecture-recitation-dem~~tPf. heredi_ty, eugenics, anct c 
s~udents Will be encouraged to v1 ~on penods each week. In 
twnal demonstrations and exh· ··b't Sit the laboratory to exan I 
I I s weekly. Fall, Spring. 
104, 105. BIOLOGY LABORATORY 
Th~ laboratory course in b' l . . I 
cou_rse m Biological Science for J: ogy Is d~signed to compJrrr 
maJor. Special emphasis will b ~ premedical student and lhr I 
taxonomy of the major h e given to morphology physiolu 
~aboratory per week. Pre~e~~8: c:>t _thMe animal kingdoms. Thl"c ,' 
It. Fall, Spring. lSI e. ust be taken with 101-2 
01 
108. NATURE STUDY 
•I 
A course designed for tea h . .. 
f~ Geog. 111 is required of ail e:l~~n ef:mentary fields. E ithr 
ree hours laboratory per week for twenl ry teachers_. Two kc I 
, e ve weeks. Sprmg. 
ADVANCED COURSES 
251, 252. COMPARATIVE M 
VERTEBRATES ORPHOL OGY OF THE 
An · t · 6 lie m ensiVe, comparative stud f 
cfntemporary. Thorough consider t· Y o the. vertebrates, fossil 
~el~pc;:;~htolofgyth to the solution ol th~p;~11~~enftoththe C?~tribu ,, . . n o e vertebrate gr Th o e ongm and 
will mclude the examinatio oups.. e !aboratory the first semc 
~he amphioxus, lamprey d~f~g di~ectwn of such typicaJ form 
Is confined to the dissection an necturus. The second sem, 
lectures and one three-hour I b of the cat. Prerequisite: 101-2 I 
a oratory per week. Fall, Spring. . 
256. ADVANCED BOTANY 
. This course is designed f . 3 Hou"' 
mtensive and comprehensive ~r the m1Jor in biology. It will includ(' 
empJ?asis on classification ~rvey 0 the Pl?nt ~ingdom with SP<.'< 
f~ngi, !!lOSses, liverworts fernit~~~j\ ?nhd life· hiStory of the als.••• 
wn will be given to the flower· Ig er plants. Particular atlf 
lectures and three hours of 1 b mg plants. Prerequisite: 104-5 T\' 
325; offered 1952-53), Fall. a oratory each week. (Alternates WI' 
93 
3 Hours 
··•rse dealing with the fundamental facts and processes of 
'tll, the cell and cell division, maturation, fertilization, and 
IO:mphasis will be placed on the chick and pig. Prerequisites: 
IIH-5. Two lectures, three hours laboratory per week. (Alter-
• 323; offered 1952-53) . Spring. 
4 Hours-
'llroductory course in bacteriology dealing with the history 
• . lology, the physiology and morphology of the bacteria, tech· 
~r isolating and identifying bacteria, and the uses of the 
1 .md bacterial knowledge in human affairs. Prerequisite : 104-5, 
n 101-2. Two lectures and six hours of laboratory each week. 
3 Hours 
'udy of the structure, functions, relationship and physiological 
of the various parts of the human body. Prerequisites: 104-5, 
m. 101-2. Two lectures and three hours laboratory per week. 
lltJMAN HEREDITY AND EUGENI CS 3 Hours 
I ··~lgned for majors in biology, education, and social science. 
of human inheritance, variat ion, selection and the effect of 
'" measures will be discussed. Prerequisites: Junior standing or 
of the instructor. (Alternates with 313; offered 1953-54) . 
I~VERTEBRATE BIOLOGY AND PARASITOLOGY 3 Hours 
l'his course is designed to complement Biology 101-2 and 251-2 
I\ lng the student an intensive study of the invertebrate phyla. 
1 lon will be given to the classification and relationships of the 
t('brates and their position in relation to the chordates. The 
•my and life-histories of typical invertebrates will be studied. 
c ular attention will be given to the parasites of man. Prerequisite : 
• Two hours lecture and three hours laboratory each week. Fall. 
Jo;NTOl\'IOLOGY 3 Hours 
This course offers an in troduction to the insect life of this region. 
nl'iudes a study of structure, classification, life history, and habits 
Insects and their economic importance. Prerequisites : 104-5. Two 
11 s lecture, three hours laboratory per week. (Alternates with 303; 
l··rcd in 1952-53). Spring. 
,_ FIELD BIOLOGY AND ECOLOGY 3 Hours 
A s tudy in the identification and classification of the principal 
. mal and plant groups of this region with an emphasis upon the 
1 ttions of the organisms to the physical and biological conditions of 
··lr environment. Prerequisites: 104·5 and junior standing. Two 
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1e6c3t_ures and three hours of .!aboratory per week. (AllNn 
, offered 1953-54). Spring. 
410. ANIMAL MICROLOGY 
slideA course _designed tC? teac~ the students to prepare m il 
upof!s aaf~wt0si~~~~P~;~ h~~i~t~~~;a ~~~R~f~~~sn~a~~f~~~ 1 
f~sg.~~~~~~~J>ft~~~~u~~sde~~~~~)isites: Biology 104-5 and c611 
415. IDSTORY OF BIOLOGY 
2 11 
Beginning with the rise of · t · . 
to acquaint the student with t1nci~n kscience, this course is dt' 
thought. Special emphasis is gi~e a~ g~~unds of modern bioi,, 
themes of contemporar b. 1 n o e emergence · of th1 lectures per week (G" Y Iodogy. For the_ departmental majo1 · IVen on emand). Sprmg. 
420· READINGS IN BIOLOGICAL SCIENCE 
1-3 lie 
An independent study cou f · . . 
science to fill any gaps in th;.e bo.r lse~wrlsbm biOlogy and go, 
demand). Ir IO OgiCa ackground. (Giw 1, 
DEPARTMENT OF 
BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION AND ECONOMIC 
Professor E. R. Stapleton, Assistant Professors 
Hedrick and Davis 
class~~~£ ~~~ld of ~his department_ meets ~he needs of tin, ' 
will qualify the~t~~ those ;"h? ldesJre a ~usmess training th ' 
positions in the busin~~~re _arlida 'tahccounthmg, or administrath' 
. . wor , ose w o plan to teach bu 1 
~i~~ c~~r:::r~ t~o~i~3~ols rb bu~iness colleges, and those wi ... 
use. .,e o usmess procedures for personHI 
1·:s 95 
Accounting 
I I'RINCIPLES OF ACCOUNTING 6 Hours 
Introduction to the study of accounting, in tended for the 
student of business as well as for beginning students in 
•ng. The course treats the principles of accounting as applied 
.ngle proprietorship, partnership, and corporation. Two lecture 
nd four la!boratory hours each week. Required of all majors in 
administration. Prerequisite or co-requisite: 108 and sopho-
tnding. Fa!l, Spring. 
ADVANCED COURSES 
TERl\IEDIATE ACCOUNTING 4 Hours 
t•ourse designed to train the student to analyze problems and 
I he accounting principles involving balance sheet and profit 
• .s statement accounts. Four lectures each week. Prerequisite: 
I.Lil. 
.\I)VANCED ACCOUNTING 4 Hours 
ll• ·signed to train the s tudent to analyze problems and apply the 
1111 ing principles involved in different types of business. A series' 
' aded problems is used to illustrate the form and content of 
wrships, venture accounts, insurance, statement of affairs, r eceiv-
•ccounts, realization and liquidation, statement of realization, 
I.Ltion and operation, home office and branch accounting, consoli-
1 balance sheets, estates and trusts. and other selected topics. 
• {JUisite: 251. Spring. 
INTRODUCTORY COST ACCOUNTING 3 Hours 
.\n introduction to the study of cost accounting. The firs t half of 
' ourse covers methods of finding the cost of specific orders or lots. 
·<'cond half covers the fundamentals of process costs, accounting 
r,y.products and joint products, estimate costs, standard costs. and 
problems of department stores. Five lecture hours each week 
' t•quisite: 206. (Alternates with 306; offered 1952-53). Fall. 
. FEDERAL INC0l\1E TAXES 3 Hours 
1\ general course in federal income taxes. Particular emphasis is 
I on the current law and the preparation of income tax returns for 
tlvlduals, partnerships, corporations, and fiduciaries. Among the 
1lrs covered are : analysis of transactions, constructive receipts, 
ned income, sales and exchanges, capital gains and losses, inven-
' It'S, depreciation, installment sales, inventory conversion. dividend 
' rlbut ions. Prerequisite : 206. (Alternates with 305; offered 1953-54) . 
II. 
1. AUDITING PRINCIPLES 3 Hours 
This course covers both theory and practice of auditing, discussion 
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being supplemented with problems, questions and spceh 
papers such as are applicable to balance sheet audits. ' 
subject matter covers the auditing procedure involved h 
with cash and cash funds, receivables, inventories. inves1·1 
red charges, capital assets, intangible assets, liabilities 
and contingent, accounts showing net worth, closing of. nu 
preparation of audit reports. Prerequisite: 251. (Alternar, offered 1952-53) . Spring. 
G eneral Business 
108. MATHEMATICS OF BUSINESS 
The theory of compound interest, annuities, sinking funcr 
rates. theory of probability, mortality tables, some wor ~ 
e.lements of statistics. (Same as Math. 108.) Fall, Spring. 
112. BUSINESS ORGANIZATIONS 
A comparative study of types of business organizations. hr 
proprietorships, partnerships, unincorporated associations, <'" 
holding companies, the business trust, cooperatives. and tradt• 
tions. (Alternates with 113; offered 1952-53). Fan. 
113. BUSINESS ORGANIZATIONS 
A further study, including the combination movement, sf • 
federal anti-trust legislation and regulation of business enterprf 
scope of public control, and some attention to the Federal 
Commission. (Alternates with 112; offered 1953-54). Fall. 
ADVANCED COURSES 
315, 316. BUSINESS LAW 
General principles of the law of contracts, principal and aJ 
employer and employee, negotiable instruments, principal and su' 
1nsurer and insured, bailor and bailee, carriers and shippers or 1 
sengers, vendor and vendee, partnership relations. corporation 
stockholders, property, deeds of conveyance, mortgagor and nu 
gagee, landlord and tenant, torts, business crimes, bankruptcy, , 
other topics. Much time is devoted to the study of actual court Cl1 Fan, Spring. 
317. OFFICE MANAGEIUENT 
3 Hour 
A practical course for the general business student, prospect! 
teacher. or future business executive, dealing with methods Ill 
techniques of office management. Throughout the course emphasis 
given to the place, duties, and functions of the office manager. SprJn 
97 
Secretarial Science 
'I'ENOGRAPHY f G egg 
d mental principles o r .. 101 and 102 cover the fun a are stressed through 
cl s(Simplified). Spe~d and acc~&c~eets five hours a we~k 
tllon and transcnptwn. Co~~eweek for laboratory woi\~~ 
dictation and two hours. e ff' practice. A speed o . 
•nscription an~ secretana\eoti;~eof course 102. Fall, Sprmg. nfnute is reqmred on comp 
8 Hours 
6 Hours 
'I'YPEWRITING be inning. Requires 
. d speed are stressed from thel r~ms manuscripts 
' 
1 
~cfec~~ique in the typing ~!~~~e~~· ~~;t~nt, ·bibliogra~hies, 
••s copying roug~ drafts, 1 k and various other busmess 
1jr:ograms, tabulat~ons, lega t;"f~ ~ speed of thirty _words ~ 
'tudents are requ~red to a t d fifty words a mmute foi fnt' credit for the firs! semes er an 
md semester. Fall, Sprmg. 
2 Hours 
"
l ...,INESS COMMUNICATIONS . . 
. . l En lish usage, mcludmg grammar, 
c·nurse covermgh plractl~as apJ'ied to business correspondence. lion, and psyc o O&"Y -
, tlsite : Com. 101. Sprmg. 
fli 'FICE PRACTICE onstrations lectures, r~adings 
Is is a practical c.ourse of delnin advanced secretanal. stu-
ictice periods designedd for oYf.i.ce d~vices as adding machmesl. 
2 Hours 
lhe use of such mo ern . nd in filing and genera 1~rs dictating machines, dyyllcai~J!e a of shorthand and type-• rial' routine. A wor.kable now "' 
, is prerequisite. Sprmg. 
Economics 
S OF ECONOMICS 
'H2. PRINCIP~E . s are emphasized and .applied as 
l'hc ba~ic principle~ ?f e~bfe~~. A basic course r eqmred of all 
possrble to spec~f~c P · F 11 Spring. •rs in business admtmstratwn. a , 
6 Hour s 
, OMIC GEOGRAPHY 
J•,CON . f the nation and . ' th th economic resources o 
\ course dealmgbu~lness ~nd industry. Spring. 1 Influence upon 
2 Hours 
ADVANCED COURSES 
ECONOMIC HISTORY 
1 AMERICAN . ment of American 
f the Political and economic develop A survey o 
3 Hours 
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economic institutions, With particular attention to 1 I 
ces. immigration, the rapid growth of industrialism 11 
national and international position of the federal s,:•, 
nates with Eco. 333; offered 1953-54). Fall. 
321. SALEs MANAGEMENT 
Designed to cover selling practices in most phalil' 
cycle. Development of the selling function, markctJn 
tion, personality and point of view, laying the groun 1 
interview, arranging the interview, meeting the Pros~·~ 
wish to acquire, and many other topics covering cxcu • salesman. and advertising. Fa.ll. 
322. PRINCIPLES OF MARKETING 
The place of marketing in our economic structure; r 
the present marketing structures by functions, instilutlll· 
modities. Prerequisite: Eco. 201. Spring. 
331. INSURANCE 
A basic course covering life, fire, and other import ... 1 
insurance. standard forms, rates, loss adjustments. and ur problems. Fall. 
332. PUBLic FINANCE AND TAXATION 
A study of revenue requirements and taxes levied h, 
state, and local governments, public borrowing, and the econ. 
social impact of taxing and spending policies. Spring. 
333. PRINCIPLES OF TRANSPORTATION 
This course covers the historical types, systems, and scr' 
transportation, monopoly and competition. rate formulation. eo 
tions, and regulatory and promotional policies. (Alternates \'<II 257: offered 1952-53) . Fall. 
341. BUSINESS STATISTICS 
This course deals with graphic presentations. frequency dl · 
tions. averages, measures of skewness and variation, index nun r 
analysis of time series, linear and non-linear correlation. Prerequ 
Bus. Ad. 108. (Alternates with B. A. 307; given 1953-54.) Spring. 
342. INVESTMENTS 
Principles governing the proper investment of personal 
institutional funds. Prerequisite: Bus. Ad. 205, and Eco. 201. Fall. 
343. CORPORATION FINANCE 
Study of the different types of securities by Which capital 
provided for business corporations; the valuation, promotion, CUJ 
99 
and recognition of such corpora-ncing, consolidation 
\ND BANKING i-metalism, go!d and silyer 
flinage paper, currency,_ b levels domestic and f~reign 
onetary standa_rds an1 cn~i~g with special attention to I tory and principles o an ' 
3 Hours 
I He-serve System. Fall. 
3 Hours 
IIUAL RELATIONS . f various industrial en~er-
' al analysis of !abo~ prob~~m~o~er-employee relationshiP~: 
h particul!~ ;~pf~f~~~~ wJi be treatedfz~ifo~~~ ~~ufc1fve fi~(TI,~UD~ited States; types rf lab~~dorfi.~~ning of workers; 
' labor legislation; selec I~nincentives; grievance_s; com-
of reducing labor ·\~r~~~e~·62. given 1952-53). Sprmg. rms. (Alternates WI · ' 
3 Hours 
1\'F..SS CYCLES . . the national income, 
f the recurring fluctuation~ m nd prosperity, an_d ?-:•;a~ ?mporta!lt causes of dd~~f:;;~~~ a~ controlling or e.llmi-Icw of vanous plans an 
·. "ill effects of cycles. Fall. 3 Hours 
ECONOMIC SYSTE..i\'IS O~IPARATIVE. . . f American C?-Pitalism and t~e 
lliled and cntical comp~r~onf~scism, socialism. An ar~lyt~~ 
l f' systems of commUI_:ns ' tions which have adop e d 
oi experiences of vanous na (Alternates with 353; offere ' e systems. A lecture course. 
Spring. 
3 Hours 
\\URLD AFFAIRS . oovernments and ideolo-
·h'tailed and critic~! a~alf'r:'~sU~i~~~ei~~tlons; the present "cold nt crna tiona! relations' 
·pring. 
DEPARTMENT OF 
EDUCATION AND PS_YCHOLOGY 
. nd Lewis Mrs. Cathcart, and others ,fessors Summztt a ' h 1 " 
t f education and psyc 0 ogy Courses in the departm~t o~ those who want an underf 
l)anned to meet the nee s d cative process as a part ~ 
:uno- of psycholo_gy and t~e ethose who are planning defi-
11' g:neral educa.t iOn, a~das o[eachino-, counseling, or pefrsfh-
,.Jy for a professTIOhn sue ho preach "'will find many o e I manao-ement. ose w 
,u·ses ol'vital interest and value. 
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Education 
104. INTRODUCTION TO EDUCATION 
An orientation course in the field of education. Fall. 
ADVANCED COURSES 
251. ~ffiECTED OBSERVATION- ELEMENTARY 
. Directed observation on th 
mg school or in a public eleme e t elementary level, either In t 
n ary school, or ·both. Fall, ,-;, 
253. METHODS IN PHY 
ELEMEN1.'ARY ~~:l;0EJ.UCATION FOR 
A. st~dy in the selection f 
f:ryga~~ahtiOr lfor play for a phy~ic~f~e;camti· ethods of instnh tl 
E oo_ evel Based u th on Program on tl 
lementary Schools in Ark~~n ~ Su&gested Course oi ; 'u 
teachers. (Same asP. E. 253). ~~~in~~quired of all elemenlnt 
260. CURRICULUM AND 
AND OTHER LAN~t~~~~ IN READING 
S . TS :'1 
. peci_al attention given to th . . 
mg, spellmg, and creative writinge ;eathchmg of reading, writinv 
n e elementary school. Fill 
261. CURRICULUM AND TEACIDNG IN SOCIAL S 
Emphasis on · 1 . . TUDIES :l 1 Spring. socia hvmg and principles of human 
geo~', 
262. CURRICULUl\I AND 
AND ARITHMETl~ACHING IN SCIENCE 
A Professionalized . . 3 Jlu 
teachers. Fall. course m anthmetic and science for elemeltl 
301. PRINCIPLES OF SECONDARY EDUCATION 
. A study of fundamental . . 3 Hou 
tiOn. Special attention is given ~t~~Iples underlying secondary ed 
f~~~~t~i~~st1udies, methods of0 org~;~~~~;e~~~eriod .. I~ incll;ldcs l\'1 
education. Fair of secondary education to both ele~dmtimstratiOn: a, 
· en ary and hig}1, 
302. T~MINISEACHERTRAND EDUCATIONAL 
AT ION 
The problems of scho 1 . . 3 Hou,.,. the classroom teacher. Spr?n;dmimstration from the point of view ot 
JI'IHQUE OF TEACHING IN 
I.( 'ONDARY SCHOOLS 
101 
3 Hours 
1 lv of general methods of teaching in the junior and senior 
tis. Includes observation of high school class work. Should 
It lor to or at the same time as directed teaching. Spring. 
I ORY OF EDUCATION 2 Hours 
ut•ral course in the history of education. Spring. 
3 Hours 
•udy of the principles of curriculum making and a practical 
•on of these principles to the task of revising our elementary 
1 school courses of study. Fall. 
t't ~TS AND 1\IEASUREI\'IENTS 2 Hours 
tudy of the construction and use of achievement examinations. 
\ UDIO-VISUAL INSTRUCTION 2 Hours 
\ c•ourse dealing with the why, the what, and the how of audio-
materials in the instructional program. Fall. 
\OULT EDUCATION 2 Hours 
\ course in the methods and materials of parental and adult edu-
''" Especially adapted to home demonstration agents and others 
··sled in social welfare. Fall. 
'I'EACHING COMMERCIAL SUBJECTS 2 Hours 
A course covering methods and materials for commercial subjects 
··rondary schools. Fall. 
' TEACHING ENGLISH AND SPEECH 3 Hours 
An examination of the aims, methods. and materials in the teach-
. of high school English and speech. It includes a study of the 
dous problems and difficulties found in teaching of basic grammar, 
· t·ature, reading, creative and formal dramatics, public speaking, 
uti other phases of the language arts. Fall. 
111:1. TEACHING HOME ECONOl\UCS 2 Hours 
A study of the development of the home economics movement, 
•ttTicula, the planning of courses and methods in teaching. Spring. 
1111. TEACHING SCIENCE 2 Hours 
A practical course in the aims and methods of teaching high 
c>hool sciences. Fall. 
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405. TEACHING T 
A . HE SOCIAL SCIENCR"i course 111 the 
and the social scienc~e~hh~hand materials fu, 
lg schools. F all. 
407. TEACHING ..,.. .. 
"'.an.THEMATICS 
dar General and special meth 
Y schools. (Offered 1953-54 ods of teaching ll t 
and alternate YCnr ) 
408. METHODS IN PHY 
SECONDARy s~!.r~~DUCATION Jrcm 
Similar to Ed . 
Required f . ucatwn 253 e 
. o all high school tea .;cept on the SCc.'ou(J 
409 c ers. (Same as P. I· I 
. MUSIC EDUCATION 
Music methods in 
(Same as Music 409). §~~~~~tary schools for those nuj 
410 MUS . IC EDUCATION 
Music method · · 
as Music 410). Spr~~ high school for those majoring II 
44L D.IRECTED TEA 
A m· . OiliNG-ELEMENTARY 
Immum of 90 0! the trainin clock hours te h · · 
direction of g ~c!Jool or in a ubl?C mg 111 the elem1 1 r 
~ours of curr~~J:f~d sdupervisinE te~~h~~~m~ntary ~chou 
twn 251. Fall Spr· an teaching of elem . ta rerequ_JSitt· 
, mg. en ry subJects: I 
450. D.IRECTED OBSERVATION 
Directed observ . -8ECONDARY 
school or in a bY atwn on the second 
ter hours of seg~dlc secondary school ~~Ybletvhel,peither in 1111 I 
ary education Fall 's . 0 · rerequisill' " · . pr111g. u 
451. D.IRECTED TEACHING-s 
A m · · ECONDARY 
under th Imcrum . of 90 clock hou . !t 
teach in ~is ~ec_twn of qualified ~t teac~upg in the secondar , 
S
6 s~mester ho~Jr~r gJ minor field. o~~~v~s;~~ ~eachers. Studetrl 
Prmg. secondary educati mors only. Prerec,' 
on and Education 45() 
Psychology 
20L GENER 
AL PSYCHOLOGY 
An introductory su 3 no.,.. 
reference to such topics ~i;~f a~ ~~it16~s ~l behavior with sp(', 
psychology, charaCI• 
103 
11r, individual differences of ability and their measure-
It 111, emotions, learning, remembering, forgetting, and 
1 Fall, Spring. 
fW PSYCHOLOGY 2 Hours 
l••rtion to the fields of psychology, such as physiological, 
.. comparative, genetic, clinical, social, abnormal, indus-
rlonal. Fall. 
3 Hours 
oC lhe basic facts and principles of human behavior, the 
md growth of man's equipment for learning; the learn-
lind the application of both principles of behavior and 
a rning to the problems of the classroom teacher. <Alter-
105; offered 1952-53) . Fall. 
ADVANCED COURSES 
C IPLES OF HUMAN GROWTH AND 
II . VELOPJ.\1ENT 3 Hours 
' •1\ of the development of behavior in infancy, childhood and 
r :he normal child, including a survey of the factors which 
\.trious kinds of behavior. Practical application of the prin-
r hild and adolescent psychology to the problems of the class-
. her. Examination of the literature on adolescence and train-
1 • t•r·pret adolescent behavior problems. (Alternates with 321; 
l'n3-54) . Spring. 
111: PSYCHOLOGY OF PERSONALITY 2 Hours 
• hods and results of the scientific study of personality. Atten-
l{lven to the basic concept of personality traits and their 
• rnent, t he developmental influences, and the problems of 
ollclll. Theories of organization, types, and methods of analyses 
.cllcd. (Alternates with 207; offered 1953-54). Fall. 
1'-.YCHOLOGY OF PERSONAL ADJUSTl\'IENT 2 Hours 
\ , a pplication of the principles of scientific psychology to the 
ms of adjustment to life. A study of those problems of the 
1 1 lhat a re most vital to his personal, social and emotional ad-
••nt. (Alternates with 323; offered 1953-54). Spring. 
\BNORMAL PSYCHOLOGY 3 Hours 
\ first course in the field of abnormal psychology with emphasis 
1 causes, symptoms, and treatment of abnormalities in human 
,..,for. (Alternates with 315; offered 1952-53). Spring. 
I>SYCHOLOGY OF BUSINESS AND INDUSTRY 3 Hours 
A study of the application of psychological principles to selected 
.. •,rems in business and industry. (Alternates with 312; offered 
• 1·54) . Spring. 
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321. SOCIAL PSYCHOLOGY 
An appl' t' ind' ·d . Ica IOn of the · · 
fiei~vi c.~me m lhe s<?cial sitS~~~plls of scientilic 1' t 
. rna es With 303; offered 19s5u2:5vey of ~he• I 
322 3). Sprm~. 
. BASIC PSYCHO 
LOGICAL PROCESSE 
An examination S- MOTI\ ~\ 
regarding the motivat·and evalua!ion of the 
IOn of behaviOr. Fall. 
323. BASIC PSYCH 
DISCR.rnn:ALLOGICAL PROCESSES-
PROCESSES 
An examinatio 
legarding the disc:1m~ndl evaluation of the experim•·r 
952-53). Spring. ma processes. (Alternates wHir 
351, 352. PRINCIPLES 
COUNSELING AND TECHNIQUEs OF 
Basic principle . 
ance. Fall Spring s, practices and material . 
' · s In counscJfn • 
ENGLISH DEPARTMENT OF 
~;~AUGME AND LITERATUR 
p ANITIES 
rofessor L. C. Sears A . 
Assistant Profes;or:~czate Professor Ruby Stapf. 
esser, Latham and M . 
The purpose of the E . ey( ' 
~}f!~~t in developing habU~h~~ 1e~~rtmen_t is to as. 
great IVe .~xpress!on, and to lead h"'1Caf thmking and 
express1~~ ebs.t Literature is treate~mno1 an appreciut~ 
ture, ~hought~ a:J i~e~f~gBessive ~evelopm~~r~[ h~sm:~ I 
~~d higthest achievement. olthelatmtg the finest thinki;,. 
ers and more fully t' e pas to our own aO' can O'rasp ne source of 0 .,e "\\t men have b mo~e perfectly the means bur ph~sent cultUJ·,. 
roa ened with the passinO' ofy 'h Ich the mittd 
The library has work "' eac age. 
~:tio~~itirts. and translatfo~; ~~s~h~dard Etngli?h and Anu 
h · · Is also well 1. grea writers f t IStorical, bibliooTa h. lsupp Ied with critical b. 0' o o 
course, as well a; wfthicth' ~nd source materi~ls Ioforaph '' 
more general interest. e s andard periodicals and :ork~ « 
The courses 
in humanities proper begin in the 
Spl ' ll 
105 
of lhe student's freshman year with a study of our 
' l'Ulture, which includes American thought as reveal-
'll" significant literary productions and the develop-
'' t•elated fields of art and music. This is correlated 
tlh the freshman courses in the history of the United 
In lhe sophomore year the course covers the outstand-
•ments of thought and culture from early Greece to 
·nt through a study of selected literary productions. 
I with the literature are the related developments 
uphy, art, and music. This course is also closely cor-
with the historical survey of civilization, so that sopho-
•mlinarily carry the two courses simultaneously. 
Communications 
1\II'ROVEMENT IN ENGLISH AND READING 3 Hours 
11 course is designed to help students who have an imperfect 
1 ound in the basic skills in reading, writing, and speaking. 
tudents fail in college because they do not unders tand the 
m!'ntals of English, or lack speed and comprehension in reading 
oncentration in listening. By laboratory arrangement effort is 
to g ive individual attention to the needs of each student. Fall, 
1112. COMMUNICATIONS 6 Hours 
rnese courses seek to develop effectiveness in our daily means of 
r!Unication, writing, speaking, reading, and listening. Attention is 
" to fundamental principles such as essential grammar, correct 
cunciation, organization of materials. clearness and exactness in 
king, and effectiveness in expression. Two class periods and one 
hie laboratory period each week. Not open to students who have 
1 Jo~nglish 101·2. Fall, Spring. 
Literature 
I. CIDLDREN'S LITERATURE 3 Hours 
A study of the various types and sources of children's literature. 
lc>nsive reading is done to acquaint the prospective teacher with 
" ' wealth of the material, and the best methods are demonstrated 
1 the teaching of literature to children. Includes story telling, plays 
ntl games. Spring. 
ADVANCED COURSES 
1101. 302. SURVEY OF AMERICAN LITERATURE 6 Hours 
A comprehensive survey and study of the historical background, 
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the. development and . . . 
begd~ning to modern ~i~~~~c~c1 of American llt<>r 1 u 
r ea mgs and weekly papers are recq~resd aFnd clasl! dl < J 
Ire . all, Sprmg. 
306. THE ROlliANTIC PERIOD, 1798·1832 
Special study i d 
and Keat · s rna e of Wordsworth c 1 · 
dividual ichYe;:m~~~r1n~o _in~erpret t!leir' th~ue:A~g!n~~: 
1 The shorter poems are read l~s relation to the spirit of t 
passages from longer poems aWdith cllose attention along "llh 
n re ated prose. Fall. 
311. TENNYSON 
An intensive stud f T 
of his lo!fger ones. Th~ cfr ennyson's best short poem 
fi~~ ~ia&;n1sh. Attention is ~~~~ ~~~i~h!r poems. are us:d (. 
53) S . e ought of his period (Alter s at n ar~Ist and a "I 
. prmg. · na es With 312; oftt, 
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IJVANCED COMPOSITION 3 Hours 
• course is devoted to magazine article and feature writing, 
,Jlphasis on technique and style. (Same as Journalism 323.) 
5 Hours 
tudy of Shakespeare's genius and development as a dramatic 
Attention is paid to the genera! form of Elizabethan d rama, 
• ··adings are required in background materials and in critical 
rure. Fall. 
3 Hours 
A study of Chaucer's language and literary art. Some attention 
' •n to changes and development of the English lang uage through 
l"'l'iod, and to Chaucer's social background. Spring. 
~EMINAR 3 Hours 
An independent study and research course for seniors in English 
American literature. Either Semester. 
Humanities 
PRINCIPLES OF APPRECIATION 2 Hours 
A study of the principles which underly the beauty and worth of 
I I tic creation. The concepts of form, proportion, color. tone, mood, 
'lhm. and other creative principles are studied in their application 
1 \merican music and art. The course accompanies Communications 
1:.!, which carries over the same princip.les into a study of American 
to•rary productions. Spring. · 
M l, 202. OUR WESTERN HERITAGE 8 Hours 
A study of the most important ideas of the nature of man and 
11 place in the world through major productions in literature, music, 
•I. and philasophy from classical times to the present. The basis of 
tl(• course is the study of writers representative of certain concepts, 
novements. or creative types which have had special influence on our 
r•rcsen t-day thinking. Among these are Homer, Plato, and the Greek 
dramatists, Cicero, Virgil, Dante, Chaucer, Shakespeare, Voltaire, 
• ;oethe. Wordsworth, and others. Closely correlated with this course 
tnd usually taken simultaneously during the sophomore year is the 
World Affairs and Institutions (Soc. Sci. 201-2) , which gives the 
11lstorical background essential to an understanding of later develop-
lnents. Fall, Spring. 
ADVANCED COURSES 
306,308. HEBREW LITERATURE 6 Hours 
A study of the outstanding writings of the Jewish people together 
with the social and spiritual conditions which inspired them , in an 
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effort to appreciate the spiritual and cultural he!'itagt• wh 
left to the modern world. Fall, Spring. 
DEPARTMENT OF 
FOREIGN LANGUAGES AND LITERA 
Professor Burke, Associate Professor Roten/•, 1' 
The work of the language department is desig1111f 
the needs and interests of three classes of students: 
First, those who desire a knowledge of a foreigu 
only for culture and mental discipline. A languagp 1 
foundation of the thought, feeling, and experience of .• 
The student of a foreign language should gain a \H 1 
of interest and a greater mental horizon, free from t h. 
tent illusion of distinction and superiority expel'it·r 
every racial or national group. He should acquin• 
objective view of his own language. 
Second, those who wish a foreign language fo1· Ul 
proficiency in their chosen field of work. Command of htr• 
makes available other nations' accumulated ideas atHI I 
edge of art, science, and industry. German or French i~ '' 
ed of majors for the bachelor of science degree in the bi(IJ, 
and physical sciences. The department at present offt•t years of German. 
Third, those who wish to teach languages. At p11 
the college offers a major in Biblical languages (Gret•ll 
Hebrew), or a minor in Greek alone. This work is de~w 
primarily for those who want a knowledge of these langu .• to help in the study of the Bible. 
German 
101, 102. ELEMENTARY GERMAN 
A systematic study of German grammar reduced to a prarla 
minimum With the reading of graded texts. The chief emphasl 
placed on reading ability. The spring semester includes an introductJ, to scientific German. Fall, Spring. 
6 lluu 
201,202. INTERMEDIATE GERMAN 
A review of grammar is made, but special emphasis is placed upur 
vocabulary, reading and appreciation of more difficult representatl\. 
prose, drama. and lyric~ of German literature. (Offered a1ternut. Years). Fall, Spri g, 
6 Hou, .. 
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Greek 
ENTARY GREEK k 
•·· ELEM f New Testament Gree ' 
ludy of the grammafr~gt1o~~n;;~ ~ocabulary; reading in the 
10 Hours 
I ·tery of forms, cons . 
cw Testament. Fall, Sprmg. 
3 Hours till~ GOSPEL OF JOHN . to Greek grammar 
, ·•ding of the Gree.k ~t~~1~1t~~nb;st;~~~sonon the basis of the •rabulary; exegesis 
Fall. 
3 Hours 
lllE GOSPEL OF MARK M k · an intensive stl:'dY of 
r rnnslation of the yr;~~x~~~t;,i~~f s~e~ted passages. Spnng. 1 grammar and syn a • · 
3 Hours OTHEROMANS 
I'IIE EPISTLE T k f Romans· attention to 
k t t of the Boo o ' 
11 l'ranslation of the Gr:e e e:sis of selected passages. Fa . •hulary and grammar, ex g 
3 Hours THE HEBREWS 
TilE EPISTLE TO . ttention to vocabulary; . of the Greek text of Hebrews, a Jte~dmg 1 t d passages. Spring. J.!I'SIS of se ec e 
2 Hours HE NEW TESTAl\IENT 
. WORD STUDY IN T . mmatical study of sel~cted 
A concordal, contextu~l, l(x~;~·t ~gi~harepresent .the central Ideas 
•rds in the Greek NteCoff:r;d alternate years) . Sprmg. 1he New Testamen · 
Hebrew 
ARYHEBREW 
00, 301. ELEMENT . . f Hebrew languagE; ~nd 
The element~ry and ess~~1~~/r~~~~\~~so in reading and wntmg. r.tmmar; attentiOn to voca ' 
10 Hours 
~ .tLl, Spring, 4 Hours 
HE HEBREW BIBLE ~112 303. READINGS IN T k f the Hebrew Old Test· 
• d boo so s · g Th reading of selected parts bnulary and exegesis. Fall, prm . t. ·eattention to grammar, voca , 
amen • 2 Hours 
HE OLD TESTAMENT 
:105. WORD STUDY IN T mmatical study of sel~cted 
A concordal, contextu~eigz!;;~ta~~i~~a represent the central Ideas 
words in the Hebrewt olgffered alternate years). Fall. of the Old Testamen . 
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HARDING COJ.1 
DEPARTMENT OF HOME ECONOMICS 
Professor Thelma D. Bell 
The department of h . 
general education for tho~me hcono~Ics meets a vital II• 
of home and family living A.;'tho see a _bet~er underst.u 
mental background infor~atio e ~ameb ti~e It provides r 
al phases of home economic n an a as~s for many vo< ·• 
and those intendino- to . s. ~hose_ planmng their own lu 
ma~agement or buying gdi~~~~_mt~r1r de~oration, institul 
social work will find th b . Ics, m ust~Ial home econon11 e asiC preparation here 
. The _suggested proo·rams f k ·. 
bona! obJectives will b~ foundo. wtohr for _the different , 
Concentration. m e section under Fi('ld 
Clothing and Textiles 
101. CLOTIDNG 
The selection of m t . 1 . 
3 11 
struc tion with em h . a ena s, sunple designing and 
ability to in~ividtfal:_s1~~~t~~~t~e.!ect~on of the 'wardr~;~~~i: 
woolen maten als. Prerequisite o;opn oil glarments from cotton 
' ara e : Art 117. Fall. 
103. TEXTILES 
A t d 3 Jh . s u Y of consumer p bl . 
v~nous . fa_brics. Facts of ~0 em:;; m the choice. care, and co 1 g iVe s1u11 m recognition ofpfaobd':'ctwn, ~nd marketing processr 
and old. Fall. ncs and m evaluating materials ,. 
ADVANCED COURSES 
252. CLOTHING 
The .selection and use of de . . . 3 Jlrne 
wo~l SUi ts or coats and line~l~nsdand fimshes s uitable for tailor 
pro eJT!s. The alterations of n r?Y?n afternoon and evNII 
budgetmg. Prerequisite : 101 r~t;{Jt\fi:~~~~~~blems. pressing, hr 
303. ADVANCED CLOTHING 
The select ion and . 3 Hou,. 
and small children. T~~nstructwn of clothing suitable for . 
~~If ugh draping and flat padt~~~~o~~;kt p~f ori~iJ!al, simple J~!f/: 
. . erequisi te: 252 and Arl31 
111 
Foods and Nutrition 
FOOD SELECTION AND PREPARATION 3 Hours 
A general course covering the selection, preparation and utiliza-
of the more common food materials. Built around meal planning 
table service units. Spring. 
ADVANCED COURSES 
l<'OOD BUYING AND MEAL MANAGEMENT 3 Hours 
A study of foods from the standpoint of culinary values, preser-
lon. costs, markets, standard products, grades and labels. and 
mer responsibility. Meal planning and table service in relation 
meal management. Prerequisite: 102. Fall. 
I . PRINCIPLES OF NUTRITION 3 Hours 
Concerned with the digestion and metabolism of foods and the 
111irements of a normal diet for different ages. Prerequisite: 251 
•l Bioi. 101-2 or Chern. 101-2. (Alternates with 335; offered 1952-53). 
II. 
~. CIDLD }lllj"UTRITION AND NUTRITION IN DISEASE 3 Hours 
Normal child nutrition and health with emphasis on causes and 
•·vention of malnutrition in children. Adaptations of the normal 
•·I to provide adequate nutrit ion in disease wit h emphasis on disease 
used by diet deficiencies. Prerequisite: 251 (Alternates with H. Ec. 
' ·offered 1952-53). Spring. 
:t:t. EXPERIMENTAL COOKERY 3 Hours 
A s tudy of the problems of cookery and food utilizat ion in the 
~ht of the physio-chemical changes occuring . Prerequisite: 251 and 
ll'm. 101-2. (Alternates with 335; offered 1952-'53). Fall. 
Home and Family 
I ll. HOME NURSING 2 Hours 
Practical course concerned with the care of the sick and con-
•lcscent in the home, first aid in emergencies, and dietaries for 
1 cial cases. Designed to meet the requirements of those planning to 
... ch home economics. Spring_ 
ADVANCED COURSES 
113. HOUSEHOLD EQUIPMENT AND ECONOMICS 2 Hours 
A study of household equipment and the application of the prin-
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HARDING c 
~iples of economics to th b 
Itures for food, clothin; pr~ ~rms of the household, sud 
problems. Study of t • 5 e ~r and other consume~' 
services available. FaiLpes and kmds of goods offered llnlt 
321. PERIOD FURNITURE 
A study of the home from th . 
;codnomy! including housing sta~dst~ndpo:mt of function, l,,. ' 
an. scapmg. A brief surve f ar s, plans, elevations ••I I 
t~eir application to presenf o styles .of domestic archlio·,lu 
Sites: 321 and Art 117. Spring_ day plannmg and furnishing. J> 
Institutional Management and Education 
ADVANCED COURSES 
335. INSTITUTIONAL MANAGEMENT (I) 
. 3 lluttl 
. Institution organization and 
~erias. dormitories and lunch management of food service in l' r 
~~~~1i~e~nibr~~~~~ ~~~~i~~: a~~~fs~~f:!~~ntaa~~u~~Y~;;~~i;gi~~~;;,. 
· o giVen 1952-53). Fall. 
336. INSTITUTIONAL MANAGEMENT (ll) 
I · . 3 Hour. 
f!StitUtiOn buying and food . 
~~;;rttty food preparation. Empha~;~~e~ng. A continuation of larr• 
opera;i~~s.w~~~dlo~~i~~~1fl;1ent, and analysi:t;i ~~;~~!~~~t~~~s. nnd 
machmery involved. (Not g~~~ ~~~h~3d)s Sof c?ntrol and administ~;[i~:. · . prmg. 
343. ADULT EDUCATION 
113 
DEPARTMENT OF JOURNALISM 
Professor Cope 
The department of journalism offers specialization to 
•' planning to make some field of journalism their voca-
lt also offers courses for those who need the practical 
rniques of journalism for use in another vocation. Some 
• es will interest those who want to write creatively. 
INTRODUCTION TO JOURNALISM 3 Hours 
An examination of the broad field of journalism, and an inquiry 
, vocational opportunities. Exercises in reading newspapers and un-
landing background and problems of the press, both metropolitan 
•I rural. Prerequisite: Com. 101-2. Fall. 
' . RELIGIOUS JOURNALISM 2 Hours 
Of special interest to ministerial students and those preparing 
r church and mission work. All public relations media used by 
urches and by individuals are studied. The writing of religious 
rlcles for publication and preparation of copy for the press are 
•tdied Fall. 
1\:l. PHOTOGRAPHY 2 Hours 
The fundamentals of photography, developing and printing, 
rdarging, use of photographic equipment, and standard techniques 
• I' studied by lecture and laboratory work. A series of photographic 
•rojects is completed under conditions similar to actual press work. 
pring. 
ADVANCED COURSES 
~01. REPORTING 3 Hours 
Fundamentals of gathering and writing news. Exercises in news 
writing and news values, with emphasis on good journalistic practice 
ror newspapers. (Alternates with 321. Offered 1953-54.) FalL 
302. EDITING 3 Hours 
Preparation of copy, copyreading, headline writing, desk work, 
.md page makeup are studied. Attention is also given t<l news values, 
reader interest, promotion techniques, and editorial problems. Special 
l'Onsideration is given to editorial practices of small town dailies and 
weeklies. (Alternates with 322. Offered 1953-54.) Spring. 
303. ADVERTISING 3 Hours 
A survey of advertising methods and media; problems in selling 
and the psychology of advertising. Special attention is given to news-
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paper and magazine techniques, to mechanics and la)'r•ul 
direct mail methods. (Alternates with 323. Offered 1953-S.t 1 
321. THE PRESS AND SOCIETY 
Study of the background of the American press and ('\ • r 
of problems of editorial freedom, ethics of the press, pr nJ 
public opinion, and the place of the newspaper in a democmt•· 
(Alternates with 301. Offered 1952-53.) Fall. 
322. TYPOGRAPHY AND GRAPHIC ARTS 
The principles of graphic presentation and printing mr · 
Types and type families, legibility, spacing, harmony, coni 1 , 
use of color are studied as they affect the functional design ol 1 
matter. (Alternates with 302. Offered 1952-53.) Spring. 
323. SPECIAL ARTICLES AND FEATURES 
!I II 
Study, analysis, and criticism of non-fiction articles Jn 
papers and magazines. Style and technique, manuscript prep,,, I 
illustrations. and contacts with editors are considered. Each .., 
.is expected to write for publication and markets are studied 
as Engl.ish 323. (Alternates with 303. Offered 1952-53.) Spring 
DEPARTMENT OF MATHEMATICS 
Professors Pitner and J. E. Pryor 
Mathematics is among the earliest fields of thought wh1• 
engaged the mind of man. It is an exact science whose stu.l 
develops logical and r igorous thought habits. The cours<• 
history has been greatly influenced by the development 1 
mathematics, as reflected in the music, architecture, phil() 1 
phy, and science of different civilizations. Much of the rec<' ll 
advancement in engineering and the physical sciences \\ .• 
dependent upon the use of calculus and more recently develup 
ed mathematical concepts. Some knowledge of mathematiclo> 1 
essential to participation in even the most common activitic 
of twentieth century society. 
The objectives of this department are to give cultm·111 
training in mathematics, to cultivate logical reasoning and 
accuracy in calculations, to prepare high school mathematk 
teachers, to give the basic training in mathematics needed h) 
pre-professional students or students of science, and to la> 
a broad foundation for students who are majoring in mathc matics. 
115 
3 Hours INTERMEDIATE ALGEBRA . . 
. . 1 t t one and one-half units m high 
A course in alg~bra equivate~e ~s who either present less than 
<101 algebra. Designed for_ts ':In ~<>ebra or have not had re~ent <?r 
. and one-half e!ltrance um s I t toward a major or a mmor m ugh preparation. Does not coun 
lhematics. Fall. 
2 Hours •• SOCIALIZED MATHEMATICS . 
•• . . . h actical application of mathe_ma~Ics 
A course that consist s m t e pr t t s techniques in motivation 
, various life situations, f·nd ~ezr~~~l~~~ntary grades. 'Required of 
ttl teaching o_f mathem~ ~~~e~entary certificates. J?oes not count 
tchers wo~kmg tow~r r in mathematics. Fall, Sprmg. •ward a ma]or or a mmo 
2 Hours lOS. MATHEMATICS OF BUSINESS .. 
t e sinking funds, f ompound interest annUl 1 s, . t 
The theory o c f bability mortality tables, and an m ro-nlerest rates,. tl!eory 0 pro ' 
tuction to statiStics. Fall. 
1 ~ l COLLEGE ALGEBRA 
• . 1 b Rapid review of elementary 
A standard course in college a ge r~atio proportion, variation, 
•lgebra, function conc~pt, _grap .f'n and ' the binomial theorem, 
progressions, mathematicai md~~~~s logarithms determinants, and 
•'Omp.Iex nutr~Tbersp~~;~qr~i~ite~qf01 or equivalent. Fall. 
4 Hours 
partial frac Ions. 
3 Hours ll52. PLANE TRIGONOMETRY . 
t . nometric functions. functiOnal Development a~d us_e of ngo an one angle identities. inve~se 
a·clations. functions mvolvlm~ morfe rt~ght and oblique triangles W<lh r t . logarithms so utwn o . 
unc_wn_s, P ·site· 101 or equivalent. Sprmg. .lppllcatwns. rerequi · 
153 ANALYTIC GEOMETRY 
• . . . 1 n· se parabola, hyperbola, 
Properti.e.s of the straig1t ll~~~;~~;te~. I~nd conic sections. Pre-transformatiOn of ~~es, po.ar . 
3 Hours· 
requisites or corequiSite: 151-2. Sprmg. 
ADVANCED COURSES 
251 252. CALCULUS 
• . · 1 of differential and integral A study of the fundam~nt~ pn:r:c1Er~~tiation and integration of 
calculus. Limit~ and ~ontl!J-':Ilt~ ~~~lications of derivatives, curye 
functions. f!lO:XH~a an mmim·cations of integration, series, part_lal 
tracing, ~e~mrte mtegralft- ~ppl_Integrals. Prerequisite_: Mathematics 
differentlatwn,bland 'tmh uat i~aest ~grade of C. Fall, Sprmg. 
8 Hours 
151·2-3, prefera Y WI 
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HARIJI 
301. COLLEGE GEOMETRY 
Modern plane geometr f 
J.eollmetry_ Prerequisite: 15K (~ltprospectiv~ teachc:>r '' 
a . · ernates wtth 311; oft 
302. THEORY OF EQUATIONS 
Properties of polynomi 1 
~~~~r_eqration, splution 0 / c~big~~~x nu~bers. th~·u ( 
1 l~a equattons, de term· quartic equatw11 a gebratc results. Prerequis i te· ~5alnSts, . geometric lntc·•lll 
· · Pnng. 
311. A~VANCED ANALYTIC GEOl\:IETRY 
P~:nnts. l ines, and plan . 
rxadnc s urfa_ces, transfor~a:~;pace, SPhE;res, cylinder 
lternates With 301; offered 1953-5gf. ~~~fdmates. Prctc•rr Jl 
322. HIGHER ALGEBRA 
Number scales mathem t· . 
fr~t;ti~isuatiodns, permutatio~ tc;~~g~~~~ion, inequaliti!'.s. 
342 . an theory of numb' p IOns, probability 
; offered 1953-54) . Spring. ers. rerequisite : 153. (Aitci'. ,', 
342. D~FERENTIAL EQUATIONS 
Ordm~ry differential e · . 
~~~;TaJ[cst;53 .. Mathemacl~:t2~~s m~~\ ap~~cations. Pre1 1 1 
Spring e Instructor. (Alternates wlth 3e2n2· concun-(•ull 
· , offered 1 
351. ANALYTICAL MECHANICS 
Same as Physic 352 :1 II Mathematics 252 s · Prerequisites: Physic 20 
offered 1953-54) F mallay be taken concurrently (sAl tel ant d Mnll 
· . · rna es wlt J, 
353. ADVAN CED CALCULUS 
~artial differentiation · . 3 lin 
m~x1!Tl<l: and minima L ' api?llcatw!!s to geometr 
~¥%~Iti~~e?rfls, line 'int::J!~~~~e~~!t18f!ers, indeterrlina~~ i~!; 
concurrentl~n :}.fftrals. Prerequisite: 253. Matho;~r;:-ii ang5~ransfor·m .• r 
offered 1952-53) Failonsent of the instructor (Alctse tmay ~e IM 
· - · · rna es WJth 1 
DEPARTMENT OF MUSIC 
Professor Moore · A · , sszstant Professors Baxt B 
Fulbright, and Ritchie er, aggett, 
The department of musi · . 
of t~ree tYPes of students. /h Is or1amzed to meet the need 
muszc; those who are expe~tin~s~o w ok are pr~paring to t each 
rna e musical performancl' 
117 
• sion; and those who want the cultural development to 
· t·ienced through a study of music. 
'I hl! work of the department includes theory, history, 
voice, band instruments and music methods. Majors are 
I in piano, voice and music education. Under the latter 
' the student may choose the degree plan with emphasis 
t•iiher vocal-choral preparation or instrumental prepara-
Applied Music 
There are no applied music entrance examinations required 
the department. In piano, voice or instrumental study each 
• IPnt's present level of ability is determined, and a program 
t udy is outlined for him individually. In this way, a stu-
t 's lack of sufficient pre-college training does not preclude 
possibility of his majoring in music. This applies especially 
the music education or voice major. The piano major will of 
··ssity have had previous study unless unusually talented 
d determined. The department seeks to help each student 
•hze whatever musical goal he is capable of attaining. 
In applied music one 30-minute lesson per week plus one 
•llr of practice per day counts for one semester hour of credit. 
he normal number of applied lessons per week in any one 
••hject is two. 
In addition to regular lesson and practice period attend-
utce, all applied music students will be required to attend 
l"•rformance-discussion periods held each 3 weeks at a mutual-' convenient hour. These are held for the purpose of discuss-
mg common problems and listening to and criticizing each 
nther in performance. 
Piano 
101, 102. FIRST YEAR PIANO 4 Hours 
Upon the determination of the student's ability, attention will be 
,{lven to the further development of his technique. P ieces of a techni-
cal nature will be studied first, to be followed by selections of a more 
Interpretative na ture during the spring semester. 
201, 202. SECOND YEAR PIANO 4 Hours 
Further development of technique and the development of sight-
reading proficiency. During this year more emphasis will be placed 
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HAlWJ 
upon more rapid ma t 
the literature of the P1a~~ of pieces and a broadct It 
ADVANCED COURSES 
301, 302. THIRD YEAR PIANo 
Some of th 1 Year w·th · e arger works to · . 
~roducfion~af~~u~atr dstress being ~IJ!~;3oup~~l _bet st urll 1 
t1me to 1 "' u ent should h m erm••l 1 
pany _to¥ ~~r~~~~d~~~ a~compa!Jime~~ a~~v~ijf'i,d li:C'III, 
Plannmg of a recital t as~ons: Piano majors Will ~ ex I~ I 
o e given during the f thglVe ut I 
our yeat· 
401. 402. FOURTH YEAR . 
PIANO 
More difficult piec 
~erto~mance ability wms ~rom standard literature Wil l b 
recltal will be given by a ell e~pected ~o be at a very co • r 
Piano maJors. llll I 
Voice 
101, 102. FIRST YEAR CLA 
. SS VOICE 
. Designed for th b . . 
given to voice d 1 e egmnmg voice st d 
before others. eve opment and gaining fr~ednt. Special_ a f f, ttl 
om and POise• I 1 
201,202. SECOND YEAR 
CLAss VOICE 
Further voice devel I II 
advanced aspects of techn~~~e~~d 'rith consideration given 
o greater repertoire tu 
105, 106. FIRST YEAR · 
VOICE (Private) 
Careful analysi f . <1 )1, 
correct faults of thes o the v_oJCe is followed b . 
development of rang~ocal actJOn and Promote f~ e~ercises desigiJ. ;J 
in English. ' power and flexibility R ee OJl?. and conscq., 
. epertoire: easier ~<~• 
205, 206. SECOND YEAR V 
OICE (Private) 
Work is t· 41 action R co_n mued toward co . ''""• I . · epertoire· mo d. . rrectmg and de 1 . tallan classics or perhar;s JffJCu~t songs in Engu~% o~hng thE! V(J• 
an easier operatic or orat •. e . eas1er n 
orw ar1a. 
ADVANCED COURSES 
305, 306. THIRD YEAR VOl . 
c . CE (Private) 
Reper~~~:u~~n;;~~~mr!Jt in technical and int 4 Hour .. 
year a joint recit al is gu!Sh, Italian, French and Gerpretative powel 
required of voice majors, erman. During tht.• 
119 
FOURTH YEAR VOICE (Private) 4 Hours 
1 ther acquaintance with vocal literature of the various schools, 
1 .. •cial attention given to the more difficult arias and art songs. 
lt'Cital during the year is required of voice majors. 
Instruments 
12. FffiST YEAR INSTRUMENTAL INSTRUCTION 4 Hours 
1 ·tass instruction in band instruments. Organization and mainten-
o! bands; suggested program material. Required of all music 
n tlon majors. 
ADVANCED COURSES 
SECOND YEAR INSTRUiUENTAL INSTRUCTION 2 Hours 
Advanced class instruction in band instruments, required of all 
rumental music education majors. 
Music Theory 
Ill. FUNDAl\'IENTALS OF MUSIC 2 Hours 
Designed for non-music majors who desire a knowledge of the 
uoiments of music, practice in sight-reading and practical guidance 
11 congregational song leading. Offered each semester if there is 
uUicient demand. Meets three days a week. Either semester. 
Ill, 112. THEORY I 6 Hours 
Designed specifically for music majors, this course combines 
music reading, written harmony, keyboard harmony, aural and visual 
tnalysis, dictation and form. By approaching these various branches 
nf musical study in one integrated course the st udent learns to use 
these separate yet related skills together, t hus building sound musi-
cianship. Meets five days a week. Fall, Spring. 
131, 132. ENSEMBLE 2 Hours 
Participation in chorus, glee clubs, quartet, sextette and band. 
Band is required of all instrumental music education majors. Chorus 
or glee club is required of all other music majors. Fall, Spring. 
ADVANCED COURSES 
251, 252. THEORY II 6 Hours 
The same approach as in Theory I applied to 'the more advanced 
harmonies of chromaticism and remote modulation. Greater emphasis 
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. HARD! I, 
IS J?laced upon creative w T 
maJors. Meets five days a ~e~f ;,nlld asrra!lging. Requl t I 
· a • prmg. 
311, 312. COUNTERPOINT 
. A study of instrume t 1 
~~~r. contrapuntal form~ a A~~~nt~rpoint as found lu 
Unde~~:n~fn~h~~~~epsp;~d. ft~rms r:~i:3~ilff~~Ji~~C Of C 
requisite· M · 2 Cia Ion of this t .. 1 Fall Spring USic 12. (Alternates with M Ype3of music lllf'l 
• . USIC 71, 372; Oflt•t 
331. CHORAL CONDUCTING 
Includes baton t h . 
repetoire arr · ec mque, rehearsal 
:d~t~~~~s~~f!~~~jf~~e~~~~~~m~~~~~~1~J~l!~rdi',:~ 1 
• o ered m 1952.53) . Fall. oo cho1u 
332. INSTRUMENTAL CONDUCTING 
The same probl H 
standpoint of th ems met as in Music 331 
in 1952-53). Spri~gconcert band. (Offered alte~ut tapproachecl fr, 
· na e years; nor 1 
335, 336. FORM ANALYSIS 
The study of . ,, U 
masters D · musiCal form a 
that the. st;~~J: and style in Which msus~~~rese~ted ?Y works ' f 
hears. Fall, Spri~gmay better understand t~a~r~ht~nhishstudied Jn,l 
· Ic e perform 
361, 362. INSTRUMENTATION 
. The study of the . 2 lrutt 
varwus instru techmque of arrang· 
concert band ar~J::f~g g~~%pss ~ith specialn~~~h~~fPtin1g must. · - , prmg. s P aced u1 
Music Education 
116, 117. GRADE SCHOOL MU 
. SIC METHODS 
Designed for non-music m . 4 Hou" 
grades. (Same as Edu. 116-7). F~~~~;.~g~re preparing to teach in Ill• 
221,222. ITALIAN FRENCH 
The study of s~n AND GERMAN DICTION 6 Houra. 
for the purpose of ac gs. o! the Italian, French and 
a working knowledgeq~fmg a familiarity With the ~erman .repertor) 
devoted to each 1 SY_ntax and grammar Tw ronunciatwn and 
majors. (Offered a~~~~f~ m th~ order listed.· 'Req~lr~dwejks will_be 
years, offered in 1952-53) F 1 o aJl VOice 
· a 1, Sprmg. 
It RES 121 
ADVANCED COURSES 
\IUSIC EDUCATION 2 Hours 
\fusic methods in elementary schools for those majoring in music 
1lion. (Same as Edu. 409). Spring. 
\fUSIC EDUCATION 2 Hours 
:O.tusic methods in high school for those majoring in music educa-
(Same as Edu. 410). Spring. 
352. HISTORY OF MUSIC 6 Hours 
A general survey of the great movements in the art of music 
Ill the Greek period to the present. Two class meetings and two 
1oUr laboratory meetings per week. Fall, Spring. 
I. 872. PIANO MATERIALS AND JUETHODS 4 Hours 
A survey of the standard literature of the piano with emphasis on 
ching materials. Required of piano majors. (Alternates with Music 
It, 312; offered 1952-53). Fall, Spring. 
DEPARTMENT OF 
PHYSICAL EDUCATION A ND HEALTH 
Professor Berryhill, Associate Professor H . H. Rhodes 
Courses in the department of physical education are 
designed to meet the needs of three groups of students: those 
needing recreation for its health and social values, those plan-
ning to teach physical education or coach, and those planning 
to engage in recreational supervisory work such as Y.M.C.A., 
summer camps, and Boys' and Girls' Scout programs. 
Physical Education 101-2 are required of all students 
except those exempt upon written recommendation of a 
physician. Veterans are required to complete only one of 
these courses. These courses are to be taken during the fresh-
man year unless a schedule conflict makes it impossible. 
Physical Education 201 and 203 complete the general educa-
tion r equirement for all students. 
101, 102. RECREATIONAL ACTIVITIES 2 Hours 
The purpose of these courses is to acquaint the student with 
wholesome activities which may be continued throughout life for 
their recreational, social, and health values. Fall, Spring . 
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IlL 112, 113. BE HARJ)J ' 
. GINNING AND ADV 
and pthrogressive instruct· ANCED SWIM \IJ 
e finer te h · lOn and pra t· 
9Ualify for the R~dni:;ques of the vario~~e i{; elem<'nl r 
m addition to 112 r<:>ss Lite Savin ~ . okes. 'J'IJ,, f~:.dit. Op_p~rtunity !'fll~g t~e sprint ;::;;~r;te shout. I 
S ~ certificate but ~giVen to qualif f r and T• , 
Prmg-. credit Will not b :Y or the Rt•d , • 
e giVen for this ct 
201. IIEALTH AND 
SAFETY 
~ study of the 
the Individual Probi~ms of health 
safety instructio~oir;;fuumty, _and state.a~~ safedty With n''l'' 
e pubhc schools Re o~e ures for ' 
202. FIRST AID . . quired of all (('Ill it 
Instruction i t 
df7nts are given n he Standard Red C 
First Aid certific~~t~~<[tunity to qualig~~rc~hrse in Fir-st \f 1 . e Standard J(, I 
203. PERSONAL HYGIENE 
~ study in th . . . 
to daily living Re~ ~P.P.llcatlOn of the fi d' tl 
. Uired of all teachers.~~~~ of science and nu I 
205· KINESIOLOGY . 
~ study of th '> 
contz:Ibution to va 17 muscles in co-ordi . . "' II 
or mmoring in ph;~f~sl ~~~~a~~vemFent~~g~~n~~t, tfoeit.rh function 
2 
n. all. ose ma}ul 
06. SURVEy IN 
A study of PHYSICAL EDUCATION 
fguntries1 along ~%11~vel?Pment of Phys· 8 lluun~ 
int1u~~~~0~fbP t<!f thes~ ~i:~ ~~dtbnterpz:e~~at}0~~~~~~~ 1 ind varln•r of physic 1 e lines. The stud . e social, politic 1 ea ers ;u 
of its ob.J:Cti~~~c:~~n to other pb~~~ ~~qudainte~ witt th~~~l:i9noru1 
psychology, Fan e ucation- an int Ions ht1 
221 RE . erpretaur.,, 
. CREATIONAL LEADERS 
A study of o . . HIP 
Problems in the vf~~rtumtJes in the fiel . . 3 Hour .. 
types of recrea tional ~0~~:~· arl mater~is ~~~~c1~ons of leadel•t; 
s. ot ope.n to freshm:n. ~~/or variou~ 
ADVANCED COURSES 
253. METHODS IN p 
ELEMENTARR[~18M;0~UCATION FOR 
A study in th 
organization for pli s;lection of games 3 Hours 
y or a physical educafu;~~r~s of instruction. and 
gram on the elemen-
123 
school level. Based upon the Suggested Course of Study for 
Schools in Arkansas. Required of all elementary school 
as Edu. 253). Spring. 
COACHING AND OFFICIATING OF FOOTBALL 
AND BASKETBALL 2 Hours 
A study of the principles of the games; requirements for each 
... . uvJ•,· individual and team coaching techniques; systems of offense 
ae.ter1se; conditioning; and care of common injuries. Actual 
1Jerience in working with the Academy teams is an important phase 
lhe course. Fall. 
. COACHING AND OFFICIATING BASEBALL, 
TRACK AND FIELD. 
Same procedure as in 305. Spring. 
13. FUNDAMENTALS OF SCOUTING 
2 Hours 
2 Hours 
A study of the history of scouting, organization of the local troop, 
and problems in promoting the varied activities that characterize the 
progressive troop. AJ.l students work with local scout leaders in order 
lo gain practical experience in dealing with scouting problems. Not 
upen to students who have passed beyond Star Rank in scouting. 
Spring. 
315. CAMP LEADERSmP METHODS 2 Hours 
Instruction and practice in camping met hods. Campfire programs, 
nature observation, camp athletics, rainy-day activities, sanitation, 
hiking, outdoor cookery, and special events are among the items · 
studied and engaged in. Spring. 
323. ORGANIZATION AND ADMINISTRATION OF 
PHYSICAL EDUCATION 3 Hours 
A study of organizational and administrative problems of large 
and small schools. Considerable time is devoted to a study of problems 
arising- from efforts to co-ordinate the work of the superintendent, 
supervisor, principal, and instructor in relation to the physical educa-
tion program. Prerequisite: 206. Spring. 
326. METHODS OF DlliECTING INTRAMURAL 
ATHLETICS 2 Hours 
Topics for study: individual, dual, and group competition; activi-
ties in the gymnasium, school yard, and athletic field; studies in 
seasonal activities; promoting leadership; methods of point dis tr ibu-
tion; organization of teams; scheduling; types of honors and awards . 
Fall. 
332. EVALUATION AND APPRAISAL OF PHYSICAL 
EDUCATION 2 Hours 
A study of the methods of testing and measuring the effectiveness 
of the teaching program in physical education. Acquaints the student 
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With the various program and individual measuring cl• q 
in the field and gives practice in the use of these dev((', 1 206. Fall. 
336. CORRECTIVE PHYSICAL EDUCATION: APPLU<.U 
A study of methods in recognizing deviation from U 
in various age groups; analysis of activities for corn',·tlu 
abnormalities; actual experience through work with rcstrft 
and agencies for dealing with extreme remedial cases. l'r 1 205. Spri g. 
408. METHODS IN PHYSICAL EDUCATION FOR 
SECONDARY SCHOOLS 
Similar to Physical Education 253 except on the seconc1.11 
level. Required of all high school teachers. (Same as Educ11 t • Spring. 
DEPARTMENT OF PHYSICAL SCIENCES 
Professor J. E. Pryor; Assistant Professor Watts 
Since modern civilization has been influenced so sr• 
by the physical sciences, these sciences have become an iut, t: 
part of the liberal arts curriculum. An understanding of t 
scientific method and an appreciation of the great ach '' 
ments in this field are considered essential elements in a \1 rounded education. 
Courses in this department are arranged with the follu" 
ing objectives in view: to increase the general culture of .at 
the students; to prepare high school science teachers; to JH" 
vide the basic training for pre-professional students of met" 
cine, engineering, etc.; and to prepare chemistry majors foa graduate study or industrial work. 
Each laboratory course requires a deposit of $5 to tak, 
care of breakage and non-returnable materials. This deposit 
must be renewed if it is exhausted. The unused portion of th1· 
deposit is refunded after the student has checked in proper]) the equipment issued him. 
101. 102. PHYSICAL SCIENCE 
4 Hours 
A general education course designed as an introduction to the 
methodology and philosophy of science and to some of the physical 
sciences. Films, laboratory demonstrations, and library readings 
supplement lectures and class discussions. Ph. Sc. 101 Will include 
astronomy, geology, and meteorology; Ph. Sc. 102 will include chem. 
istry and physics. Either semester may be taken first. Chemistry 
majors ond others Who will take both general chemistry and physics will be excused from 102. Fall, Spring. 
URSES 125 
Chemistry 
6 Hours ANIC CHEMISTRY 
02 GENERAL INORG l knowledge of 
1 . . chemistry giving Cl: gene\~d of the more 
A course in in_orgaf~'hemistry together wit~ a ~oyclass periods 
,. laws and th~r~~d 0 their important ~llPS~~i~g. 
•n\mon elemen f laboratory per week. a ' 111
1 three hours 0 3 Hours 
. UALITATIVE ANALYSIS . . alysis and an 
lt.l. Q f . organic qualltativ~ an d identifica-
t d of the theory o m . micro separation. an 02 r con-•llPI~a·~i~n Yof the ~~~~ ~~tfi~s s;:::tanions.[ere~jq~{s~~~s~ "C~' was 
lion of the more cot in 102 provided a ~ra hours of iaboratory per urr~nt e!lrOioTeone class period and SIX nbtamed m · 
week. Spring. 4 Hours 
IVE ANALYSIS . · 
'OL QUANTITAT . etri·c and volumetnc ana~y.so'ns 
· of gravim . and preciS! 
A study ?f the f~~~~~~~l principles:M c~hce~~ffc~\51-the lattef 
with empJ:tasi~ o~n Prerequisites: 113 '\nd :eriods and six hours o of detbermtam~e~ concurrently. Two c ass 
may e k Fall 
laboratory per wee · · 1 Hour 
ICAL CALCULATIONS lculations encount-
202. ~=::e devoted to 1a~i~}e~~~:~{;:,YP~~i~~u1~ite: 201. Spring. ered in general and ana Y 
ADVANCED COURSES 
8 Hours 
251 252. ORGANIC CHEMISTRY . and the propertie~ of thde 
• d f preparatiOn f reactiOn an 
A study of the mE;th~o~gounds, including ltheoVer~ods and three more important org~uc quisite: 102. _Three c ass 
proof of structturey. p:rer;;}eek. Fall, Sprmg. 
hours of labora or 1 Hour 
MICAL LITERATURE . he students with the 
30L ::'min., co~rg: ,;',;J1~'~~0 of~~~~~~~~·~~~~~.~:'lf:U~h sources ?~ l~f~~h~~rs of chemistry, One con 
Prerequisite. 1 Hour 
TORY OF CHEl\llSTRY . the student with the 
302. HIS designed to acquam~ t Prerequisite : 301. A seminar course f th field of chemis ry, . d elopment o ~ histoncal ev per week. Sprmg. 
One conference 2 Hours 
ANIC CHEMISTRY 
12 ADVANCED INORG . structure and special 
3 • A study of the perioqi~rysys~~re~~~f~s: Chemistry 112 and 
• m' 1norganic chemis . topiCS 
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324; offered 1952-53) s" p . 0 class periods per week . nng. . 
313. INORGANIC PREPARATIONS 
A study of ch · . . I " Jt 
ganic com emical pnnciples thro h 
products tllli~~:· . the . compounds va~ffin th~lrepar_atlon , r 
t11t~~::~~t ~A~ngJr~~~~~~thiii~~1~~~~~~~xr~};dff!~!: • • 
324. BIOCHE.ll!ISTRY 
d A study of the carbohyd t :t " ' 
~~ig~~~irfo~o~~u~~n~geftio~~ar::~tf;~ffs~o~~~s, ;~~a~_ins, h0111 
Prerequisite· 251 T p annmg to study on f ri IOn-es,.. 
offered 1953-54) Sp~ree class periods per w~e~ (tAheltmedical sci ' 
. rmg. · ernates with 
331. ADVA..VCED ANALYTICAL CHEMISTRY 
A study of the th 8 Jr,, 1 
of analysis with ~ory and technique of so 
site · 201 0 lspecial emphasis on inst me of the newer m•··' 
(A . . ne c ass period d . rumental methods p lternates With 313 343· an SIX •hours of labo t . rrl ' I 
• , offered 1953-54). Fall. ra ory per ~ 
343. ORGANic SYNTHESES 
tr . 4 laboratory course de . d 1-2 Jluur ammg in the tl Slgne to give the t d 
obtained in the ~~sJods of sy!lthesizing organk ~o~t more ext<-n , 
Three to six ho c course m organic chemi pounds than " 
offered 1952-53) _F,t~l of laboratory per week srzl·t Prerequisi te: , 
. a . · ernates with • 1 
351, 352; PHYSICAL CHEl\ti!STRY 
of : study of the. principles of h . . 8 Ho•u-
Phasea~~~~rf~~perhes. of S?lut~O?fs, YfA~~!n~~em1Stz:y, inclu<;U_ng Shih 
motive force. p;ei~~~i~~~~s~~~Ics, electrical lo~~r:J~i!nc~qulli~ria '"' I 
-the latter may be take · em. 201, Physics 201_2 d 'fl electr. 
hours of laboratory per :e~~n~~rlrleSntl~. Three class pe~fods ~hd. t2h:> l 
· , prmg. ''' 
Physics 
201. 202. GENERAL PHYSICS 
take~ ust~dy of the fundamental Princi . 8 Houra 
light. a~d ~~~gfrigA;n~c~anics and_heatFif~Y~fcsp~~1f:k Physics 201 
concepts and solvin n magnetism. The und · .es up soun(J 
Thr~e class periodsg ~~lr:bblems is stressed. Prei~~~-~I~gMof basi<• 
Sprmg. ree hours of laboratory 1 e. ath. 152 
per week. Fall, 
rOURSES 127 
.. U. ANALYTICAL MECHANICS 3 Hours 
A study of statistics and dynamics of point masses and bodies 
with an introduction to vector analysis. The use of mathematics in 
Interpreting natural phenomena is stressed. Prerequisites : 201 and 
Math. 252. Three class periods per week. (Alternates with Math. 353; 
ollered 1953-54). Same as Math. 351. Fall. 
M2. ELECTRICITY AND MAGNETISM 3 Hours 
An intermediate study of the fundamentals of electrostatic, 
phenomena with applications to atomic structure and chemical 
I'Oncepts. Prerequisites: Physics 202 and Mathematics 252-the latter 
may be taken concurrently. Three class periods per week. (Alternates 
with 354; offered 1953-54) . Spring. 
354. MODERN PHYSICS 3 Hours 
A study of some of the important twentieth century advances in 
the field of physics chosen from alternating currents, radiation, theory 
of relativity, X-rays, spzctroscopy, the quantum theory, and nuclear 
physics. Prerequisites : Physics 201-2 and Mathematics 252-the latter 
may be taken concurrently. Three class periods per week. (Alternates 
with 352; offered 1952-53). Spring. 
DEPARTMENT OF SOCIAL SCIENCES 
Professor Ganus, Associate Professor L. E. Pryor 
Since the modern world is so complex and man is continu-
ally in contact with his fellow-man, training in the social 
sciences is an essential part of every person's education. People 
should know something of existing social forces and their 
effects on the general well-being of organized groups. 
Courses in this department are arranged with three pur-
poses in view : to give the understanding of the social insti-
tutions of our world that an educated person should have; to 
prepare teachers in these subjects for high school and element-
ary work; and to give the necessary foundation for t hose who 
expect to do advanced graduate work in this field, or to take 
other advanced professional training of related types. 
101, 102. THE AlUERICAN SCENE 6 Hours 
Designed to give the student an understanding of t he United 
States and its way of life, this course integrates geography, American 
history, sociology, political science and economics in such a way that 
their interrelatedness becomes evident. Required of all freshmen. 
Fall. Spring. 
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152, 153. LATIN AlliERICA 
Designed to acquaint th 
HARDIN<: c 
~{;j~rfi~is;nt con~ition of oure hs~~~~nt W!th t~e historJc,tJ I 
Fall Spri~gd nati-onal periods. (Alter~~~~scwnethigh36bors. A Mil } 
' · 1 6-7; olf1•1()(1 11 
ADVANCED COURSES 
301, 302. UNITED STATES 
. HISTORY 
An Intensive stud f 6 "'"'' m~nt of the Unit d l o the political, soci 1 . 
Science major a t1 tates. Designed to gi;e' ,;nd £~onomic d<'\' I 
velopment. .Prerequ~I;f~gf acquaintance with A e ~story. and . "' 
Fall, Spring. I e. 01-2, or the consent of tmherdican life anll 
e epartment h· 
303, 304. JEWISH HISTORY AND CUL 
A history of th J . TURE 4 Dour~ 
. particular a tie t' . e e~Ish people from th . 
relations to oth;~~ t1· their spiritual and cultu; le~rliest times \\I ll 
Spre~ent civilization X I~ns and rac:es, and their ~o ~v~op_ment, llllr prmg. · s ar as POSSible original n n ut10ns to ou, 
records are used. FaJJ 
307. REVOLUTIONARY EUROPE 
A study of the . 3 Hour,. 
Continent d·o revolutionary and . 
are em h . wn to 1870. The French R nat~onal movements on thl' 
54). FaR. asized. Prerequisite: 203. (Alt~~~~ttiOn ~nd Napoleonic War!! 
es With 375; offered 1953 
334, 336. CHURCH HISTORY 
. 1 A. survey of church hist f 6 Hour!! 
me udmg 'the refo · ory rom the apost r 
tion. the origin a~rgatiOn led ·by Martin Luther o the age to !he present, 
~ransfer to America growth ?f Protestant derio ~ Ca~holic ~eforma­
m America. Fall S · .and a bnef history of the R mmt ati~ns With their 
. prmg. es oratiOn Movement 
343. EUROPEAN DIPLOllfATIC HISTORY 
. A study of Eur . 3 Hours 
SIS on the per opean diplomacy 1870 t h 
(Alternates With~~:ntffunderlying 'tactorso \:>;epres~n.t, with empha-
' o erect 1953-54) . Spring, requisite: Hist. 2o3. 
OURSES 129 
117. EUROPE SINCE 1914 3 Hours 
Deals with Europe in two World Wars, and the period between 
wars, in an attempt to explain the present condition of the wor.Id as an 
~rlermath of World War U. Prerequisite: 202. (Alternates with 343; 
o!fered 1952-53). Spring. 
351, 352. ENGLISH HISTORY 6 Hours 
Traces the fundamentals of the political, religious, literary, and 
••conomic activities of the English people and the development of 
Bnglish institutions to the present time, with emphasis on the English 
constitution. Prerequisite: 202. Fall, Spring. 
863. WORLD AFFAffiS 3 Hours 
A detailed and critical analysis of foreign government and ideo-
logies ; international relations; the United Nations; the present "cold 
war." Same as Eco. 363. Spring. 
366, 367. HISTORY OF THE FRONTIER 4 Hours 
A study of the settlement of the West, the laws and policies 
related to its development, and the effects of the frontier on national 
life. Prerequisite: 101-2. (Alternates with 152-3; offered 1952-53). Fall, 
Spring. 
375. IDSTORY OF THE SOUTH 3 Hours 
Includes a brief background study of the "Old South," a con-
sideration of the problems of reconstruction, the development of the 
"New South," the factors back of the present condition of the region, 
and an analysis of continuing trends. Prerequisite: 101·2. (Not offered 
1952-53). Fall. 
Geogra phy 
111. CONSERVATION OF NATURAL RESOURCES 2 Hours 
Covers the conservation of the soil, forests. wild life. minerals, 
water-power, and other natural resources. Required of all high school 
teachers. Either semester. 
212. FUNDAMENTALS OF GEOGRAPHY 2 Hours 
A survey of regional geography, including climates, temperatures, 
moisture, rainfalls, qualities of soil, locations of river systems. moun-
tain ranges, etc., and the aspect of geography affecting racial divisions 
and human population. (Alternates with Soc. 201; offered 1952-53) . 
Fall. 
217. INDUSTRIAL GEOGRAPHY 2 Hours 
Deals with the natural resources of the country and their relations 
to commerce and business. It covers the business development of the 
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s~~1~agn,ding nations. (Alternates With Soc. 202,· 
offerrll 1 
Political .Science 
221• AMERICAN GOVERNlUENT 
Thb· :I ll e asiC structure and f t· 
state governments, includin ~c Ions of the A~erican Iedf ' I 
problems. Emphasis is la g d me correlated discussion o! 
federal governments an! th~e f upon the relations of the sr.n: 
to make America a great nation~1fa~~terpnse system that ha~; h I 
223. EUROPEAN GOVERNMENTS 
A stud f 3 llu" 
ments, incl~d~n sog:e ~f -~e leading types of moder E 
~?Citted in_ Italyg an3 G~~~!:n~0~};nment, the totalit.ri~~o~;;nn~~\; n 
IC atorship in Russia and com'mu~d~>ese~t gove.z:nment of Spali1 I 
un er Lenm and Stalin. Spi h 
Sociology 
201, 202. INTRODUCTION TO SOCIOLOGY 
A 4&~ . survey of our present s . 1 . 
~~hic~0~~~ri:~~s, s s~tfs· and ~;~~es~Y~~ecfth~c}~~~a~~ to~ganiza tion 
law. commerce fin~~~e organiZations, such as human ~~atJ?roblems 
etc. (Alternates with Geo;aJ12a11~:sofufrces, geographical inll:;-:n~~~ • , o ered 1953-54) Fan Sp . • · . nng. 
ADVANCED COURSES 
304. MARRIAGE AND THE HOME 
~istorical family variations . 2 Hours 
~~~~I~g b~~~g~~~clo}'h'f:·o~~s~~~~!.d;N;e~K~e %~te s~~~~~~o~ 
C'OURSES !HI 
a2L SOCIAL PSYCHOLOGY 8 lltllll 
An application of the principles of scientific psychology to the 
Individual in the social situation. A survey of the literature in the field. 
Prerequisite: Psy. 201. Same as Psy. 321. (Alternates with Psy. 303; 
offered 1952-53) . Spring. 
DEPARTMENT OF SPEECH 
Professor Ulrey, Assistant Professor Holton 
The work of the department of speech is adapted to the 
needs of three types of students : those who wish to cultivate 
proficiency in everyday and business speech, those who wish 
to develop a more specialized public speaking, dramat ic, or 
reading ability, and those who desire technical and practical 
training as teachers of speech. 
Equipment for this department includes library materials 
and records; the Campus Players' workshop; a stage with 
lighting and sound machinery; sound-recording and transcrip-
tion equipment for use in the study of pronunciation and voice 
quality and for radio programs ; and radio and public address 
equipment for programs and class use. 
10L PRINCIPLES OF SPEECH 3 Hours 
A practical introductory course based upon diagnostic tests oi 
individual differences. Includes correct pronunciation, introductory 
phonetics, development of distinct u tterance, voice improvemen t; and 
speech in relation to everyday affairs. The speech choir technique is 
used in correcting bad vowel sounds, poor articulation and faulty 
accentuation. Fall, Spring. 
103. INTRODUCTION TO PUBLIC SPEAKING 2 Hours 
An introduction to the basic principles of public speaking with 
concentration on giving the s tudent actual speaking opportunities. 
Practice in the o rganization and delivery of the short speech including 
lectures and criticism by the instructor. Spring. 
121, 122. INTRODUCTORY ACTING 4 Jlour 
A <beginning course designed to enable the student to appear wllh 
ease on the stage. Special emphasis on pantomime and the ciHn.tt"!Pz 
ization of roles from plays. (Alternates with 305-6; offered 11)5? ,;!) , 
Fall, Spring. 
123. FUNDAMENTALS OF MAKE-UP •• ll •llll 
This is a laboratory course designed to prepare the ltlll~>nt l d!J 
satisfactory work in simple personal make-up for the SIRJl , tll I ul• 
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are required to observe a d . 
ca_sts for workshop and n gam actual experience in Uw II ' 
With 321; offered 1953-54). ~!~pus Players productions. I ' I 
124. STAGECRAFT AND LIGHTING 
Basic procedur d ' II 
rigging scener Ae an methods used in buildin 
theories of 1" ~· 1so the fundamentals f t g, _Painlln 
instruments. 
1
ffwft~~~i~J~~·e:C:~E:?;~t and ~ont~~g~f ~~~~'l}j 
125, 126. DEBATING 
T,his is an introductor co . I li t 
~~;!~~~ti~~ra;ln~r~~~~~~Jsit~~;~~d~fin~~~~~~~nf~~~~ ;~~cri:~.!fl! 
debate tournaments. Fall, Sp;~g. evidence, and actual 'experiPn' 
........ __________ _ 
COURSES Ill 
~05. ADVANCED ACTING 
An interpretation of one-act and full evening plays. Open only by 
permission to those who have unusual ability. (Alternates with 121 ; 
offered 1953-54). Fall. 
306. PLAY PRODUCTION 3 Hours 
An advanced course in the actual direction and production of 
one-act plays. Some of these productions are given privately before 
the Campus Players; others are given publicly. It is designed to give 
the student a thorough preparation for organizing and directing 
dramatic activities in high schools or communities. (Alternates with 
122; offered 1953-54). Spring. 
313. IDSTORIC COSTWIE DESIGN 2 Hours 
History of costume of the principal periods in the history of the 
theater, beginning with the Egyptian period. Same as Art 313. Fall. 
321. HISTORY OF THE THEATER 3 Hours 
A study of the development of drama, acting, and the physical 
theater from their origin to the present day. (Alternates with 123; 
offered 1952-53). Fall. 
322. SCENE DESIGN 3 Hours 
The combining of artistic principles and practical considerations 
in creating effective stage settings. Problems in special types and 
periods will be studied. (Alternates with 324; offered 1952-53). Spring. 
324. COSTUME DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION 2 Hours 
Principles of design with instruction in sewing and actual practice 
on specific problems of costume. Not open for credit to those who 
have had Home Ec. 252. (Alternates with 322; offered 1953-54). Spring. 
331. RADIO SURVEY 2 Hours 
A theory and laboratory course in radio including voice adapta-
tion. radio announcing, a study of types of programs and the 
technique of program construction, continuity, and script writing. 
Radio equipment includes recording apparatus, a public address 
system. and broadcasting studio. (Alternates with 261; offered in 
1953-54). Fall. 
332. RADIO SPEECH AND PROGRAM BUILDING 3 Hours 
A practical course in t he technique of the radio speech, including 
the writing of the ·speech and its delivery over the public address 
system or over the air. (Alternates with 262; offered 1953-54). Spring. 
335, 336. ADVANCED ARGUIUENTATION 4 Hours 
An advanced course in which the principles of a rgumentation 
are applied to speech and debate. Fall, Spring . 
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337. PHONETICS 
An advanced course in which the student is required I • 
accurate transcriptions, not only of good American ami l 
speech. but of the dialectal and provincial speech of th!' 
Required of all speech majors. (Offered 1953-54 and alternatL 
Fall. 
338. SPEECH REPERTOffiE 
Private work in speech arranged to meet the individual n• • 
the student in voice drill, interpretation, and preparation for Jill 
speaking. Spring. 
340. PREPARATION AND DELIVERY OF SERMONS 
A study of the fundamental principles of sermon prepa1 ,,II 
and delivery; the making and preaching of sermons under the ~u 
ance of the instructor with his evaluation and that of the meml 
of the class. Same as Bible 340. Fall. 
342. HISTORY OF PREACHING 2 liOUn! 
A survey of preaching from the days of Christ to the pre·.t•,.t 
special attention to the methods and message of Jesus and New T1• 1 
ament preachers; brief study of the outstanding preaching o! 11, 
century, especially of the Restoration movement in America. Same nl 
Bible 342. Spring. 
345, 346. ORAL INTERPRETATION OF BffiLICAL 
LITERATURE 6 Hour .. 
A course ;using the Bible and three books of the Apocrypha a 
basic material. Moulton's "Modern Reader's Bible," the English 
Revised Version printed in modern literary form, is used as a bask 
text. (Alternates with 272-3: offered 1953-54. Fall, Spring. 
ENROLLMENT SUMMARY 
ENROLLMENT SUMMARY 
1951-52 
College Enrollment 
Men Women 
Summer 1951 
32 
Freshmen ·························· 23 
Sophomore ························ 35 
Junior ................................. 50 
Senior ································ 2 Special ................................ 2 Post-Graduate .................. 
Total ............................ 144 
Winter Session 1951-1952 
128 
Freshmen ·························· 83 
Sophomore ························ 72 
Junior ································ 81 
Senior ································ 23 Special ................................ 6 Night Cla-Ss ......... .............. . 4 Post-Graduate ....... ........... 
Total ···························· 
397 
Training School Emollment 
Summer1951 
High School ...................... .. 
Winter Session 1951-1952 
High School ...................... .. 
Elementary School .......... .. 
Total ........................... . 
T tal all divisions, Winter ... . 
T~tal: all ~ivision~, Summer 
and Wmter ....................... . 
15 
49 
54 
103 
500 
659 
10 
18 
22 
28 
1 
1 
80 
102 
67 
33 
33 
36 
18 
2 
291 
25 
52 
46 
98 
389 
494 
I \ t 
Total 
42 
41 
57 
78 
3 
3 
224 
230 
150 
105 
114 
59 
24 
6 
688 
40 
101 
100 
201 
889 
1,153 
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HARDit-.;c, 
STATES AND COUNTRIES REPRESEN1'1·:u 
WINTER SESSION 
College High 
School Coll<'J!t 
Alabama ........ .. 20 
Arkansas .......... 277 
California .. . . . . . . 26 
Colorado .......... 7 
Dist. of Col. . . .. .. 1 
Florida.............. 7 
Georgia ............ 6 
Idaho ........... .... . 1 
Iliinois . .. .. . . .. .. . . . 24 
Indiana ............ 6 
Iowa......... ..... .... 1 
Kansas ............ 14 
Kentucky ........ 10 
Louisiana ........ 25 
Maryland.......... 2 
Massachusetts.. 1 
Michigan ........ 14 
Minnesota . . . . . . . . 1 
Mississippi ... . . . 15 
Missouri .. . . . . . .. . 48 
Nebraska ........ 4 
New Jersey...... 3 
1 
49 
1 
1 
1 
4 
1 
1 
3 
5 
2 
1 
1 
New Mexico . ... .. 8 
New York........ 4 
North Carolina 2 
Ohio 10 
Ok1ah~~~· ... ·::::::: 36 
Oregon .............. 4 
Pennsylvania .... 2 
South Carolina 1 
Tennessee ........ 31 
Texas .. .............. 48 
Utah 1 
Virgi~i~ .. ::::::::.'.'.': 1 
Washington .. .... 4 
West Virginia.. 5 
Wisconsin 3 
AFRICA .. :::::.'.'_' 
CANADA ........ 5 
CHINA ......... ... 5 
GERMANY .... 1 
JAPAN ......... ... 3 
S. AMERICA ...... 1 
College High School 
Total States .................... 37 19 Total Foreign Countries.. 5 2 
Total 
37 
6 
!I 
2 
1 
GRADUATES 
GRADUATES-1952 
Robert Alan Abney 
Kenneth Achuck 
Clifford Alexander 
James R. Allen 
Claude R. Anderson 
Harvey Arnold 
William Baker 
Lester Balcom 
Joe Betts 
Omar Betts 
Ruth Betts 
Arthur J. Bickle 
Eldon Gene Billingsley 
La Vonne Blackman 
H. Glenn Boyd 
Johnny Brown 
Rees Bryant 
Kent Burgess 
Joyce Burt 
Marion Bush 
Martha Clark 
Noreen Coltson 
Kathryn Cone 
Charles E . Cook 
Sarah Copeland 
Frances Crowe 
Amos Davenport 
John Milton Davis 
Martha Frances Deen 
George Dillin 
Ray Farmer 
Wanda Farris 
Donald Fike 
Eugene Fowler 
Clara Froud 
Mattie Lou Geer 
Freda Gibson 
Vonda D. Gifford 
Cleo Gilbert 
Robert Gowan 
Wanda Dell Greene 
B.A. 
B.A. 
B.A. 
B.A. 
B.A. 
B.A. 
B.A. 
B.A. 
B.A. 
B.A. 
B.A. 
B.A. 
B.A. 
B.A. 
B.A. 
B.A. 
B.A. 
B.A. 
B.A., 
B.A. 
B.S. 
B.S. 
B.A. 
B.A. 
B.A. 
B.A. 
B.A. 
B.A. 
B.A. 
B.A. 
B.A. 
B.A. 
B.A. 
B.A. 
B.A. 
B.A. 
B.A. 
B.A. 
B.A. 
B.A. 
B.A. 
Bible 
Economics 
Speech 
Social Science 
Bible 
Social Science 
Speech 
Bible 
Physical Education 
Bible 
Social Science 
Biology 
Home Economics 
Psychology 
Social Science 
Social Science 
Music 
Bible 
English 
Psychology 
Music 
Music 
Home Economics 
Home Economics 
Psychology 
English 
Bus. Ad. 
Phys. Ed. 
Bible 
Social Science 
Psychology 
Social Science 
Bus. Ad. 
Bus. Ad. 
English 
Social Science 
Phys. Ed. 
Home Economics 
English 
Art 
Bus. Ad. 
Bible 
Social Science 
Bus. Ad. 
I 
Arlumsn~ 
Arkansns 
Texas 
Arkansas 
Texas 
Missouri 
California 
Arkansas 
California 
Arkansas 
Oklahoma 
California 
Alabama 
Tennessee 
Louisiana 
Michigan 
Kentucky 
Michigan 
Arkansas 
Arkansas 
Georgia 
California 
Arkansas 
Alabama 
Tennessee 
Arkansas 
California 
Arkansas 
Alabama 
Arkansas 
Arkansas 
Tennessee 
California 
Missouri 
Arkansas 
Arkansas 
Arkansas 
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HARDING COI.I 1 GRADUATES 139 
Elmo Hall BA 
English Edith Mae Reaves B.A. History Missouri Mary Jo Hare B.A. 
Betty Harris B ·A· Home Economics James Rheudasil B.A. Journalism Louisiana 
Jac~ A. Hazelbaker B ·A· English Lloydene Sanderson B.A. Home Economics Missouri 
Dwight Henry B.A. Social Science Margaret See B.A. Music Kentucky 
Menry Gene Jackson B ·A· Social Science Robert Sewell B.A. Biology Missouri 
dward C. Johns B · Social Science James Shear B.A. Bible Alabama 
Cecil Johnston B 1· Chemistry Bert Shewmaker B.A. Social Science Arkansas 
James Jordan B.A. Bus. Ad. Eunice Shewmaker B.A. English Arkansas 
~Wert Franklin Kitchens B:A: Bus. Ad. V ernie Shrable B.A. Bus. Ad. Arkansas 
B a Mae Lancaster B s Biology Grant Jennings Smith B.A History Virginia 
oyd W. Leath B A· Home Ec. Jessie Lou Smith B.A. Physical Education Arkansas 
Kenneth Leopard B.A. Music Shirley Smith B.A. Social Science California 
Lawayne McBride B.A. Bus. Ad M' · . Robert Stallings B.A. Bible Oklahoma Bus Ad· ISSlSHlppl Audrey McGuire B. . Ph ·. 1· Arkan .1 
E. C. Stevens B.A. Speech Arkansas 
Doris Mcinturff B·i· H YSICa Education Arkma 8 Helen Stinnett B.A. Home Economics Arkansas Jesse Mahan B · · S OJ'!le Ec~momics Arkan!-\1 Roy F. Stout B.S. Chemistry Oklahoma 
Robert Manasco B.A. oc!al Sc!ence Arkan1-a Alice Eileen Straughn B.A. English Oklahoma 
Thomas Marshall B ·i· ~ocial Sc~ence Arkan1111 Dale Todd B.A. Biology Missouri 
Donald Martin B ·A· o~merc.lal Art Kansn Mae Anne Tucker B.A. Home Economics Arkansas 
~obothy Nell Mashburn B.A. Social Sc1ence Til· . Dorothy E. Tulloss B.A. English Tennessee Bus. Ad . 1!1°1 Velda Turner B.A. Bus. Ad. Texas u ert B. Mason B.A. Bible · Loms1ann 
fames Henry Mason B s' B' 1 . Tex·t, Betty Thornton Ulrey B.A. Journalism Arkansas am_~s Massey B. A· EIO()'O~Ical Sciences ~r~a~s~_' David Underwood B.A. Bible Alabama 
Pat~I Ne11 Mattox B A. s::eoe~hh MISSISSippi Max Vaughan B.A. Bus. Ad. Oklahoma 
Emil Menes B:A: English N Arkansa~ Odessa Vineyard B.A. English Arkansas John Wagner B.A. Bus. Ad. North Carolina 
Donald Michael B.A. 
Psychology ew Jersey Rodney Wald B.A. Bible illinois 
Carl Mick Social Science Nebraska Juanita Walton B.A. Home Economics Arkansas 
Mildred Mick B.A. Speech Murray Warren B.A. Bible Canada 
B.A. Illinois Allan Mitche11 English Tennessee Christine Webb B.A. History Arkansas 
Paul K. Moore B.A. Bible Mississippi Erma Welch B.A. English Arkansas 
~obert Morris B.A. Phys. Ed. Dale Welsh B. A. Music Texas B.A. Arkansas Jimmy Noonan Music Illinois General J . Wheeler B. A. Journalism Arkansas Peggy O'Neal B.A. Bible Social Science 
William Albert O'Neal B.A. History 
Tennessee 
Maye White B.A. Home Economics Alabama 
B.A. Louisiana Rebecca Parham Social Science Michigan Ernest J . Wilkerson, Jr. B.A. Phys. Ed. Arkansas 
Leola Pearce B.A. Bus. Ad. Tennessee Clarence Whiteman B.A. History Arkansas 
Sh~rJey Pegan B.A. English Arkansas Bob Winter B.A. Bible Texas 
Phihp E . Perkins B.A. English Lin Wright B.A. Journalism Tennessee 
B.S. Chemistry Ohio Ray Young B.A. Phys. Ed. Arkansas 
fohn Wesley Plummer Math 
Ohio Ralph Younger B.A. Bible Utah 
ack Poland B.A. Music New York Louise Zinser B.A. Music Wisconsin 
Carolyn Poston B.S. Biology 
B.A. Kansas Jackie Purdom English Tennessee 
Clement Ransbur()'h B.A. Social Science Missouri Q B.A. Phys. Ed. Missouri 
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HARDING COl,) I 
INDEX 
Academic Information . 51 
Accounting .................... .......... 95 
Adminis tr ative Organiza tion 42 
Admission .. . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... . 53 
Aims, see Purpose . . .. .. . . . .. . . . . . 9 
Alpha Honor Society . . . . . . .. . .... 32 
Alpha Psi Omega . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . 30 
Amount of Work ......... ...... ... 37 
!~{e~d~~~~ ·:·.·.·.· · · ..·.·:·· .. ·.··.· .. ·.·:.~~· ~ 
Bachelor of Ar ts Degree . .. . . . . 54 
B~che!or of Science Deg ree . 61 
Bible and Religion .. .. . . . . 56 85 
Biological Sciences .... 57, 62, 91 
Board and Room . . . . . ... : 23 
Board of Trustees . . . .. . ... . . . . .. . . 41 
Buildings . . . . .. . . . . . . . . 15 
Bulletin . . . . . . . . .. . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . 32 
Business Ad. & Economics 57, 94 
Ca lendar ........ ........... ..... .. . 5 
Classificat ion of Students .... 54 
Camera Club .. . .. .... . . ... .. ...... 31 
Campus a nd Buildings . ... . 15 
Campus P layers . . . .. . . . ...... 30 
Chapel ..... .... .. . .. ... . . ... 29 
Chemistry .. .. . .. .. . . . . .. .. 62 125 
Christian Education .... :. 90 
Class Changes . . . . .. . . . . .. . 35 
Clima te and Scenery 15 
College Administration ...... 42 
Committees .. . . ... .. .... . . .. . ... 50 
Communications . .... 105 
Courses . . ... .... .. ...... .. 83 
Course Numbers .. 83 
Debating . 30 
Degrees, Requirement~ · fo~ . 54 
Discipline . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . 33 
Dormitories .. ..... .. ..... .. .. .. .. .. 17 
Dramat ics ................ ..... ... ....... 30 
Economics .. .. . . . . .. 57 97 
Education and Psychology 57, 99 
Elementary Training School 14 
Employment ............ .. . 
English ...... ............... .. 
Enrollment, late . 
Enrollment Summary 
Examinations ........... . 
Expenses ......... . .... .......... . 
Faculty ......................... .. 
Foods and Nutrition ..... . 
Foreign Languages ...... . 
Ill 
I 
General Business . . .. . . ... . . •t 
General Education Require-
ments .......... ........ ............ !I! 
General Information .. ...... 1 
General Science .. . . . . . 58 62 f 
Geography ......... .... .......... ~ .. '1:.>'1 
German .. . . ..... ................ ..... JOX 
Grades, see Reports and 
Grades ........................ 3;, 
Graduates . ... ..... .... ... .. ....... .... 137 
Greek ....................................... 109 
Gymnasium ....... .... . ................ 17 
Health .. .. . . . . . . . . .. . .. . . . .. . .. 60 121 
Hebrew .. .. ........ . . .......... : 109 
High School, see Secondary · 
H'Training School ..... ....... ....... 14 
IS tory ····· ... . ... . .. . . .. .. . .... 58, 131 
History of the College .... . ..... 15 
Honor Points ......................... 36 
Honor Society . . . . .. . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . 32 
Homecoming Days . . . . . .. . . .. . 29 
Home Economics . . . 58, 70, 110 
Home Economics Club .. .. . . 31 
Hours, Definitions of .. . ... . . . . . 55 
Humanities ..... .......... .......... .... .. 104 
Information, New Students .. 23 
Institutional Management . . 112 
Journalism . .. ................... 59, 113 
Laboratories . ... .... ....... .. ... 16 
Languages ............ .. ......... ....... 108 
Late Enrollment ..... .... ........ .. 35 
Law, see Pre-law course ........ 71 
INDEX 
Lectures . . . ... ... . . .. . . .. ... . . . . .. .. .. . . . . . . 29 
Library ............. ..... .... ... .. .......... 19 
Literatur e .... ... .................... .. ... .. 104 
Location ................ .... ................ 15 
Loan Funds . . . . . . .. . .. .. . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . 18 
Major and Minor Fields .. 56, 61 
Mathematics .... ................ 59, 114 
Medical and Hospital Service 22 
Medical Technology .. ..... ..... .... 74 
Music .. ........ .. ... ... .. .. .... .. 59, 71, 116 
Music Organizations ... . . . . . . . .. . . 30 
Palette Club .. ... ... ..... .. ... .. ... ..... 31 
Philosophy .. . . . . ... . . . . . . ... . .. . . .. .... . . . 85 
Physical Education ........ 60, 121 
Physical Sciences ... .... .. .. ....... . 124 
Physics ............... ....... .. ..... ....... . 126 
Piano .. .......... . ..... . 117 
Placement Service . . . . . ..... ... . . . . . 21 
P oetry Club ..................... ........ 31 
Political Science .. .. ... 130 
Pre-Agricultural Course ...... .. 65 
Pre-Archi:tectural Course . . ... . 66 
P re-Dental Course ........ .. .. ...... 67 
Pre-Engineering Course . .. ... . . 68 
Pre-Law Course ..... ........... ... ..... 71 
Pre-Medical Course .. . . . . . . . . .... . . 68 
Pre-Pharmacy Course ............ 69 
Press Club .. .... .... ....... ........ ....... 31 
Programs of Study ......... .. . 65 
Psychology .......................... 57, 99 
Purpose .. ... ....................... ... ..... 9 
Refunds .... ......... ..... ... ... .... .... .... . 25 
Regulations .. ....... ... .... ... ..... ... .. 33 
Ill 
Religious Meellngs 
Reports and Grades 5 
Residence Halls .. . . . 17 
Room Reservations . 2S 
Scholarships . . . . . . . . . .. .. . . . ... .. ... 18 
Scholarship Levels . .. .. . . . 3G 
Science, See Biology, Chem-
istry, etc. 
Secondary Training School .. 14 
Secretarial Science ........ .... 75, 47 
Social Clubs .. .. .. . . . .. .... .. . . .. . .... . . . . 32 
Social Sciences .......... 58, 67, 127 
Social Work ... ... ..... .... ...... .. ..... 75 
Sociology ............... .. .......... ....... . 130 
Special Students .. ........ .. ... ...... 54 
Speech .... .. .. ........................ 60, 131 
Sports ........ .. ...................... ........ .. 32 
Student Activities ....... ..... ...... 29 
Student Aids .. . .. . . . . . . ... .... .. . . .. .. . 18 
Student Association ................ 30 
Student Center . . . . .. . . . . . .. . .. . . . . . . . 17 
Student Life . . .. . . . . . . . .. . .. .. .. . . .. .. . 27 
Student Publications .... .. ........ 31 
Suggested :Programs .. .......... .. 65 
Swimming Pool .. . ... . .... .... . ..... . .. 20 
Teachers Certificates .... ..... ... 76 
T raining School ................... ..... 14 
Training School Faculty ...... 48 
Trustees, Board of .. . . . . ... . .. .. . . .. 41 
Tuition and Expenses .. ... . . .. ... 23 
Veterans . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . .. .. . 24 
Vocational Majors .. ..... ..... .... ... . 61 
Voice .. .... ..... .. ... ... ....... .... .. .. ........ .. 118 
